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Our Identity

Slow Food is our home,
Terra Madre
is our project

Carlo Petrini, President of Slow Food International
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“

“

Following the fourth edition of the Terra Madre world meeting of food communities in 2010 and the consolidation of the
network of these communities around the world, we can now say that Slow Food truly represents and is at the service of
“the intellectuals of the land”.
In some parts of the planet, such as almost all of Africa, Terra Madre has given new life to Slow Food with the spread of
new convivia. In other places, like Europe and the United States, it has been the strong presence of Slow Food that has
inspired the growth of the network since it was launched seven years ago. It is crucial that we avoid dualism between
Slow Food and Terra Madre. We are one network, sharing objectives and values, and we must work together now more
than ever before.
“Slow Food is our home, who we are, and Terra Madre is our project, what we do.” I think Slow Food Italy summed up
our identity well with this phrase during the 2010 National Congress. Terra Madre is what we have to do. We must build
the network. Our current goal to create a thousand food gardens in Africa will help the continent’s communities regain
invaluable food sovereignty. It is ambitious, but we can achieve it easily if the whole network contributes.
We also have important political objectives. The Common Agricultural Policy is under discussion in Europe, and will be
reformed in 2013. We are accredited with the European Union, which is looking with great interest at the model of the
Terra Madre communities. We cannot let this opportunity pass us by. Similarly Slow Food USA must also contribute to
proposing concrete actions as the US government prepares to launch a new Farm Bill, governing federal farm and food
policy, in 2012.
Pushed by Slow Food and assisted by the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity, Terra Madre must make its presence and
influence felt. To this end, it is my hope that next year we can organize two large continental meetings, one for Europe
and one for North America. There is still much we can do for both the global north and the global south, and we must
continue to work hard.

SLOW FOOD IS ...
… a network of members
The Slow Food association is an international eco-gastronomic organization founded in 1989 to recognize the importance of
pleasure connected to food through the discovery of producers’ knowledge, awareness of diversity (places, recipes, flavors) and
respect for the rhythm of the seasons.
It currently has over 100,000 members in 150 countries around the world and eight national offices, in Italy, Switzerland,
Germany, the USA, France, Japan, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands.
Across the world, the network of members is organized into convivia, local groups coordinated by a convivium leader. They
organize community events - courses, tastings, educational activities, dinners, trips - and promote the movement’s international
campaigns at a local level.
Slow Food wants to change people’s everyday relationship with food through the principles of good, clean and fair. Good is connected to the pleasure that comes from the sensory qualities of a food, but also the complex combination of feelings, memories
and sense of identity it contains. Clean refers to production that respects ecosystems and the environment. Fair means giving
producers proper compensation for their work and enforcing social justice in production environments and the commercialization system.
Learn more about Slow Food’s activities: www.slowfood.com

… food and taste education
Education is fundamental to Slow Food’s strategies and cuts across all of its projects and activities.
To Slow Food, educating means promoting the pleasure of food, the rediscovery of conviviality, awareness in purchasing choices
and respect for the seasons among children, young people and adults. It means promoting the diversity of flavors and places
through courses, events, seminars, games, awareness-raising campaigns and publications.
With the Master of Food, educational programs for schools, taste workshops, school gardens, conferences and seminars, Slow
Food is bringing the public closer to food and taste education. By using the senses in playful activities and giving space to
creativity, Slow Food is teaching the pleasure of learning more about food.
Learn more about Slow Food’s education projects: www.slowfood.com/education
Slow Food has also supported the creation of a unique academic institution: the University of Gastronomic Sciences, based
in Pollenzo, Italy, an international research and education center for those working on renewing farming methods, protecting
biodiversity, and building an organic relationship between gastronomy and agricultural science.
Learn more about the University of Gastronomic Sciences: www.unisg.it
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… defending biodiversity
Slow Food has been working in the field of biodiversity since 1997, focusing its attention on edible wild species (linked to
traditional cultures, techniques and customs), domestic species (plant varieties, ecotypes, native breeds and populations) and
traditional processed food products. Many other associations and organizations also pay attention to biodiversity, but generally
they concentrate on wild species and marginalize domestic diversity, selected by humans over the course of the centuries. Rarely
does anyone also consider the food biodiversity represented by processed products.
In order to protect and promote food biodiversity and allow local communities to survive and thrive, Slow Food, through the
Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity, coordinates and sponsors projects to support small-scale food producers: the Presidia, A
Thousand Gardens in Africa, Earth Markets and Ark of Taste.
The Foundation’s primary commitment is to the countries of the global south, where biodiversity is even more vulnerable to the
devastating effects of intensive food production and the global market, and where safeguarding traditional agricultural heritage
is vital to the very survival of local communities.
Learn more about the Slow Food Foundation’s activities and projects: www.slowfoodfoundation.org

… Terra Madre
Terra Madre brings together everyone who wants to act to preserve, encourage and promote methods of fishing, farming and
food production that are sustainable and in harmony with nature, the landscape and tradition. At the heart of their commitment
is a special concern for local environments and the plant varieties and animal breeds that have kept the land fertile for centuries.
Day by day, the Terra Madre family is growing and enriching itself, organizing itself to better protect local food products and
gastronomic cultures, turning the good, clean and fair concept into reality. When Slow Food launched the network it was made
up of the food communities, who have since been joined by cooks, academics, youth and musicians.
The global network’s life blood are the meetings that have been held regularly since 2004 across the five continents, giving
farmers, fishers, food producers, chefs, academics and representatives of NGOs and institutions an opportunity to discuss and
share knowledge and experiences.
In addition to regional and international meetings, Terra Madre is enriched by exchanges and collaborations. Over the course of
the years there have been numerous opportunities for small-scale producers to learn from each other. Examples include the 52
international fishing communities who visited various locations around Italy; the Ugandan farmers who hosted 25 small-scale
Kenyan growers to share skills and knowledge; the Tuscan Presidia and convivia who hosted (and then visited in turn) Presidia
producers from Hungary, Kenya, Mauritania and Chile; and so on.
Terra Madre’s main event is the world meeting held every two years in Turin. In 2010 it was held between October 21 and 25,
at the same time as the Salone del Gusto. The five-day meeting brought together over 5,000 food community representatives,
cooks, teachers, young people and musicians from around the world, all working to promote local, sustainable food production
in harmony with the planet and respectful of knowledge passed down through the generations.
Find food communities in your region or network events: www.terramadre.org
Every year on Terra Madre Day, December 10, the network of Slow Food members, food communities, small-scale farmers and food
producers, responsible cooks and conscious consumers comes together around the world to celebrate food diversity and eating locally.
Find out more: www.slowfood.com/terramadreday
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Working
Together
Togethe

Piero Sardo, President of the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity
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“

“

We have difficult years ahead of us: The negative effects of the 2008-2009 financial crisis are multiplying, affecting the
fundamental structures of society, weakening real economies, devastating people’s lives and pushing governments to make
drastic cuts in spending. In Italy, these cuts have taken fundamental resources away from vulnerable sectors that are vital
to the social fabric: schools, research, culture and, of course, international development. I write “of course” because an
economic crisis pushes public opinion to withdraw into its own little world, to justify selfish behavior, to judge all spending
on other peoples and other countries as useless and superfluous, and governments are quick to respond to this.
As a result, the world of volunteers, NGOs and humanitarian organizations is being forced to face a drastic reduction in
public funding and an inevitable fall in private donations. Such a situation could easily lead to an “every man for himself”
response and a contraction of projects and initiatives.
Despite this depressing scenario, the Slow Food Foundation has decided to jump in at the deep end and launch its most
ambitious and challenging project ever, as mentioned above in Carlo Petrini’s introduction: creating a thousand food gardens
in Africa. We decided to take on this challenge not because we have hidden fortunes to spend, but because we have great
faith in the strength and optimism of the Slow Food network. It will provide the majority of resources necessary to create
these thousand gardens, but not alone. The Terra Madre communities will also be involved in this adventure, with donations
and concrete assistance from those who can provide it, and solidarity and support from others. From the universal and
revolutionary perspective with which Terra Madre sees the world, we can’t worry too much about the mere quantity of funds
necessary. Instead we are looking much more at the commitment and work the A Thousand Gardens in Africa project will
require.
The Foundation has other important initiatives to look forward to in 2011. Our new regional headquarters, at the Alberese
farm in the Maremma region of Tuscany, will be opened this year. It will be a lively, dynamic place, not just an address like
our official headquarters at the Georgofili Academy in Florence. We’re working to get the Swiss Presidia in order so they can
obtain authorization to use the Slow Food Presidia brand; the mapping of products and identification of new Presidia in subSaharan Africa is continuing; and we are working harder than ever to build relationships, encourage exchanges and support
projects with the Terra Madre food communities.
In short, the Foundation will continue with everything it has started in these past few years. The opposite of every man for
himself, but as you’ll have gathered, we need you. Thank you for your support.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The Foundation is composed
of the following positions and bodies:

Hanns Kniepkamp (Germany) – Member of the Slow Food
Germany national board and Chair of the the National Ark
Commission

President
Piero Sardo (Italy)

Luca Fabbri (Italy) – Slow Food Promozione consultant

General Secretary
Serena Milano (Italy)
Board of Directors
The members of the Board of Directors are nominated by the
Founding Members (Slow Food International and Slow Food Italy).
Since 2011, two international representatives from the Slow Food
association, a representative of the Honorary Members of the
Slow Food Foundation, a representative from Slow Food Italy and
three representatives from Slow Food International have joined
the Slow Food Foundation Board of Directors.

Renzo Ulivieri (Italy) – Representative from
the Tuscany Regional Authority
Board of Auditors
Davide Barberis (Italy) – President
Antonio Cherchi (Italy),
Francesco Bonelli (Italy)
Scientific Committee
Marcello Buiatti (Italy) – Geneticist and Professor of Genetics
at the University of Florence

Carlo Petrini (Italy) – President of Slow Food International

Deborah Madison (USA) – Writer and chef

Paolo Di Croce (Italy) – Secretary General
of Slow Food International

Harold McGee (USA) – Food chemistry and molecular
gastronomy expert

John Kariuki (Kenya) – Slow Food International
Vice-President and coordinator of Slow Food activities in Kenya

Vandana Shiva (India) – Scientist and social ecologist
Aminata Dramane Traoré (Mali) – Politician and writer

Fabio Palladino (Italy) – Slow Food Italy Treasurer
Ben Watson (USA) – US National Ark of Taste Commission
President

Why a Non-Profit?
The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity was founded in 2003 to respond to the need to coordinate and fund the Presidia and
other Slow Food projects to protect food biodiversity in a transparent way. The Slow Food association had primarily been running
projects in Italy and other countries in the global north (France, Spain, Canada, the United States). However, it was clearly time
to starting looking also to the global south, where the Presidia would mean not just saving products, varieties and breeds from
oblivion, but also guaranteeing a future to thousands of small-scale producers and strengthening local economies. To do this, it
was necessary to set up an organization able to run projects, offer full financial transparency, accept philanthropic donations and
have all the necessary prerequisites for presenting projects to international development agencies. The result was the creation
of the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity, which was immediately given Italian legal status as a socially useful non-profit
organization. The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity protects the environment, agricultural landscapes and food biodiversity
and promotes sustainable agriculture that respects the environment, animal welfare and local crops and cultures and uses
traditional techniques and renewable energy sources.

The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity was registered in Italy as a socially useful non-profit organization (ONLUS) with
protocol no. 45 on September 16, 2003.
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Dehradun Basmati Rice Presidium, India - © Rajesh Vora

OBJECTIVES
• To defend biodiversity
• To safeguard the environment and the land
• To promote sustainable agriculture
• To protect small-scale producers and their communities
• To promote the gastronomic traditions of the world

gastronomiche di tutto i
The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity was founded in Florence in 2003 in partnership with the Tuscany Regional Authority,
and is funded by the Slow Food association, institutions, private companies, other foundations and individuals interested in
supporting biodiversity-protection projects.
The Slow Food Foundation supports and spreads the idea of biodiversity as an important factor in human, civil and democratic
growth. It acts to defend the gastronomic, environmental, farming and artisanal heritage of every country. While it supports
projects around the world, its most significant commitment is focused on developing countries, where defending biodiversity
means not only improving people’s quality of life, but sometimes ensuring their very survival.
Donations are used to fund projects that protect food biodiversity in more than 50 countries and promote sustainable forms of
agriculture that respect the environment, people’s cultural identity, consumer health and animal welfare.
The Foundation guarantees complete transparency in how it uses donations and contributions received, and can offer tax
deduction benefits to Italian residents.
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POLICIES
• Select and catalog agricultural and food products at risk of extinction
Identifying quality food products at risk of disappearing is necessary in order to spread information about them and avoid them
being lost, along with all the local culture associated with them.

• Improve the sustainability of production methods and protect food-producing
environments
There are two opposing types of agriculture in the world - industrial and small-scale - and many associate the former with
development and the latter with underdevelopment. But this analysis does not take into account the fact that small-scale
agriculture makes optimum use of resources and produces more food than industrialized agriculture, if we consider the total
agricultural system and not just individual commodities. What’s more, in the long run the industrialized system imposes
unsustainable costs on natural capital. It causes soil erosion, water pollution and a loss of habitat for wild species. It brings
about a crisis in social capital, causing the disintegration of rural communities, a decrease in agricultural employment and the
dispersal of families. The introduction of the industrial model of agriculture altered established and sustainable knowledge and
equilibria, in both the global south and the Global North. Defending sustainable agriculture means protecting the environment,
animal welfare and the cultural identity of producers.

• Protect small-scale producers, strengthening their social role and cultural identity
Restoring cultural dignity to small-scale producers by recognizing the value of their knowledge and work is the first step in
encouraging them to continue their activity. Additionally, helping producers carry on their work keeps alive traditional techniques
and knowledge which would otherwise be lost forever.

• Promote the geographical origins of products
By protecting and promoting products, their local areas of origin are also promoted, because it is only thanks to the particular
combination of features characterizing a terroir that a specific product exists.

• Make quality artisanal products widely known and accessible
If you tell consumers around the world about a particular extraordinary food and that looking for it, buying it and eating brings
not only a pleasurable taste experience, but also a way of finding out about the history and traditions of a local area and of
preserving an important culture, then you are creating awareness about food choices in consumers and helping increase demand
for that product.

• Promote information and knowledge exchanges among small-scale producers,
strengthening the worldwide network of food communities
One of the ways the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity helps small-scale producers improve their techniques and product
quality is by organizing producer exchanges. By meeting each other and talking, producers are able to share problems, experiences
and solutions. These exchanges create links between communities and increase their awareness of belonging to the same
network.

• Promote a short supply chain, reducing intermediaries between producers and
consumers
A short supply chain is one of the key features of sustainable agriculture because it reduces the environmental cost of transporting
goods, promotes local products and helps preserve local food culture. Additionally, by reducing the number of intermediaries, the
producers’ rights and work are better respected and both producers and final consumers are assured a fairer price.
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Our Activities

PROJECTS
A Thousand Gardens in Africa
The project was launched at the Terra Madre 2010 meeting and thanks to massive international mobilization, between 2011
and 2012 a thousand school, community and urban food gardens will be created in 20 African countries. The gardens will be
cultivated using sustainable techniques (composting, natural treatments for pests and weeds, rational water management), and
will be planted with local varieties of fruit trees, vegetables and medicinal herbs. The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity will
manage donations and coordinate activities in Africa.
For an update on the A Thousand Gardens in Africa project, see p. 9.

Presidia
The Slow Food Foundation concentrates the majority of its economic and organizational resources on the Presidia. The Presidia
are projects that involve food communities and protect native breeds, plant varieties and food products (bread, cheese, cured
meats, wine, etc.). Their objective is to save traditional, artisanal, quality foods, strengthening producer organization, promoting
local areas, preserving traditional techniques and knowledge and promoting environmentally and socially sustainable production models. There are currently more than 300 Presidia in 53 countries, of which 192 are in Italy.
For more information on Presidia and an update on activities in 2010, see p. 12.

Ark of Taste
The Ark of Taste selects and catalogs quality food products at risk of extinction from around the world. The research of experts
in 19 national commissions has enabled 947 products in 60 countries to be recorded, with descriptions published (in Italian and
English) on the Slow Food Foundation website. The Ark of Taste will continue its travels in coming years, especially exploring new
countries it has not yet visited.
For more information on the Ark of Taste and an update on activities in 2010, see p. 37.

Earth Markets
With this project, Slow Food is aiming to create an international network of farmers’ markets, meeting places where consumers and producers can come together. Earth Markets are only for small-scale producers who produce everything they sell. The
products are local, seasonal, made using sustainable and environmentally friendly methods and sold at fair prices (profitable for
producers and transparent for consumers). In short, they respond to the Slow Food principles of good, clean and fair.
The Slow Food Foundation assists Slow Food convivia in the various planning stages - from drawing up rules to selecting producers and communication - and promotes the creation of new Earth Markets in the Global South.
For more information on the Earth Markets and an update on activities in 2010, see p. 40.

Awareness-Raising Campaigns
The strength of Slow Food, amplified by Terra Madre, comes from its network and lies in the capacity to spread messages to different generations and social groups. In the case of cross-cutting issues (affecting different products and geographic areas), the
most effective biodiversity-protection action is a wide-ranging awareness-raising campaign. The Slow Food Foundation, in collaboration with Slow Food Italy and Slow Food International, has launched campaigns for sustainable fish and raw-milk cheeses
and against land grabbing and GMOs.
For more information on our campaigns in 2010, see p. 43.
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A THOUSAND GARDENS IN AFRICA
At Terra Madre 2010, Slow Food presented its latest challenge: to create a thousand food gardens with the African Terra Madre
communities in schools, villages and on the edge of cities. The idea is not new, and has developed out of many agricultural and
educational initiatives already underway, such as the school gardens set up by Slow Food in Kenya, Uganda and Côte d’Ivoire.
In harmony with the Slow Food philosophy, the project wants to work with local communities to create concrete models of
sustainable agriculture, sensitive to different contexts (environmental, social and cultural) and easily replicable. One of the key
points of the Thousand Gardens in Africa project is the integration between the agricultural experience, community sharing
and educational/information-providing activities. Each Slow Food garden is not an independent project, but is introduced into
the community as a shared experience. It gives different generations the chance to come together, exchange knowledge and
reinforce a spirit of solidarity and friendship.
The project involves the creation of:
• school gardens: cultivated by students together with teachers
• community gardens: run by a community that shares the work and the harvest
• family gardens: groups of gardens run by families within a community

What are the project’s objectives?
The garden is an important tool for education: Cultivating a garden offers the chance to learn more about local plant varieties,
how to sustainably manage soil and water, how to diversify one’s diet and how to cultivate food using environmentally friendly
methods.
60 gardens

30 gardens

Morocco
10 gardens

Egypt

50 gardens Mauritania

Senegal
Guinea Bissau
Sierra Leone
100 gardens

Mali

15 gardens

Ivory
Coast

Ethiopia

Uganda

50 gardens

200 gardens

Kenya

50 gardens

60 gardens

Tanzania

30 gardens

50 gardens

Mozambique
Madagascar

150 gardens

South Africa
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30 gardens

10 gardens

Who will run the project?
The gardens will be run by the Terra Madre communities, as well as graduates from the University of Gastronomic Sciences. The
initiative is aimed at the Terra Madre communities, convivia, Slow Food members and any other organizations (associations,
schools, NGOs, etc.) interested in participating in the project. It involves all social groups, but particularly small-scale farmers,
students and schoolteachers and most of all women, who are often responsible for feeding their families.

Where will the gardens be created?
The project will be launched in countries where Slow Food already has a strong network: Ivory Coast, Egypt, Ethiopia, GuineaBissau, Kenya, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Mozambique, Senegal, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Tanzania and Uganda.

A Thousand Good, Clean and Fair Gardens: The Guiding Principles
A Slow Food garden develops according to the philosophy of good, clean and fair.
A good garden guarantees fresh and genuine products, promotes local products and safeguards traditional recipes.
A clean garden respects the environment, uses soil and water sustainably and protects biodiversity.
A fair garden is a community experience, bringing together different generations and social groups (e.g. teachers, students and
farmers); promoting the knowledge and skills of farmers and improving their autonomy and self-esteem; and encouraging
food sovereignty, giving the community the possibility to choose what to grow and eat
The project’s approach is closely tied to the principles of agroecology. It is based on local farming knowledge; the
application of traditional and modern techniques adapted to different conditions; the correct management of natural resources
(biodiversity, soil, water) and social justice. Unlike the conventional approach to agriculture, agroecology emphasizes the
importance of biodiversity, correct soil and water management and the interaction between plants, animals and the soil.
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School garden in Uganda – © Paola Viesi

A Thousand Gardens in Africa project – © Paola Viesi

African agronomists at Pollenzo
In March, 14 agronomists and experts from around Africa met in Pollenzo, Italy to evaluate the launch and management of the
project. The meeting was held from March 7 to 13 to discuss the draft manual that sets out the project’s philosophy and general
objectives and includes practical suggestions for garden management. The manual will be completed during the course of the
project, working with the coordinators and communities to identify the practices best suited to the different environmental,
social and cultural contexts in each country.
See the Thousand Gardens in Africa project handbook: www.slowfoodfoundation.org
During the project’s next phases, communication and training material will be prepared in various African languages (Swahili,
Wolof, Oromo, Amharic, Bambarà and others), including comic strips, illustrations and audio recordings, which will be distributed
to the farming communities. Good use will be made of rural radio stations, which are very common in Africa.

Supporters
Donations to support A Thousand Gardens in Africa have been arriving from around the world. The first to mobilize have been
the Slow Food convivia, organizing fundraising dinners and events everywhere from South Korea to the United States. Support
is taking various forms and the large number of messages that continue to reach the Slow Food Foundation have confirmed the
vitality of the Slow Food network and show the fast response to a concrete challenge from people of all walks of life, united by
a strong sense of solidarity.
List of supporters of A Thousand Gardens in Africa, see p. 65
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Torre Guaceto Fiaschetto Tomato Presidium, Puglia, Italy – © Alberto Peroli

PRESIDIA

The first Presidia were created in Italy in 1999. After cataloguing hundreds of products at risk of extinction through the Ark of
Taste, Slow Food decided to take a further step and engage concretely with the world of production, getting to know the places,
meet the producers and promote their products, work and wisdom.
The Presidia are concrete and virtuous examples of a new agricultural model, based on quality, animal welfare, sustainability,
connection to a local area, consumer health and pleasure. Each presidium protects a product that is good, with distinctive sensory
qualities, rooted in local culture; clean, produced using sustainable techniques that respect the local environment and traditions;
and fair, produced in a way that respects people’s rights and culture and guaranteeing them a reasonable financial return.
Over the years, the Presidia project has become one of the most effective tools for putting into practice and exemplifying Slow
Food’s policies on agriculture and biodiversity.
The Presidia do not apply a single format around the world but adapt themselves based on the geographic, cultural and social
context. As a result, individual projects can vary greatly.
In the case of Somerset Cheddar in the United Kingdom or aged gouda from the Netherlands, the Presidia were established
to distinguish the extraordinary quality of these cheeses (made artisanally from raw milk) from their industrial imitations, found
on supermarket shelves around the world.
The Argan Oil Presidium in Morocco is an example of a product being promoted to help protect a valuable ecosystem. In the
south of Morocco, Berber women extract a highly nutritious oil from the berries of argan, a tree similar to the olive. This helps to
maintain intact the forest of 20 million argan trees called the arganeraie, which is an important defense against the advancing
desert.
In the case of the Huehuetenango Highland Coffee Presidium in Guatemala, the production protocol not only guarantees
the coffee’s sensory quality and environmentally friendly production, but also stipulates particular social requirements: men and
women must have equal access to the Presidium and equal opportunities for leadership within the organization, and the children
of producers have to finish their studies and obtain all vaccinations required by law. The protocol also establishes a minimum sale
price for the coffee and states that 5 percent of profits must be used for social projects.
The Huehuetenango Highland Coffee Presidium also has positive social effects outside Guatemala. In 2005 a traditional woodfired coffee roasting facility was set up in Turin’s Vallette prison. The project is managed by the social cooperative Pausa Café,
which oversees a group of prisoners who roast and package the Presidium coffee. The Guatemala producers sell their coffee
directly to the roasting venture at a fair, profitable price.
Many small-scale producers have found that chefs can provide invaluable support and collaboration, allowing them to continue
in their role as guardians of local knowledge and the environment. In Italy, for example, a large network has been formed of chefs
who have agreed to support the Presidia producers. The Slow Food Italy project currently brings together 251 restaurants and
osterias in Italy that have committed to promoting and supporting the Presidia. The chefs who sign up to the Alliance Between
Italian Chefs and Slow Food Presidia promise to use at least three Presidia products on their menu, prioritizing those from
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the local area and naming the producers who supply the restaurant. Every year, the chefs also organize Alliance Dinners, with
part of the proceeds going to support a new Presidium or another Slow Food Foundation project.
The list of Italian restaurants and osterias participating in the Alliance project is available
on the site www.presidislowfood.it (in Italian only).

Activities
• Identify and select producers and bring them together, along with technical experts, institutions and all other parties
interested in the project.
• Define the production area and, with help from individual producers, collect all the information necessary to draw up a
production protocol. This is an important instrument to ensure complete traceability, artisanal methods and high product quality.
• Help the producers to form an association (or cooperative, consortium, etc.) with a name and common brand, and to find
new market opportunities.
• Organize training courses for producers with a range of objectives such as improving product quality, enhancing producers’
tasting skills and developing suitable packaging for promoting and selling the product.
• Communicate product quality: Tell consumers around the world that this is an outstanding product and that discovering,
buying and tasting offers great sensory pleasure and a way of learning about the history and traditions of an area as well as
helping to preserve the local culture.

Benefits
• Presidia benefit from promotion and communication provided by Slow Food at the local, national and international level
(through participation in events such as the Salone del Gusto, Slow Fish and Cheese).
• Presidia help to bring producers together so that they can collaborate, participate in exchanges and find technical and
institutional partners.
• A third category of technical benefits includes creating infrastructure, designing appropriate packaging, organizing training
courses and providing technical assistance to improve product quality or strengthen the producers’ organization.

Objectives
The general objectives of the Presidia are numerous, complex and multifaceted, but can be grouped into four areas. While the
environmental aspect is clearly vital, and in some cases is the focus of the Presidium, another three aspects are also crucial:
economic, social and cultural. Regarding economics, Presidia products are often disappearing because they are no longer
profitable and producers need guarantees about their economic viability in order to continue their activity.
• The environmental objectives (defending biodiversity, improving the sustainability of products) are essential for all Presidia.
Each production protocol requires producers to eliminate or reduce chemical treatments, to guarantee animal welfare (extensive
farming systems, adequate space, no forced feeding), to defend, where possible, local breeds and native plant varieties, to use
ecological packaging and to favor the use of renewable energy.
• The economic objectives (increasing producer income, developing locally driven activities, increasing employment) are
the only ones that can be measured using quantitative indicators, like variations in price, quantity produced and numbers of
employees.
• The social objectives (improving the social role of producers, strengthening their organizational capacity) can be measured
in various ways: have the Presidium producers created an association or other type of organization; have they improved their
ability to form relationships with public and private institutions; are the producers more widely known; and does their voice carry
greater weight now thanks to media attention.
• The cultural objectives (strengthening producers’ cultural identity and promoting production areas) are linked to the work
done by a Presidium to inspire other initiatives around the product: publications about the local area, the creation of tourist
routes, the restoration of old buildings, educational museums, etc.
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International Presidia
150 Projects in 53 Countries
(updated May 2011)

Switzerland (13)
Bedretto Valley Pastefrolle Cookies
Dörrbohnen
Farina Bóna
Locarno Valley Cicitt
Muggio Valley Zincarlin
Müstair Valley Rye Bread
Pays d’Enhaut Chantzet
Raw Milk Butter
Raw Milk Vacherin Fribourgeois
Swiss Brenzerkirsch
Tafeljura Plum Orchards
Traditionally Matured Emmentaler
Wallis Traditional Rye Bread

France (14)
Barèges-Gavarnie Mouton
Bearne Mountain Pasture Cheeses
Bretonne Pie Noir Cow
Gascon Chicken
Gers Mirandaise Ox
Haute Provence Einkorn
Lorient Cabbage
Natural Breton Oysters
Noir de Bigorre Pig
Pardailhan Black Turnip
Pélardon Affné
Roussillon Dry Rancio
Rove Brousse Goat Cheese
Saint-Flour Golden Lentil

United Kingdom (5)
Artisanal Somerset Cheddar
Fal Oyster
Gloucester Cheese
Limburg Syrup
Old Gloucester Beef
Three Counties Perry
Netherlands (8)
Aged Artisan Gouda
Chaam Chicken
Dreathe Heath Sheep
Kermpen Heath Sheep
Lakenvelder Cattle
Limburg Syrup
Oosterschelde Lobster
Texel Sheep Cheese

Canada (1)
Red Fife Wheat

Ireland (1)
Irish Raw Milk Cheeses

USA (6)
American Raw Milk Cheeses
Anishinaabeg Manoomin
Cape May Oyster
Makah Ozette Potato
Navajo-Churro Sheep
Sebastopol Gravenstein Apples

Croatia (1)
Ljubitovica Šarak Garlic
Bosnia and Herzegovina (2)
Cheese in a Sack
Pozegaca Plum Slatko
Morocco (4)
Alnif Cumin
Argan Oil
Taliouine Saffron
Zerradoun Salt
Dominican Republic (1)
Sierra Cafetalera Coffee

Mexico (4)
Chinantla Vanilla
Chontalpa Cacao
Seri Indians Roasted Mesquite
Tehuacán Amaranth
Guatemala (2)
Huehuetenango Highland Coffee
Ixcán Cardamom
Spain (9)
Ballobar Caper
Carranzana Cara Negra Sheep Cheese
Euskal Txerria Pig
Maestrat Millenary Extravirgin Oil
Ganxet Bean
Jiloca Saffron
Mungia Talo
Sitges Malvasia
Zalla Violet Onion

Cape Verde (1)
Matured Planalto de Bolona
Goat Cheese

Ecuador (1)
Cacao Nacional

Mauritania (1)
Imraguen Women’s
Mullet Bottarga

Peru (3)
Andean Kañihua
Pampacorral Sweet Potatoes
San Marcos Andean Fruit
Chile (5)
Blue Egg Chicken
Calbuco Black-Bordered Oyster
Merkén
Purén White Strawberries
Robinson Crusoe Island Seafood

Argentina (3)
Andean Corn
Quebrada de Humahuaca Andean Potatoes
Yacón

Portugal (1)
Mirandesa Sausage
Brazil (8)
Aratù
Barù Nut
Juçara Palm Heart
Piancò Valley Red Rice
Sateré Mawé Canudo Nectar
Sateré Mawé Native Waranà
Serra Catarinense Araucaria Nut
Umbù

Senegal (1)
Saloum Islands Wild Fruit Juices
Bolivia (1)
Pando Brazil Nut
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Norway (6)
Artisanal Sognefjord Geitost
Møre og Romsdal Salt Cod
Hedmark and Oppland Counties Pultost
Sørøya Island Stockfsh
Sunnmøre Cured and Smoked Herring
Villsau Sheep
Sweden (3)
Jämtland Cellar Matured Goat Cheese
Öland Island Brown Beans
Reindeer Suovas

Germany (4)
Bamberger Hörnla Potato
Champagner Bratbirne Pear Spumante
Franconian Grünkern
Limpurg Ox
Austria (5)
Pit Cabbage
Lungau Tauern Rye
Vienna Gemischter Satz Wines
Wachauer Saffron
Wiesenwienerwald Chequer Tree

Poland (2)
Oscypek
Polish Mead
Belarus (1)
Rosson Infusions and Wild Fruits
Hungary (1)
Mangalica Sausage
Romania (2)
Bugeci Mountains Branza de Burduf
Saxon Village Preserves

Bulgaria (3)
Tcherni Vit Green Cheese
Karakachan Sheep
Smilyan Beans

Uzbekistan (1)
Bostanlyk Ancient Varieties of Almonds
Japan (1)
Unzen Takana Vegetable
China (1)
Tibetan Plateau Yak Cheese
Georgia (1)
Georgian Wine in Jars

Armenia (1)
Motal

India (1)
Dehra Dun Basmati Rice

Lebanon (2)
Jabel’ Amel Freekeh
Kechek el Fouqara Cheese

Tajikistan (1)
Pamir Mulberny

Ethiopia (3)
Harenna Forest Wild Coffee
Wenchi Volcano Honey
Wukro White Honey

Afghanistan (1)
Herat Abjosh Raisin
Macedonia (2)
Wild Fig Slatko
Mavrovo-reka Mountain Pasture Cheeses

Madagascar (2)
Alaotra Lake Dista Rice
Mananara Vanilla

New Caledonia (1)
Lifou Island Taro and Yam
Egypt (1)
Siwa Date
Cyprus (1)
Tsamarella

Kenya (5)
Lare Pumpkin
Mau Forest Dried Nettle
Molo Mushunu Chicken
Nzoia River Reed Salt
Pokot Ash Yoghurt
Mali (1)
Dogon Somè

Malaysia (2)
Bario Rice
Rimbàs Black Pepper

South Africa (1)
Zulu Sheep
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Italian Presidia
192 Projects
(updated to May 2011)

Trentino Alto Adige (10)
Aurina Valley Graukäse
Banale Ciuighe
Grigio Alpina Cow
Moena Puzzone
Non Valley Mortandela
Primiero’s Malga Butter
Trentino Luganega
Casolèt Cheese of Sole
Rabbi and Pejo Valleys
Ur-Paarl
Vezzena

Liguria (11)
Albenga Violet Asparugus
Badalucco, Conio and Pigna Beans
Brigasca Sheep Tomas
Cabannina Cow
Dried Calizzano and Murialdo Chestnut
Noli Anchovies
Perinaldo Artichoke
Savona Chinotto
Valleggia Apricot
Vara Valley Black Cock
Vessalico Garlic

Piedmont (27)
Caprauna Turnip
Capriglio Pepper
Carmagnola Gray Rabbit
Carmagnola Ox-Horn Pepper
Ceresole Tench
Coazze Cevrin
Cortereggio Canavese piattella bean
Garbagna Bella Cherry
Gavi Testa in Cassetta
Heritage Piedmontese Apple Varieties
Langhe Sheep Tuma
Macagn
Mondovì Cornmeal Biscuits
Montébore
Monviso Valle Bronda Ramassin
Morozzo Capon
Mountain Castelmagno
Nizza Monferrato Hunchback Cardoon
Orbassano Red Celery
Piedmontese Blonde Hen and Saluzzo White Hen
Piedmontese Ox
Roccaverano Robiola
Sambucano Lamb
Saras del Fen
Tortona Strawberry
Tortona Valleys Salame
Valli Valdesi Mustardela

Interegional (1)
High Mountain Honeys

Sicily (27)
Alcamo Purceddu Melon
Belìce Vastedda
Bronte Pistachio
Castelvetrano Black Bread
Ciaculli Late-Winter Mandarin
Delia Cuddrireddra
Giarratana Onion
Girgentana Goat
Interdonato Lemon
Lentini Traditional Bread
Madonie Manna
Madonie Provola
Magghia Masculina
Maiorchino
Minuta Olive
Monreale White Plums
Nebrodi Black Pig
Nebrodi Provola
Noto Almonds
Nùbia Red Garlic
Polizzi Badda Bean
Ragusan Donkey
Ragusano from Modicana Ox
Salina Caper
Sicily Black Bee
Trapani Artisan Sea Salt
Ustica Lentil
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Lazio (6)
Caciofore of the Roman Countryside
Marzolina
Onano Lentil
Tellina of the Roman Coastline
Tuscia Lakes Eel
Viterbo Susianella

Tuscany (18)
Artisan Pontremoli Testarolo
Bazzone Prosciutto
Carmignano Dried Fig
Casentino Prosciutto
Casola Marocca
Garfagnana Biroldo
Garfagnana Potato Bread
Goym Sfratto
Mallegato
Maremmana Ox
Orbetello Bottarga
Pistoian Mountain Pecorino
Prato Mortadella
Sorana Bean
Tuscan Sea Palamita
Valdarno Chicken
Valdarno Tarese
Zeri Lamb

Sardinia (6)
Casizolu
Osilo Pecorino
Pompìa
San Gavino Monreale Saffron
Sardo Modicana Cow
Shepherds’ Fiore Sardo

Lombardy (8)
Bagolino Bagòss
Heritage Bitto
Lodi Pannerone
Orobiche Valleys Traditional Stracchino
Saviore Valley Fatulì
Valchiavenna Goat Violino
Valtellina Buckwheat
Valtorta Agrì
Friuli Venezia Giulia (5)
Formadi Frant
Fagagna Pestàt
Emilia Romagna (11)
Pitina
Cervia Artisanal Sea Salt
Radìc di Mont
Classic Mortadella
Resia Garlic
Cocomerina Pear
Corno alle Scale Char
Mariola
Modenese White Cow
Mora Romagnola Pig
Salama da Sugo
Tosco-Romagnolo Apennine Raviggiolo
Traditional Marinated Comacchio Valleys Eel
Zibello Culatello
Abruzzo (5)
Campotosto Mortadella
Castel del Monte Canestrato
Farindola Pecorino
Frentano sausage
Santo Stefano di Sessanio Lentil
Umbria (5)
Amerino Cottora Broad Bean
Civita di Cascia Roveja
Lake Trasimeno Bean
Trevi Black Celery
Upper Tiber Valley Mazzafegato

Veneto (13)
Adria White Garlic
Alpago Lamb
Asiago Aged Cheese
Belluno Valleys Barley
Biancoperla Corn
Gialèt bean
Goose in Onto
Grappa Mountain Morlacco
Grumolo delle Abbadesse Rice
Lessinia Misso Pear
Malga Monte Veronese
Moleche
Paduan Hen

Marche (6)
Fabriano Salame
Fig cake Lonzino
Portonovo Wild Mussels
Serra de’ Conti Cicerchia
Sibillini Mountains Pecorino
Sibillini Mountains Pink Apples
Puglia (13)
Acquaviva Red Onion
Alta Murgia Traditional Bread
Carpino Broad Beans
Ceglie Biscuit
Gargano Citrus Fruits
Gargano Goat
Gargano Podolica Cow
Gargano Podolico Caciocavallo
Martina Franca Capocollo
Polignano Carrots
Toritto Almond
Torre Canne Queen tomato
Torre Guaceto Fiaschetto Tomato

Basilicata (4)
Basilican Podolico Caciocavallo
Ferrandina Baked Olives
Materana Mountain Pezzente
Rotonda Red Eggplant
Molise (1)
Conca Casale Signora
Calabria (2)
Grecanico Azze Anca Capicollo
Mormanno lentil
Campania (13)
Castellammare Violet Artichoke
Castelpoto Red Sausage
Cilento Cacioricotta
Ischia Cave Rabbit
Gioi Soppressata
Menaica Anchovies
Monaco Provolone from Agerolese Cow
Neapolitan Papaccella
Pertosa White Artichoke
Piennolo Small Tomato
Roman Conciato
San Marzano Tomato
Traditional Cetara Anchovy Extract
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Facts and Figures for 2010
From 19 international Presidia in 2002, the number grew to 77 in 2005, 91 in 2006, 107 in 2007, 121 in 2008 and
137 in 2009.
As of December 31, 2010, there were 148 active international Presidia, in addition to 194 Italian Presidia, making a
total of 341 projects distributed as follows:
• 20 in Africa (1 in Cape Verde, 1 in Egypt, 3 in Ethiopia, 5 in Kenya, 2 in Madagascar, 1 in Mali, 1 in Mauritania, 4 in Morocco,
1 in Senegal, 1 in South Africa)
• 2 in the Middle East (2 in Lebanon)
• 34 in the Americas (2 in Argentina, 1 in Bolivia, 8 in Brazil, 1 in Canada, 5 in Chile, 1 in the Dominican Republic, 1 in Ecuador,
2 in Guatemala, 4 in Mexico, 3 in Peru, 6 in the United States)
• 6 in Asia (1 in Afghanistan, 1 in China, 1 in India, 1 in Japan, 2 in Malaysia)
• 1 in Oceania (New Caledonia)
• 84 in Europe, excluding Italy (1 in Armenia, 5 in Austria, 1 in Belarus, 2 in Bosnia–Herzegovina, 3 in Bulgaria, 1 in Cyprus, 1
in Croatia, 12 in France, 1 in Georgia, 4 in Germany, 1 in Hungary, 1 in Ireland, 6 in Norway, 8 in the Netherlands, 2 in Poland, 1
in Portugal, 9 in Spain, 3 in Sweden, 13 in Switzerland, 1 in Tajikistan, 2 in Romania, 5 in the United Kingdom, 1 in Uzbekistan).
• 194 in Italy
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15 new international Presidia and 20 new Italian Presidia were created in 2010
Thanks to the work of mapping traditional products carried out by three Kenyan graduates of the University of Gastronomic
Sciences, four new Presidia have been established in Kenya. The Presidia protect and promote local varieties and traditional
processing techniques: dried nettles from the Mau Forest, essential to the diet of the indigenous forest communities; reed salt
from the River Nzoia, extracted from muchua, a kind of thin reed, from which salt is extracted using a complex traditional
process; the Lare pumpkin, one of the best crops for mitigating the impact of climate change in an area dominated by non-native
varieties; and Pokot ash yogurt, an unusual dairy product made from cow’s or goat’s milk mixed with ash from a local tree called
cromwo. In Morocco, a Presidium has been set up to improve the production of different types of salt in Zerradoun, on the
lower slopes of the Rif mountains, and promote it on the local market. The salt is produced by women who evaporate the briny
water that bubbles up from springs at the bottom of a rocky valley. A Presidium in Macedonia helps women who make wild
fig slatko, using a long and laborious process to turn an otherwise inedible fruit into a delicious preserve. In France a Presidium
was launched to protect a native breed of cow, the black and white Breton Pie Noir, used for meat and milk. Historically it was
common throughout Brittany but numbers are now down to just 1,500 cows
Important work has also been done in other European countries, with new Presidia launched in Italy, the Netherlands, Spain,
Sweden and Switzerland.
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Number of producers involved in Presidia projects
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The Presidia involve 11,731 food producers around the world.
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A Cheese-Buying Group to Support Italian Sheep Farmers
The crisis in Italian sheep farming reached its peak in 2010, when shepherds took to the streets, filling squares and blocking
roads and airports from Sardinia to Abruzzo to Sicily in protest at falling prices. The price they received for their milk barely
even covered their costs and is the same as it was 30 years ago, while in the meantime farmers have had to borrow money to
modernize sheepfolds and build regulation dairies. The processing industry claims it cannot pay any more because the market
is weak - consumption of sheep’s milk cheeses is falling - but at the same time big companies import milk from Eastern Europe
at very low prices or make cheese directly in other countries. In Sardinia, the region that produces the most sheep’s milk in the
world, cheeses have been piling up in the aging rooms and many have been sold off at a loss. Other historic sheep-rearing areas
have also suffered, like Abruzzo, Molise, Campania and Sicily. Many farmers, fed up of taking out loans and mortgages, have
begun selling their sheep.
To give hope to some small businesses and highlight the need to tackle this problem, Slow Food has organized a resistenza
casearia, a “cheese resistance.”
The first initiative to support the farmers, the Resistenza Casearia national buying group, was launched in October at the Salone
del Gusto just as Sardinian shepherds were pouring into the streets in protest. The buying group, run by the national Slow Food
Italy office, agreed with producers to buy cheese at a fair price (€16/kg). Each package contained a Fiore Sardo cheese (a Slow
Food Presidium) and an Abruzzian pecorino from the Castel del Monte Canestrato Presidium or the food community of Abruzzian
and Molisan Apennine herders. The response was immediate, and in just one month the group bought over 16 quintals (1.6 tons)
of cheese from the farmers. These unique cheeses are produced using traditional techniques and milk from sheep that graze in
the beautiful unspoilt countryside of some of Italy’s wildest regions. No intermediaries were involved in the sale, apart from Slow
Food, which made no profit on the operation.
The Resistenza Casearia buying group’s initiatives will continue in 2011, leading up to Cheese (Bra, September 16-19, 2011),
where the spotlight will turn on herders from Italy and the world.
For more information about initiatives or to place an order, visit the “Resistenza Casearia” section of the website
www.slowfood.it (in Italian only).
The Symbol of Alpine Cheese Resistance
In 2011 the Resistenza Casearia buying group will launch an initiative focused on Bitto, the only Italian cheese produced directly
in the pastures just a few minutes after milking, using production techniques that have remained unchanged for centuries.
A Slow Food Presidium since 2003, the production protocol is very strict: fodder and supplements are not allowed in the cows’
diet, artificial enzymes are banned from cheesemaking and producers must make their cheese within the historic Bitto area of the
Albaredo and Gerola valleys in Valtellina. The Consorzio per la Salvaguardia del Bitto Storico (consortium for the safeguarding of
historic Bitto) which brings together 13 herders, evaluates the cheeses in the fall and marks each one deemed of suitable quality
with the name of the Alpine dairy where it was made. The cheese rounds are bought by the consortium from the herder members
at the end of the summer for a fixed price, agreed every year and double what used to be paid by dealers. The cheeses are then
aged in the Presidium’s facility in Gerola Alta.
Why Support the Presidium?
The Bitto cheesemakers use practices that guarantee a high quality product and maximum respect for the environment, but
which also involve higher costs and more labor. This effort must be recognized by the market.
The historic Bitto consortium brings together producers who have invested their own funds to renovate a shared aging facility,
hoping that together they will be able to stand up to a global market that leaves little space for small players.
You can find the updated description of the Historic Bitto Presidium and the 193 other Italian Presidia
on the site www.presidislowfood.it
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Environmental Outcomes
Connections with the local area are a fundamental aspect of Slow Food’s work: Local economies are strengthened while
preserving the environment and biodiversity.
Environmental sustainability, together with social sustainability, is absolutely crucial to establishing a Presidium. Agricultural
techniques must preserve soil fertility and water reserves and avoid as much as possible the use of synthetic chemicals.
Agricultural systems and processing sites must protect the rural landscape and traditional architecture.
For years, Slow Food and the Foundation have been working to promote products and events that are good, clean and fair. One
of the challenges recently undertaken as we move towards greater respect for the environment has been an attempt to limit the
amount of waste produced.
Words like reduce, reuse and recycle have become categorical imperatives. Slow Food’s events, like the Salone del Gusto and
Terra Madre, are now designed to have a reduced environmental impact: the amount of waste produced has been reduced, more
waste is now sorted for recycling, display materials are biodegradable or reusable, new solutions for energy sources are being
tried out, and so on.

Sustainable Packaging
For some years the Italian Presidia have been working on designing innovative ecological packaging that respects the
characteristics of the product and its local environment and is able to communicate information about the product’s quality.
To inspire the adoption of ecological packaging alternatives and turn the attention of producers and consumers towards the
issue of sustainability, the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity, the Industrial Design course at the Turin Polytechnic, the
Department of Arboriculture of the University of Turin and the University of Gastronomic Sciences have set up an award for Best
Presidium Eco-Packaging. The first winners were announced at the Salone del Gusto 2010, after a jury examined the packaging
of all the Presidia present at the event.
Torre Canne Regina Tomato Presidium, Puglia, Italy – © Paolo Andrea Montanaro
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The inaugural award winners were:

Neapolitan Papaccella (Campania, Italy)
The producers use a completely compostable net made from
Novamont’s mater bi® to hold their Papaccella peppers. Their search
for an eco-friendly packaging began some years ago, but proved
difficult due to the lack of availability of more sustainable materials
in Italy.
The net has a manual closing, without the addition of extra devices
or materials, thereby keeping the number of components to a
minimum.

Torre Canne Regina Tomato (Puglia, Italy)
The Regina tomatoes are tied by hand into bunches, held together
by a cotton thread, and hung to dry for several months. The cotton is
grown alongside the tomatoes and spun by the local women just as
it was in the past. The system is functional and aesthetically pleasing
and uses natural, degradable material that can be completely
recycled or composted. The Presidium is preserving a packaging and
storage tradition that was at risk of being lost and encouraging the
cultivation of other local crops at risk of extinction (cotton and, in
the future, hemp) alongside the Presidium product.

Nubìa Red Garlic (Sicily, Italy)
Since 2008, the producers have been using an environmentally
friendly method to package their garlic: a new style of braid that
holds together four heads of garlic (an amount suited to modern
consumers’ needs) and forms a loop at the top which can be used to
hang up the garlic bunch. No plastic, no boxes: the heads of garlic
are held together by nothing more than their stalks, which are woven
together while still flexible, before they dry completely.
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The Presidia of other countries have also started to pay attention
to packaging. Here are four international examples of sustainable
packaging.

Nzoia River Reed Salt (Kenya)
For centuries, the Bukusu community has been using a complex
and lengthy process to extract salt from reeds growing in the
Nzoia River. The salt is obtained by drying muchua, a thin reed,
then burning it over a very slow flame. The salt is packaged in a
simple, environmentally friendly and zero-cost way: two banana
leaves from local trees are dried under hot ashes overnight, then
folded into a bundle and closed with a thread from the same
leaves. These packages of salt are then sold on the local market,
without the need for plastics or other materials.

Alnif Cumin (Morocco)
Alnif cumin, produced in southeast Morocco at the foot of the
eastern Atlas Mountains, is commonly sold on the local market
in plastic bags closed with tape. The Slow Food Foundation has
designed a low-cost packaging - a recycled-card box, constructed
without glue by the producers themselves. A stamp featuring a
stylized design of the tools used to process the cumin (palm
container, sieve, stone grinder) is used to manually stamp their
label on the package.

Merkén and Blue Egg Chicken (Chile)
The producers of the Chilean Presidia for Merkén and blue-egg
chickens have been working since 2009 with Ana Paula Diniz
Guasti, the art director of DoDesign-s, and the NGO CET Sur
on developing sustainable packaging. Following two training
seminars, alternating theoretical lessons with community visits,
the producers identified natural and traditional elements to
use in packaging and labels. In particular, the Blue Egg Chicken
Presidium producers discussed the best way to store and transport
the eggs so they can also be sold nationally. The meeting helped
to strengthen the Presidium chicken farmers’ work group, who
established a collective price for their eggs.
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Bulgaria

Sweden

Jämtland Cellar Matured
Goat Cheese

Tcherni Vit Green
Cheese

Germany

Limburg Ox

Netherlands

Norway

Hedmark and Oppland
Counties Pultost

Chaam Chicken

Austria

Country

Lungau Tauern Rye

Presidium

Mexico

Malaysia

Chontalpa Cacao

Rimbàs Black Pepper

Guatemala

Brazil

Umbu

Huehuetenango Highland Coffee

Ethiopia

Wenchi Volcano Honey

Morocco

Taliouine Saffron

Egypt

Mauritania

Imraguen Women’s
Mullet Bottarga

Siwa Dates

Bosnia
Herzegovina
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Pozegaca Plum Slatko

2006

2008

2003

2004

2006

2006

2007

2006

2005

2007

2005

2007

2009

2009

2009

Launch
Year

5q

30 q

337 q

250 q

10 q

900 q

17 kg

1q

500 jars

50 q

110 q

690 q

1600 q

3.85 q

950 q

40 kg

7q

3500 jars

1q

1230
chickens

300
chickens

20 kg

80 q

35 oxen
butchered
between
32 and 39
months

30 oxen
butchered
between
32 and 39
months

60 q

450 q

80 q

Quantity
Produced
in 2010

320 q

75 q

Initial
Quantity
Produced

900%

267%

105%

540%

-62%*

6%

135%

600%

600%

400%

410%

33%

17%

41%

7%

% Change
in Quantity
Produced

€2

€2.21/kg

€1.12/kg

€0.60/jar

€2.60/kg

€3/kg

€1/kg

€30/kg

€2.50/kg

-

€10/kg

€23.30/kg

€5.20/100
kg butchered weight

€20-40/kg

€1.50/kg

Initial Price

€7

€3.75/kg

€3/kg

€2.03/jar

€4.30/kg

€4.50/kg

€8/kg

€70/kg

250%

70%

168%

238%

65%

50%

700%

133%

60%

-

between
€12.50/kg
and €25/kg
€4/kg

5%

33%

8%

4

6

40

44

26

20

11

12

3

1

10

6

12

8

4

unchanged
unchanged

Initial
Number of
Producers

%
Change
in Price

€10.50/kg

€31/kg

€5.60/100
kg butchered weight

€20-40/kg

€1.50/kg

2010 Price

10

25

170

180

40

87

11

280

7

2

20

6

20

9

4

Number of
Producers
in 2010

150%

317%

325%

309%

54%

335%

unchanged

2233%

133%

100%

100%

unchanged

67%

13%

unchanged

% Change
in Number
of Producers

Economic Outcomes

The table below shows the most significant changes recorded by Italian and international Presidia—quantity produced, price,
number of producers—comparing initial figures from the year the Presidium was started with figures for 2010. A total of 12 Italian
Presidia and 15 international Presidia were examined. The variation between the two sets of data and the percentage change give
an indication of the economic results of the Presidia.

Variation in Quantity Produced, Prices and Number of Producers

Sicily

Campania

Cilento Cacioricotta

Salina Caper

Tuscany

Orbetello Bottarga

Puglia

Piedmont

Sambucano Lamb

Martina Franca
Capocollo

2004

Friuli
Venezia
Giulia

Resia Garlic

Piedmont

Campania

Piedmont

Umbria

San Marzano Tomato

Piedmontese Ox

Roveja

Sicily

Madonie Manna

Mondovì Cornmeal
Biscuits

Sicily
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Ustica Lentil

2006

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2003

2000

2000

Launch
Year

Region

Presidium

14 q

78 animals

10 q

150 q

1q

26 q

250 q

1,666 pieces

228,00%

1182%

1,000
animals
46 q

16,000%

59%

99%

323%

220%

360%

400%

483 q

238.1 q

4q

110 q

800 q

7,660
pieces

20,950
cheeses

4,000
cheeses

40%

700%

800
animals
10.5 q

77,50%

€16,00

€3,10

€0.25/kg

€5,50

€60

€4,50

€4

€15/kg

-

€100

€6,45

€12/kg

% Change
in Quantity Initial Price
Produced

14.2 q

Quantity
Produced
in 2010

7.5 q

100 animals

8q

Initial
Quantity
Produced

€16,00

€4,60

€0.85/kg

€18

€150

€12

€6,50

€19/kg

-

€205

€10,50

€15/kg

2010 Price

unchanged

48%

240%

227%

150%

167%

63%

26%

100%

105%

63%

25%

% Change
in Price

2

7

3

8

4

3

3

7

3

1

56

5

4

65

19

5

11

6

7

7

5

1

56

15

Number
Initial
of
Number of
Producers
Producers
in 2010

100%

829%

533%

– 37%

175%

100%

100%

unchanged

66%

unchanged

unchanged

200%

% Change
in Number
of
Producers

*Honey production has decreased considerably following the work to improve the quality of the product carried out by the cooperative in 2010. Faced with a reduction in production, a price increase of 30% was recorded, a sign of cooperative members’ increased control of the supply chain.
Following this internal restructuring, the notes of smoke that limited the organoleptic potentioal of the honey have been almost totally eliminated.

Merkén Presidium, Chile – © Ana Paula Guasti Diniz

Social Outcomes
The social effects of a Presidium on its community are difficult to quantify in numbers or show in tables and graphs, but they
are without doubt one of the most important aspects. Even more than improved earnings, what really gives a local community
renewed vigor and drive is confidence, self-esteem, organizational ability and the opportunity to form relations with other parties
(such as producers, institutions, universities and media) and receive recognition and feedback.
Thanks to the Presidia and the Slow Food network, producers work together, form associations, make contact with local
institutions (town councils, regional authorities, mountain communities, park authorities, etc.) and sometimes with national
bodies (ministries, research institutes). They are regularly visited and interviewed by journalists or students researching their
products. And importantly, representatives of the producers travel around the world to meetings and exchanges to learn about
other places and producers.

The Mapuche and the Slow Food Foundation
The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity has been working in Chile for the past eight years, ever since an initial journey to
explore the country’s products resulted in the creation of five Presidia. This relatively high number is a reflection of the many
different species, animal breeds and plant varieties endemic to the country, whose geographic, climactic, historical and social
characteristics make it a kind of ecological island. Two of these Presidia are located in the south of the country, in the IX
Araucanía region, commonly known as the land of the Mapuche.
The Mapuche or Araucani are one of South America’s oldest ethnic groups. Indigenous to southern Chile and Argentina, they
are divided into many subgroups, with different names depending on where they live. They are also one of the continent’s most
tenacious groups, having resisted the Inca invasion, Spanish colonization and many long years of aggression from the Chilean
government. Somewhere between farmers and hunter-gatherers, they have survived thanks to their proud and combative nature,
a strong traditional social organization based on extended families and an extraordinary relationship between the people and
their land. Their religion involves total respect for nature, the forest and crops, which are experienced as a vital and alive part of
the great spirit that encompasses everything. Before entering their food gardens or the forest, the Mapuche ask for permission
from the land and its vegetation.
This worldview has meant that agricultural and food traditions have been incredibly well preserved. Slow Food immediately
found plenty of shared ground with the Mapuche community, with similar philosophies regarding small-scale agriculture, foods
to be protected and folk culture. Over time the two Presidia established here have taken on a very powerful social value. Merkén
is a spice mixture made from ground local chilis, salt and coriander seeds, while the other Presidium protects and promotes the
blue eggs laid by local chickens. Because of a genetic quirk, they produce eggs ranging in color from pale green to dark blue.
These two products will soon be joined by the Araucaria pine nut, harvested and processed by the Mapuche in various ways
and a true symbol of the local indigenous culture. The success of the Presidia has brought not just good economic results for the
producers but also a strong boost to community spirit.
Attempts by the Chilean authorities to break up the traditional activities of the Mapuche people continue, assigning them small
plots that destroy their community traditions and taking away their ability to obtain resources from the forest, marginalizing
them and reducing them to poverty. Unsurprisingly, there is a continued exodus from their homelands towards cities, where they
live in very difficult conditions. Out of the Mapuche population, 600,000 are residents compared to over 300,000 emigrants.
The Presidia, overseen by the Slow Food Foundation, are contributing to reestablishing a hopeful link between the Mapuche and
their land, to strengthen historic social cohesion and to revitalize the self-awareness of this proud and ancient people.
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Training
The Slow Food Foundation regularly organizes training activities in the field for producers and food communities so they can
improve product quality, adopt more effective and sustainable methods and form consortia or associations to strengthen their
market power.
Another effective training instrument developed in recent years is the exchange between different Presidia and food community
producers. By meeting to discuss their situation, producers from different countries can compare their problems, experiences
and production methods. The hospitality is often returned and long-lasting relationships are created. Every exchange involves a
number of producers, the food community or Presidium coordinator and sometimes convivia, cooks, NGOs or institutions.

Seminars and Courses
From January to June, the technical team of the Huehuetenango Highland Coffee Presidium, formed of Iliana Martinez (head of
the Presidium coffee marketing consortium) and Nelson Cano (agricultural expert), continued providing technical assistance to
the Guatemalan Presidium producers, visiting different communities and supervising them during cultivation, harvest and
processing.
In 2010, the Yacón Presidium (Argentina) producers took part in two training meetings on the properties of yacón, pre- and
post-harvest management, hygiene, the use of yacón in the traditional cuisine of northwest Argentina, the sustainability of
cultivation and cooperative administration and management.
Between March and July, Jasmina Sahovic, coordinator of the Pozegaca Plum Slatko Presidium (Bosnia and Herzegovina), held
various mobile training courses in Bosnia, helping producers of slatko and other preserves to improve their production in terms
of both food safety and quality. The aim was to involve new women in the Presidium.
In April, Jasmina Sahovic, president of the Emina association (Pozegaca Plum Slatko Presidium in Bosnia), visited the producers
involved in the new Macedonian Presidium for Wild Fig Slatko in Dojran and Bogdanci, providing advice on preparation of
the fig preserve and drawing up a production protocol. Sahovic told the 30 producers about the experiences of the Bosnian
Presidium, encouraging the Macedonian women to follow a similar path.
Thanks to the support of the Piedmont Regional Authority, in April and May the Ibn Al Baytar association held mobile training
sessions for the cooperatives within the Argan Oil Presidium (Morocco). The training dealt primarily with issues relating to the
proper management of cooperatives and good practices in production chain management. A series of films and documentaries
in Berber was used as an educational tool, with the aim of reaching as many producers as possible.
A training event was organized for the Aratu Presidium producers in Brazil in 2010. From May 11 to 14, Marina Vianna Ferreira
held a course on hygiene regulations, final product quality, production sustainability and environmental conservation.
Horticulture training in Pollenzo, Italy – © Marcello Marengo
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From August 21 to 23, a training course on managing agricultural cooperatives was held in Wolisso, Ethiopia, for 24 people
representing the beekeeping associations involved in the “Ethiopian Honeys” network. The course was run by an expert from the
Wolisso district agriculture office (Oromia region), who talked about some fundamental aspects of cooperative management,
product diversification and the co-existence of beekeeping and farming activities. The aim of the course was to strengthen the
internal organization of the cooperatives, giving them greater financial and organizational autonomy.
In September, 25 producers from the Quebrada de Humahuaca Andean Potatoes Presidium (Argentina) participated in two
training workshops, each lasting two days, on potato disease control, harvesting, selection and storage.

Producer Exchanges
From May 2 to 9, a producer from the Kenyan Mushunu Chicken Presidium and a local expert visited the Valdarno Chicken
Presidium in Tuscany, participating in a training course on chicken selection, farming and vaccination at the Fattoria La Vialla
near Arezzo.
On May 12, Bashir Gshera, coordinator of the “Improvement and Promotion of the Date Palm in the Al Jufrah Oases”
project, visited some of the producers from the Slow Food network in Tuscany. These included the Fini farm in Montelungo di
Pistoia (producers of Presidium raw-milk pecorino), olive oil producer Renzo Malvezzi’s Breti farm and the cooperative oil mill in
Montalbano di Vinci. The educational visit was intended to show Slow Food’s work in the region and provide two examples of
virtuous production chains.
From May 24 to June 2, three representatives from the Mexican Chontalpa Cacao Presidium were in Ecuador to visit the
Nacional Cacao Presidium. They visited key production and processing sites to find out more about how Nacional cacao is
produced.
From June 13 to 15, 18 producers from the Champagner Bratbirne Pear Spumante Presidium (Germany) visited the Three
Counties Perry Presidium (United Kingdom). The visit gave the Champagner producers a chance to learn how perry is made
and visit historic English orchards.
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From July 12 to 16, three beekeepers from the Ethiopian Honeys network were hosted by Moreno Borghesi’s workshop in
Montopoli Val d’Arno near Pisa. They learned about hive management, honey quality and how to make the most of wax and
pollen. They also visited the cutting-edge beekeeping cooperative CONAPI, the consortium of Italian organic beekeepers and
farmers, for which Borghesi works as a technical expert.
Two producers from the Moroccan Zerradoun Salt Presidium and the coordinator, Ali Boulanouar, visited Guérande in France
from September 9 to 24 for a series of meetings and educational exchanges with local salters. The French producers are joined
together in the Univers Sel association, which has been implementing projects for quality salt production in African countries
(Guinea-Conakry, Guinea-Bissau, Mauritania) for the past 20 years. The Univers Sel salt producers then visited Zerradoun in early
2011 to help improve the salt production chain there by introducing proper machinery and eliminating the use of plastic sheets.
Two producers from Mexico’s Tehuacán Amaranth Presidium have a stand at the Cuneo chestnut fair, held from October
14 to 17 in Italy. The Presidium representatives took part in the opening ceremony and finished with a dinner, attended by
various mayors from towns around Cuneo. During the fair, agronomist Ezio Giraudo took the visitors to see some of the area’s
farms. From October 17 to 20, the same delegation met with some Northern Italian institutional and commercial organizations,
including the Department of Food Science, Technology and Microbiology (DISTAM) of the University of Milan (with whom the
Slow Food Foundation worked on the project “Rediscovering Amaranth”), the CTM Altromercato consortium and the Italian
Celiac Association.
From October 15 to 20, seven Ethiopian beekeepers took part in the second Terra Madre Tuscany, held from October 16 to
20 in various locations around the region. The beekeepers took advantage of the event to attend a training session at the
beekeeping workshop of Moreno Borghesi (CONAPI) in Montopoli Val d’Arno near Pisa, learning about honey quality and
managing beekeeping cooperatives.
From October 16 to 21, four producers from the Saloum Islands Wild Fruit Juices Presidium (Senegal) and some Piedmontese
producers of jams, juices and syrups travelled together to visit the Dried Calizzano and Murialdo Chestnut Presidium and the La
Volpe e l’Uva holiday farm in Cherasco, Italy. Together they tried out new recipes for jams and juices using wild fruits from the
Saloum Islands.
A training course was organized by the Slow Food Grosseto Convivium and the Il Duchesco winery in Tuscany between October
16 and 20 for two representatives from the Georgian Wine in Jars Presidium. The Georgian producers visited various wineries
in the area. The event offered an opportunity to present the label created by the Cammino Autoctuve producers’ association
and the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity, “Un Vino per Georgia” (a wine for Georgia), which is used on bottles produced
by Autoctuve destined to raise funds to support the Georgian Presidium.
From October 25 to 28 two producers from the Quebrada de Humahuaca Andean Potatoes Presidium (Argentina) travelled
to Pignone in Liguria, Italy to visit potato growers and meet the local authorities. The visit was organized by the Slow Food La
Spezia-Cinque Terre Convivium.
From October 26 to 29 four producers from the Siwa Date Presidium (Egypt) were hosted by Slow Food Veneto in Italy. The
program included a visit to the Loison artisanal confectionery workshop in Costabissara and trials to see how Siwa dates
could be used in baked goods and artisanal panettone.
From November 18 to 24 Francesca Romana Farina, a producer from the Tuscan Valdarno Chicken Presidium, and agronomist
Alice Corsini, visited the Mushunu Chicken Presidium in Kenya, to talk about good farming practices and small-scale production.
From December 18 to 15 Massimo Paoletti and Massimo Bernacchini, coordinator of the Orbetello Bottarga Presidium (Italy),
visited the Imraguen Women’s Bottarga Presidium (Mauritania) and organized training sessions for the producers. The aim
was to train a group of fishers on good practices for storing and managing their catch.
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Technical Assistance
A network of agronomists, veterinarians, researchers, experts and technicians make their skills available to the Presidia in
order to help them identify the most effective and sustainable production techniques, design suitable packaging and set up
associations and consortia.
The following initiatives were organized in 2010:
In January, 44 producers of Cheese in a Sack Presidium (Bosnia and Herzegovina) are joined by Slow Food Foundation
President Piero Sardo, Michele Pizzillo and Roberto Rubino (ANFOSC) for a tasting of 36 producers’ cheeses in Mostar. The final
details of a production manual were fine-tuned during their visit.
From February 2 to 12, Cristiana Peano, lecturer in fruit cultivation at the University of Turin, and Francesco Impallomeni of
Slow Food visited various producers and vegetable gardens in Tanzania, with the aim of identifying traditional products and
establishing a Presidium.
From February 22 to March 1, Cristiana Peano, together with Michela Lenta and Serena Milano of Slow Food, visited various
producers of rice, vegetables, tea bush, kola nuts and more around Sierra Leone, with the aim of identifying traditional products
and establishing a Presidium.
In March, during the Terra Madre Brazil meeting, the Canudo Nectar Presidium (Brazil) producers participated in a Taste
Workshop on the nectar of native bees, presenting their product and meeting other producers from around the country. During
the workshop, a group of experts carried out some practical tests to evaluate the quality of the product.
From April 2 to 9, Mauro Cravero, a veterinarian with the Piedmont Regional Authority’s public health department, visited the
Ash Yogurt Presidium in Kenya to examine the production chain and help producers improve production and better manage
the health of their animals.
From April 7 to 14, Cristiana Peano, together with Velia Lucidi and Serena Milano of Slow Food, visited various producers and
vegetable gardens around Guinea-Bissau, with the aim of identifying traditional products and establishing a Presidium.
In May, Cristiana Peano and Paolo Bolzacchini, an agronomist, visited farms and met with producers from the Ljubitovica Šarac
Garlic Presidium (Croatia). Together they drew up a draft cultivation protocol to guarantee the safeguarding of the ancient
garlic variety and increase production sustainability.
In June, Rodrigo Senna, a consultant with the Brazilian Ministry for Agricultural Development, visited the Piancò Valley Red
Rice Presidium to help producers set up a workshop for rice processing.
In June, Francesco Sottile, who lecturers in fruit cultivation at the University of Palermo, visited the Wild Fig Slatko Presidium
(Macedonia) to monitor the wild trees from which the figs are picked and to suggest plant management techniques that will
ensure the project’s environmental sustainability.
In June, Federico Santamaria of the Dried Calizzano and Murialdo Chestnut Presidium in Italy organized a training day for the
women of the Saxon Village Preserves Presidium in Romania. The aim was to improve the quality of the jams, reducing the
amount of sugar used and improving the management of the equipment in the production workshop. The Presidium’s producers
received a certificate stating that they were Slow Food project members.
From June 15 to 18, Mauro Negro, a veterinarian with the Cuneo health board in Italy, visited the Branza de Burduf Presidium
in Romania to monitor progress and develop an activity plan for the continued production of this sheep’s cheese aged in pine
bark. The plan focuses specifically on new premises for a cheese production and aging center in an area close to the mountain
pastures.
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From July 23 to August 1, Cristiana Peano from the University of Turin, together with Velia Lucidi of Slow Food, visited various
producers around Mali - of Macina sheep, local grain varieties, honey, etc. - with the aim of identifying traditional products and
establishing a Presidium.
From December 6 to 12, Enrico Meschini, expert coffee roaster and head of the Italian association Caffè Speciali Certificati,
traveled to Ethiopia with Francesco Impallomeni, the country’s Slow Food coordinator, and Valeria Cometti, head of Slow Food
Italy’s education office, to visit the cooperatives run by producers from the Harenna Forest Wild Coffee Presidium, to check
the condition of the equipment and hold a training session on harvesting, drying and tasting coffee.

A Brand for Italian-Roasted Presidia Coffee
During 2010, a coffee tasting commission was established, run by the Slow Food Foundation in collaboration with the Slow Food
Italy education office. The commission has the task of tasting and selecting the Presidia coffees that will be able to use the Italian
“Slow Food Presidia” brand.
Thanks to preliminary work carried out in 2009, a production protocol was drawn up for the final phase of coffee production
(roasting) as well as rules for roasters who want to use the special branding.
The commission’s members (teachers from Slow Food Italy’s Master of Food course on coffee and roasters) met twice during the
year to taste coffees from Slow Food Presidia and Terra Madre communities, providing useful feedback to producers and roasters
involved in Slow Food’s various coffee-related projects.
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Producer Manuals
The Slow Food Foundation produced a number of educational publications for producers in 2010, dealing with cultivation and
production techniques and packaging.
These are the publications produced to date.
Cafendario – an illustrated manual to explain in a simple and direct way some fundamental principles for growing and
processing high-quality coffee. Published in Spanish, it was distributed to producers participating in the Café y Caffè project.
The Gift of Bees – uses text and images to show good practices for producing quality honey. Published in English in 2008, it
was translated into Amharic in 2009 and distributed to all the communities of the Ethiopian honey network.
Envase e Identidad – a manual in Spanish to pass on key ideas about sustainable packaging to promote artisanal products,
what information should be included on the label and how to take part in fairs and markets. Distributed to the producers of the
Chilean Merkèn and Blue Egg Chicken Presidia.
Bottarga production manual – illustrates good practices for producing quality bottarga. Originally produced in French, it was
translated into Hassaniya in 2009 and distributed to the producers of the Mullet Bottarga Presidium in Mauritania.
Argan oil tasting manual – illustrates the techniques for tasting oils. Published in French and Arabic.
The Guardians of Biodiversity – comic book for children, produced in Italian, French and English.
L’or de l’arganeraie – a cookbook with 33 Moroccan recipes using argan oil. Published in French, Italian and English.
Bien Manger. Cuisine, culture et tradition maliennes – an exploration of the traditional ingredients and recipes of Malian
cuisine. Published in French.
Cooking with Traditional Leafy Vegetables: Indigenous Plants in Tanzania’s Kitchen – a cookbook published in English
and Swahili.

Staff Training in 2010
The Slow Food Foundation is dedicated to providing staff training. Three initiatives were organized in 2010.
On June 10, as part of a collaboration with the Turin Chamber of Commerce’s Chemical Laboratory (a technical partner of the
Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity), Mariangela Ravasenga, Maria Cristina Baldini (an expert on brands and patents) and
Italo Bevione held a lesson on denominations of origin, geographic indications and traditional products.
On July 14, Paola Migliorni, (lecturer in Ecological Agriculture at UNISG), Stefano Pescarmona (lecturer in Ecological Horticulture
at UNISG), Franco Pedrini (president of the Italian Association for Biodynamic Agriculture), Carlo Bazzocchi (agronomist and
consultant for the Italian Presidia office) and Matteo Giannattasio (scientific director of the publication Valore Alimentare) held
a training day on biodynamic agriculture.
On September 16, in collaboration with Turin Chamber of Commerce’s Chemical Laboratory, Paola Rebufatti held a lesson on
food product labeling.
The staff also had a chance to participate in the course Quality Systems in the Food Chain, held by Piero Sardo for the
students in the first year of the two-year graduate degree at the University of Gastronomic Sciences.
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International Presidia at the Salone del Gusto, Turin, Italy – © Maurizio Milanesio

Event Participation
Strengthening the local market, and in some cases opening international commercial channels, is a fundamental requirement to
making Presidia economically sustainable. This is why the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity makes its network of contacts
available to producers and helps them find new markets.
The events organized by Slow Food around the world offer an important showcase for projects and producers. The Slow Food
Foundation organizes spaces dedicated to its projects, coordinates producer participation, produces informational material (signs
and brochures in different languages) and often covers the costs of travel for producers and packaging and shipping for products.
These are the main events in which the Presidia participated in 2010:
January 31-February 2, Identità Golose, Milan (Italy)
Tastings of 7 Presidia: Nizza Monferrato Hunchback
Cardoon, Heritage Piedmontese Apple Varieties, Mondovì
Cornmeal Biscuits, Saluzzo White Hen (Piedmont, Italy); San
Gavino Monreale Saffron, Fiore Sardo (Sardinia, Italy); Alpago
Lamb, Grumolo delle Abbadesse Rice (Veneto, Italy).
February 17-20, Biofach, Nuremberg (Germany)
One Presidium took part: Umbu (Brazil).
March 12-13, Umbu Festival, Uauá (Brazil)
One Presidium took part: Umbu (Brazil).
March 12-14, Festival del Formaggio, Campo Tures (Italy)
15 Presidia took part: Garbagna Bella Cherry, Mountain
Castelmagno, Coazze Cevrin, Macagn, Montébore, Monviso
Valle Bronda Ramassin, Roccaverano Robiola, Saras del Fen,
Langhe Sheep Tuma (Piedmont, Italy); Bagolino Bagòss, Bitto,
Saviore Valley Fatulì, Lodi Pannerone (Lombardy, Italy); Artisan
Aged Gouda (Netherlands); Hedmark and Oppland Counties
Pultost (Norway).
March 12-14, Fà la Cosa Giusta, Milan (Italy)

Tastings of: Pozegaca Plum Slatko (Bosnia-Herzegovina),
Chontalpa Cacao (Mexico), Saxon Village Preserves (Romania).
March 22, Salão dos Territorios, Brasilia (Brazil)
The products of all nine Brazilian Presidia and several food
communities were presented, prepared by cooks from the Terra
Madre network.
March 26, Markt der Vielfalt, Graz (Austria)
Four Austrian Presidia took part: Wachau Saffron, Pit
Cabbage, Vienna Gemischter Satz Wines, Wiesenwienerwald
Chequer Tree.
April 8-12, Vinitaly, Verona (Italy)
Tastings of 10 Presidia: Pestàt, Pitina (Friuli, Italy); Langhe
Sheep Tuma, Gavi Testa in Cassetta, Tortona Valleys Salame,
Saras del Fen, Mountain Castelmagno, Mondovì Cornmeal
Biscuits (Piedmont, Italy); Luganega (Trentino, Italy); Pistoia
Mountain Pecorino (Tuscany, Italy).
April 15-18, Fair Handeln, Stuttgart (Germany)
Three German Presidia and one Austrian Presidia took
part: Bamberger Hörnla Potato, Champagner Bratbirne Pear
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May 26-30, Salão do Turismo, São Paulo (Brazil)
One Presidium took part: Umbu (Brazil).

Spumante, Limpurg Ox (Germany); Pit Cabbage (Austria).
April 18, Fête des Sentinelles, Rochebrune (France)
Five French Presidia took part: Noir de Bigorre Pig, Rove
Brousse, Roussillon Dry Rancios Wine, Haute Provence Einkorn,
Pélardon Affiné.
May 1-2, Distinti Salumi, Cagli (Italy)
Five Italian cured meat Presidia took part: Tortona
Valleys Salame (Piedmont), Pestàt (Friuli), Upper Tiber Valley
Mazzafegato (Umbria), Fabriano Salame (Marche), Martina
Franca Capocollo (Puglia).
May 7-9, Genussfestival, Vienna (Austria)
One Presidium took part: Wachau Saffron (Austria).

May 28-30, Terre d’Acqua, Rovigo (Italy)
Four Presidia took part: Biancoperla Corn, Grumolo delle
Abradesse Rice, Goose in Onto (Piedmont, Italy); Orbetello
Bottarga (Tuscany, Italy).
Tastings of: Pozegaca Plum Slatko (Bosnia-Herzegovina), Siwa
Dates (Egypt), Saxon Village Preserves (Romania).
May 29-30, Formaggi d’Autore, Gualdo (Italy)
Three Presidia took part: Mountain Castelmagno, Langhe
Sheep Tuma (Piedmont, Italy); Sibillini Mountains Pecorino
(Marche, Italy).
May 30-31, Festa di Primavera 2010, Canelli (Italy)
Five Presidia took part: Argan Oil (Morocco); Siwa Dates
(Egypt); Umbu (Brazil); Pozegaca Plum Slatko (BosniaHerzegovina); High Mountain Honeys (Italy).

May 16, Uauá em São Paulo, São Paulo (Brazil)
One Presidium took part: Umbu (Brazil).
May 22, Feria del Cacao Fino de Aroma y Chocolate, Tena
(Mexico)
One Presidium took part: Nacional Cacao (Ecuador).
May 22-23, Savoirs et des Saveurs de Montagne, Gap
(France)
Six French Presidia took part: Noir de Bigorre Pig, Rove
Brousse, Roussillon Dry Rancios Wine, Haute Provence Einkorn,
Gers Mirandaise Ox, Béarn Mountain Pasture Cheeses.

June 5, World Environmental Day, Cairo (Egypt)
One Presidium took part: Siwa Dates (Egypt).
June 26-28, Presidios a Tavola, Porto S. Stefano (Italy)
Four Spanish Presidia took part: Carranzana Cara Negra
Sheep Cheese, Euskal Txerria Pig, Jiloca Saffron, Mungia Talo.
July 8-11, Caminos y Sabores, Buenos Aires (Argentina)
One Presidium took part: Quebrada de Humahuaca Andean
Potatoes.

Alliance between Italian Cooks and Slow Food Presidia Osteria
at the Salone del Gusto, Turin, Italy – © Maurizio Milanesio
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July 11, Fenneart, Recife (Brazil)
One Presidium took part: Umbu (Brazil).
July 19-21, Superbahia, Salvador de Bahia (Brazil)
One Presidium took part: Umbu (Brazil).
July 27, Fenagri, Petrolina (Brazil)
One Presidium took part: Umbu (Brazil).
September 7-12, Mistura, Lima (Peru)
Three Peruvian Presidia took part: San Marcos Andean Fruit,
Andean Kañihua, Pampacorral Sweet Potatoes.
September 10-11, Fête de la Vache Nantaise, Le Dresny
(France)
Two French Presidia took part: Bretonne Pie Noir Cow, Gers
Mirandaise Ox.
September 10-12, Arcipelago Isole Slow, Elba (Italy)
Two Presidia took part: Tsamarella (Cyprus), Ljubitovica Šarac
Garlic (Croatia).
September 25-26, Festival of Taste, Ustikolina (BosniaHerzegovina)
Three Balkans Presidia took part: Wild Fig Slatko (Republic
of Macedonia), Cheese in a Sack (Bosnia and Herzegovina),
Ljubitovica Šarac Garlic (Croatia).
October 14-17, Fiera del Marrone, Cuneo (Italy)
Thirteen Italian Presidia took part: Piedmontese Blonde
Hen and Saluzzo White Hen, Carmagnola Gray Rabbit, High
Mountain Honeys, Mountain Castelmagno (Piedmont); Castel
del Monte Canestrato, Santo Stefano di Sessanio Lentils
(Abruzzo); Badalucco, Conio and Pigna Beans, Brigasca

Sheep Tomas, Perinaldo Artichoke (Liguria); Casola Marocca
(Tuscany). One Mexican Presidium also took part: Tehuacán
Amaranth (Mexico).
October 21-25, Salone del Gusto, Turin (Italy)
280 Presidia took part (175 from Italy, 39 from the rest of
Western Europe, 17 from Central and Eastern Europe, 1 from
North America, 22 from Latin America, 18 from Africa, 1
from the Middle East, 7 from Asia) and three Earth Markets
(Lebanon, Riga, Bucharest).
October 29-30, Aspettando Cioccolosità, Monsummano
Terme (Italy)
The Chontalpa Cacao Presidium (Mexico) and a representative
from the Palenque cacao educational project took part.
October 31, Taliouine Saffron Festival, Taliouine (Morocco)
One Presidium took part: Taliouine Saffron Presidium
(Morocco).
December 9-12, SISQA, Salon des Produits de Haute
Qualité en Midi-Pyrénées, Toulouse (France)
Four French Presidia took part: Gascon Chicken, Gers
Mirandaise Ox, Béarn Mountain Pasture Cheeses, BarègesGavarnie Mouton.
December 11, Milan Earth Market, Milan (Italy)
Eight Presidia were displayed and for sale: Freekeh and
Kecheq (Lebanon), Chinantla Vanilla (Mexico), Mananara
Vanilla (Madagascar), Taliouine Saffron (Morocco), Ixcán
Cardamom (Guatemala), Andean Kañihua (Peru) and other
products from the Beirut Earth Market.
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National and Regional Terra Madre Meetings
Since 2007, the Terra Madre network has been evolving to take on a new shape, based on specific peoples and places.
Development at the local level has led to national meetings being organized within different countries. In 2010, in addition to
the world meeting in Turin, Terra Madre meetings were held in Brazil, Argentina, the Balkans, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan
and in Italy in Rome, Trentino and Tuscany. Presidia producers participated in all of these national and regional meetings.
March 19-22 – Terra Madre Brazil
Around 200 observers and 500 delegates took part, including representatives from 50 food communities, academics from 11
universities, producers from eight Presidia (Baru Nut, Umbu, Sateré Mawé Native Waranà, Sateré Mawé Canudo Nectar, Juçara
Palm Heart, Piancò Valley Red Rice, Serra Catarinense Araucaria Nut, Aratu), 20 cooks, 15 students linked to the Youth Food
Movement and 10 folk artists.
July 8-11 – Terra Madre Argentina, Buenos Aires (Argentina)
The meeting was attended by 270 delegates and observers, producers from one Presidium (Quebrada de Humahuaca Andean
Potatoes) and 40 Terra Madre communities.
July 15-18 – Terra Madre Balkans, Sofia (Bulgaria)
More than 160 delegates attended from 10 countries (Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, UNMIK in Kosovo,
Macedonia, Romania, Serbia and Turkey), producers from nine Slow Food Presidia (Karakachan Sheep, Tcherni Vit Green
Cheese and Smilyan Beans from Bulgaria, Ljubitovica Šarac Garlic from Croatia, Wild Fig Slatko from the Republic of Macedonia,
Pozegaca Plum Slatko and Cheese in a Sack from Bosnia, Bucegi Mountains Branza de Burduf and Saxon Village Preserves from
Romania), 47 food communities and 20 cooks.
July 30-31 – Terra Madre Georgia, Tbilisi (Georgia)
Taking part were almost 100 delegates, representatives from 11 food communities and producers from one Presidium (Georgian
Wine in Jars).
August 5 – Terra Madre Azerbaijan, Shemakha (Azerbaijan)
Taking part were 60 delegates and representatives from seven food communities.
September 2 – Terra Madre Kazakhstan, Alma Aty (Kazakhstan)
Taking part were 160 delegates and 22 food communities.
October 17 – Terra Madre Tuscany, Alberese (Grosseto, Italy)
Taking part were 55 delegates, representatives from five food communities, producers from one Earth Market (Beirut, Lebanon)
and producers from 13 Presidia (Robinson Crusoe Island Seafood and Blue Egg Chicken from Chile; Chontalpa Cacao from
Mexico; Georgian Wine in Jars from Georgia; Saxon Village Preserves from Romania; Mangalica Sausage from Hungary; Alnif
Cumin from Morocco; Imraguen Women’s Mullet Bottarga from Mauritania; Mushunu Chicken, Mau Forest Dried Nettles and
Lare Pumpkin from Kenya; Wukro White Honey and Wenchi Volcano Honey from Ethiopia).
October 22-25 – Terra Madre, Turin (Italy)
Over 300 Presidia (those present at the Salone del Gusto, plus others) took part in Terra Madre in Turin, attending seminars and
participating in conferences.
October 25-28 – Terra Madre Province of Rome (Italy)
Taking part were 12 producers, representing three food communities and three Presidia: Argan Oil (Morocco), Bario Rice and
Rimbàs Black Pepper (Malaysia).
October 26-30 – Terra Madre Trentino (Italy)
Taking part were around 35 delegates representing seven communities, producers from two Earth Markets (Riga and
Bucharest) and six Presidia (Yacón from Argentina, Chinantla Vanilla from Mexico, Huehuetenango Highland Coffee from
Guatemala, Matured Planalto de Bolona Goat Cheese from Cape Verde, Tcherni Vit Green Cheese from Bulgaria, Wild Fig Slatko
from Macedonia).
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Breeds on the Ark of Taste

ARK OF TASTE

The Ark of Taste was launched in 1996 at the first Salone del Gusto in Turin, Italy. A manifesto defining the project’s objectives
was drawn up a year later. The primary goal of the Ark of Taste is to save extraordinary examples of economic, social and cultural
heritage as represented by small-scale artisanal food production. Although this legacy is not written down, it contains rich and
complex ancient skills and techniques - a universe of cured meats, cheeses, grains, vegetables and local breeds whose distinctive
characteristics and sensory excellence are often the result of isolated production areas where methods have evolved to adapt to
difficult conditions.
Founded in 1999, the Scientific Commission for the Italian Ark began working to identify product categories and selection
criteria. Subsequently national commissions have been formed in many other countries to seek out and catalog products: first in
American and Germany, followed by the Swiss, Dutch and French. In 2002 an International Commission was founded, made up of
representatives from each of the national commissions.
The Ark of Taste is now well-established and continues to grow: The 19 national commissions, the International Commission and
the Slow Food convivia are working with dedication and passion to discover unique products from all over the world, treasures of
local culture that are threatened by industrial agriculture and standardization. Thanks to their work, the Ark has already recorded
more than 900 products, animal breeds and plant varieties, which have been cataloged according to the categories and criteria
established by the International Commission.

Criteria for Ark Product Selection
• Products must be of distinctive quality in terms of taste. Quality is defined in the context of local traditions and uses.
• Products must be linked to the memory and identity of a group. A product could be a plant species, variety or ecotype or an
animal population that is either indigenous or has fully acclimatized to a specific geographic area over a medium-to-long period
(defined in relation to the area’s history). The main ingredient of any processed products must be locally sourced, and can come
from elsewhere only if the two places have historical supply links. Any complementary ingredients used in the production of the
product, like spices and other seasonings, may be from any source, but their use must be part of the traditional production process.
• Products must be linked environmentally, socio-economically and historically to a specific area.
• Products must be produced in limited quantities, by farms or by small-scale businesses.
• Products must be at either real or potential risk of extinction.

Product Categories
Animal breeds used for food
Baked goods
Bread
Cheeses and dairy products
Cured meats
Fresh and dried fruit
Fruit and vegetable preserves (jams,
sauces, etc.)
Grains and cereals
Herbs and spices

Honey and other beekeeping products
Meat products (pâté, etc.)
Mechanically extracted seed and nut
oils (walnut, hazelnut, etc.)
Musts, wine-based beverages,
fermented beverages
Olive oils
Pasta
Pastries, cakes and sweets
Preserved fish and seafood (bottarga,
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anchovies, tuna, etc.)
Pulses
Salt
Vegetables
Vine varieties
Vinegars
Wild products (hand-picked or
traditionally processed)
Wines

New Products
In 2010, 43 new products from eight countries joined the Ark, bringing the total number of products to 947 (up from 903 at
the end of 2009).
Eighteen of these new Ark products came from Spain, including Minorca lobster, caught from traditional small wooden boats,
and the Blanca Comuna orange, grown in the Comunidad Valenciana. On the other side of the Atlantic, 12 new products came
from the United States, including the Canada Crookneck and Boston Marrow squash varieties and five varieties of apple.
Three products came from Japan, which now has a total of 25 Ark products, and another three from the Philippines. Two new
products from Italy brings the Italian Ark to 416 products, while another two came from Colombia and Macedonia. New
products also came from Canada (Tamworth pig) and Portugal (doce de escorcioneira, a sweet made from a local wild plant).

Commissions
The International Ark Commission represents 19 countries: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the
United States. The commission is chaired by Didier Chabrol (France).
On October 25, the International Ark Commission met at the Salone del Gusto in Turin. Representatives from 15 countries and
the Slow Food Foundation were present. On the agenda were a number of key issues:
- the role and activities of the national commissions
- the role of the Ark of Taste project within the strategies of Slow Food International
- the identification of a new work method and a more effective communication model among the commission’s members
- product selection criteria
It was decided to call a second meeting in early 2011 for an update and training on the Presidia project and the brand.
In 2010, the composition of the national commissions in Austria, Germany and the United Kingdom changed and three national
meetings were organized: in Brazil in March, during Terra Madre Brazil; in Austria in June and in the United States in September.

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Ark
Products

675

734

807

903

947

Countries

52

55

58

58

58

National
Commissions

16

18

19

19

19
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International Ark of Taste Commission
President
Didier Chabrol
didierchabrol@numericable.fr

Japan
Natsu Shimamura
natsukame@yahoo.com

Argentina
Hugo Cetrangolo
cetrango@agro.uba.ar

Norway
Ove Fosså
ovefossa@online.no

Australia
Cherry Ripe
cripes@ozemail.com.au

The Nederlands
Sandor Schiferli
sandor.schiferli@planet.nl

Austria
Bernd Kajtna
bernd.kajtna@arche-noah.at

Romania
Bert Reinders
bert@reinbert.ro

Brazil
Roberta Marins de Sá
roberta.sa@slowfoodbrasil.com

Spain
Jaime Burgaña
jaime@aroasc.com

Bulgaria
Dimitrova Dessislava
ecoark@yahoo.com

Sweden
Christina Gaitan
cristina.gaitan@comhem.se

Canada
Mara Jernigan
mara@marajernigan.com

Switzerland
Raphael Pfarrer
raphael@carreracontact.info

France
Michel Chauvet
chauvet@agropolis.fr

United Kingdom
Sue Braithwaite
s.braithwaite@slowfood.org.uk

Germany
Hanns E. Kniepkamp
hanns-ernst.kniepkamp@slowfood.de

United States
Poppy Tooker
poppy@poppytooker.com

Irerand
Aveen Henry
a.henry@ucc.ie

Ben Watson
bwatson@chelseagreen.com

Italy
Cristiana Peano
c.peano@slowfood.it

In addition, the following individuals have the right to
participate in the work of the International Commission:
Slow Food President Carlo Petrini, Slow Food Foundation for
Biodiversity President Piero Sardo and Slow Food Foundation
for Biodiversity General Secretary Serena Milano.

Raffaella Ponzio
r.ponzio@slowfood.it

International Ark Commission meeting, Scandicci, Tuscany, Italy
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EARTH MARKETS

The Earth Market project was launched in 2006 by the Slow Food association and the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity.
Earth Markets are farmers’ markets established according to guidelines that follow the Slow Food philosophy. The markets are
run collectively and serve as meeting places where local producers can present quality products directly to consumers,
selling them at fair prices and guaranteeing environmentally sustainable production methods. The markets also preserve the food
culture of local communities and protect biodiversity.
From a technical perspective, the project is overseen by the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity, which develops protocols
and tools for organization and communication, as well as supporting the creation of new Earth Markets at an international
level.
To create a market, the preliminary steps primarily involve the drafting of protocols, which must be adapted to each local context
and culture without losing the founding principles. When a market is put forward as a potential Earth Market, Slow Food staff
organize a visit as promptly as possible. The market then presents a formal request to enter the international Earth Market
network. The request is accompanied by the Slow Food Foundation’s professional evaluation. Formal approval means the market
joins the network and can use the Earth Market brand.
As Earth Markets are created around the world, an international network is developing that facilitates the exchange of information
and collaborations. Operationally, the Earth Markets are established and run by the national associations, with the invaluable
participation of local convivia.
To date, in addition to 12 Italian markets, there are five Earth Markets in four countries (Lebanon, Israel, Romania and
Austria) and one current candidate in Riga (Bazars Berga Bazara).

Earth Markets
in Italy

in the world

active

in start up

Alba (Cn)
Bologna
Cairo Montenotte (Sv)

active

in start up

Cervignano (Ud)

Beirut (Lebanon)

Barcellona (Spain)

Genoa

Bucarest (Romania)

Greenville (Usa)

Isola d’Elba (Li)

Parndorf (Austria)

Redlands (Usa)

Calamandrana (At)

L’Aquila

Tel Aviv (Israel)

Riga (Latvia)

Ciampino (Roma)

Novellara (Re)

Tripoli (Lebanon)

San Juan (Puerto Rico)

Colorno (Pr)

Padernello – Borgo San

Milan

Giacomo (Bs)

Montevarchi (Ar)

San Giuliano Terme (Pi)

San Miniato (Pi)

Terni

Sarzana (Sp)

Villa Lagarina (Tn)

Tcherni Vit (Bulgaria)

Turin (Eataly)
Umbertide (Pg)

(list updated May 2011)
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Lebanon
Thanks to funding from the Banca Popolare of Milan, a number of activities are underway to expand the Beirut Earth Market.
New equipment for the stands has been purchased and the market hosted an important event for Terra Madre Day 2010.
The Beirut Earth Market continues to be held every Tuesday morning from 9 am to 2 pm in the central neighborhood of Hamra,
attended by 15 small-scale producers selling fresh fruit and vegetables, mouneh (typical Lebanese preserves), manhoushe (a
traditional flat bread with thyme), extra-virgin olive oil and artisanally produced natural soaps. The market had its own stand at
the 2010 Salone del Gusto.
Additionally, the market in Tripoli, in the north of the country, has been restarted. The market is near the port and is held every
Thursday morning, thanks to the support of the NGO FINI. The main products sold are seasonal fruit and vegetables, but there
are also plenty of typical Lebanese specialties like vegetable preserves, olive oil, fruit juices and honey.
The third market, in Saida, in the south, was closed because of a lack of public interest.

Israel
The Tel Aviv farmers’ market joined the Earth Market network in 2009. The first example of a producers’ market in Israel, it is
held every Friday morning (also Tuesday evening in the spring and summer) and has around 30 stalls with a wide variety of
products: extra-virgin olive oil, goat’s cheese, fresh fruit and vegetables, wines and beers and of course traditional Middle Eastern
foods like tahini. The market is located in a recently renovated public space on the port, a popular weekend destination thanks to
the numerous bars and restaurants overlooking the sea. The Tel Aviv Earth Market hosts regular food culture and taste education
events and sees around 6,000 visitors every week.

Romania
The Targul Taranului (farmers’ market) in Bucharest joined the Earth Market network in 2009. The market is held every Saturday
and Sunday from April to October in the area around ARK-Bursa Marfurilor, an 18th-century building recently renovated to
provide a venue for conferences and cultural events.
The market is managed by the Slow Food Bucharest Convivium (Valahia Gusturilor) together with the NGO Grupul de Initiativa
Radu Anton Roman. The alliance of market organizers also includes the public National Museum of Rural Life, the Adept
Foundation (which runs development projects, particularly involving traditional products in Transylvania) and the company Dc
Communication (the building’s owner).
The market had its own stand at the Salone del Gusto 2010.

Austria
This market was opened in August 2010 and joined the Earth Market network in December. Located in the village of Parndorf
of just 3,000 inhabitants, the market is 50 kilometers from Vienna, in the flat region of Burgenland, Austria’s easternmost region
that borders Hungary, Slovenia and Slovakia and is known for its wine.
The market is held on the first Saturday of every month in the granary of a farmhouse in the middle of the countryside. The 15
small-scale producers who take part sell fruit and vegetables, eggs, meat, cheese, honey, jams, baked goods, confectionery, wines
and spirits, all made within a 40-kilometer radius. A street-food stand is always present, as is a tasting booth for local wines.
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Latvia
The Bazars Berga Bazara in Riga was visited in June 2010 and has applied to join the Earth Market network. The market, founded
by Slow Food Riga in 2006, is fully in harmony with the principles that inspired the Slow Food project: It is a meeting place where
local producers can display and sell their quality products directly to consumers at fair prices while guaranteeing environmentally
sustainable production methods.
Berga Bazars is a residential and commercial complex built between 1887 and 1900, and has long been a historic site for shops
and workshops. Abandoned during the Soviet occupation, the development has since been returned to its original owners and
carefully renovated.
Over 50 small-scale producers take turns occupying the 35 stands available for every market. The Bazars Berga Bazara paints
a rich picture of the gastronomic production of this small but cosmopolitan country, poised between the Hanseatic, Nordic and
Slavic worlds. Terra Madre food communities also participate in the market, including birch juice producers and the small-scale
cheesemakers still dedicated to artisanal production of Janu Sier, a goat’s milk cheese spiced with caraway. The cheese is named
after St. John’s Day, the longest day of the year and one of the country’s major holidays.
The market is held throughout the year, every second and fourth Saturday of the month.

Italy
In 2010, Earth Markets were inaugurated in Italy in Alba (Piedmont), Calamandrana (Piedmont), Ciampino (Lazio), Colorno
(Emilia-Romagna) and Umbertide (Umbria). Experimental editions of markets were also carried out in several Italian towns,
laying the groundwork for further expansion of the project in 2011. The existing markets in Bologna, Cairo Montenotte (Liguria),
Milan, Montevarchi (Tuscany), and San Miniato (Tuscany) continued their activities with great success. The market in San Daniele
del Friuli was closed due to organizational difficulties. In 2011 it will be replaced by an Earth Market in Cervignano (Friuli-Venezia
Giulia).

Other projects
The Slow Food Foundation began working in 2010 to create new Earth Markets in Bulgaria, the United States and Spain. The
Foundation was also in contact with various Slow Food convivia interested in setting up Earth Markets in the United Kingdom,
France, the Czech Republic, Finland, India, Palestine, Egypt, South Africa, Canada and Brazil.
On August 30, a day-long training meeting for the Earth Market network held in Cherasco, Italy, was attended by all the Italian
market coordinators and the relevant Slow Food staff. The meeting offered an opportunity to discuss the current state of the
project, to share experiences of individual markets and to illustrate the communications potential of the Earth Markets website
to the coordinators.
Communication of Earth Market project improved in 2010 when the website was enriched with a section for each individual
market. The site is regularly updated with news of events and new markets in Italy and abroad: www.earthmarkets.net.
To attract attention on the project at the Salone del Gusto, a postcard was distributed with a list of all the Earth Markets and
their opening days.
An information space was set up at Terra Madre (Turin, October 22-24), where questions were answered and information
provided to hundreds of delegates. The markets were also discussed in the Earth Workshop on direct sales and at the Salone del
Gusto conference “Quality at the Right Price” as well as the “Earth Markets” public meeting.
Three international markets (Beirut, Bucharest and Riga) had their own stand at the Salone del Gusto where they presented the
products that are typically sold by their producers. The stands proved very popular with the public.

The Short Chain
A short supply and distribution chain gives producers and consumers an active role in the food system, strengthens local
production and reduces the number of intermediaries and the distance travelled by the food (food miles).
Removing some intermediate steps between producers and consumers, like wholesalers and distributors, makes it possible
to rediscover the local area and create a new relationship between the agricultural and urban worlds. The short chain allows
products to be sold at a fair price: Producers get proper compensation for their work, and consumers know exactly what they’re
paying for.
Producers’ markets are one way of shortening the chain, but there are others: food-buying groups, community-supported
agriculture and other direct sales initiatives.
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CAMPAIGNS

Together with Slow Food International, the Foundation focused on three international awareness-raising campaigns in 2010,
dealing with three key issues: protecting sustainable fishing, denouncing land grabbing and fighting against GMOs.
Terra Madre 2010 offered an invaluable chance to discuss these issues. During the event a special area was dedicated to the
campaigns, and the mobilization actions carried out so far by the association and Terra Madre communities were presented. The
area primarily served as a listening space, where communities could share their experiences and coordinate future activities.

Slow Fish
In recent decades human exploitation of the marine world has undergone a brutal acceleration. Extraordinary technological
progress and the shrinking of geographic limitations mean fishing is now a great threat to ocean biodiversity. Marine resources
are not unlimited and are already in a worrying state of deterioration.
In this context, small-scale fishing using sustainable methods that preserve the resources of local ecosystems has become the
weak link. It is fundamental for consumers to know where their fish comes from and which species are not at risk in
their region but still good to eat.
The international campaign for sustainable fishing has been made possible by the help of the Lighthouse Foundation, a German
foundation that works to preserve marine biodiversity.

What have we done?
To promote conscious and responsible choices, Slow Food has created a portal to the marine world and the fishing sector
(www.slowfood.com/slowfish), available in four languages, bringing together data from leading associations and scientific
institutions from around the world. Stories from the Presidia of the sea and the Terra Madre fishing communities are highlighted,
as are the various initiatives organized by Slow Food to protect sustainable fishing and consumption.
Communities and convivia promote and protect small-scale fishing around the world with the Eat Local campaign: spreading
information, teaching people how to cook underused species, telling the stories of local fishing communities. On Terra Madre
Day, for example, small-scale fishers and some lesser-known fish species were at the center of some celebrations.
During 2010, two information brochures encouraging responsible choices were produced for fishers, fishmongers, consumers
and, above all, chefs. The role of chefs is more fundamental than ever in helping influence consumer habits and protect marine
resources. A specific brochure was sent to all the chefs involved in the Alliance Between Italian Chefs and Slow Food Presidia
asking them to communicate with diners, to explain their choices and indicate the origin of their fish on their menus.
Download the brochures in Italian, English, French and Spanish from the website www.slowfood.com/slowfish.

Images of the three international campaigns, designed by Piero Lusso, appear below and on the following two pages.

SLOW FISH
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Stop the destruction
of our seas!

GMOs
The spread of genetically modified organisms represents a serious threat to the planet’s biodiversity. The patenting of seeds
endangers the role of producers and people’s food sovereignty. The accompanying large-scale use of fertilizers damages soil
fertility, and the health risks linked to direct or indirect (e.g. meat from animals that eat GMO feed) consumption are still unclear.
Considering also that in many regions it is hard to stop the contamination of fields of traditional crops, it is clear why Slow
Food has always supported an alternative model that promotes local economies and traditional, sustainable production
systems.
For more information on our GMO campaign and to download posters and leaflets, visit slowfood.com/international/22/gmo

What have we done?
In 2010, a brochure was produced in four languages for distribution at Terra Madre. The brochure first collects and organizes data
and information on the spread of GMOs around the world. It then explains why Slow Food is fighting for GMO-free agriculture
and food, before listing the main initiatives organized by the association at an international level.
Some activities organized by the Slow Food network
Australia - The Slow Food Perth Convivium organizes seminars and created a blog on the theme of GMO foods.
The Slow Food Melbourne Convivium organizes talks and film screenings on the topic and is involved in the protest against the
Victorian government’s decision to allow GMO cultivation.
Germany - The Bavarian Anti-GMO food community, coordinated by Christoph Fischer, is a network of citizens that organizes
activities to protest against GMOs, including rallies, Eat-Ins, etc.
Iceland - Dominique Jónsson Plédel, convivium leader of Slow Food Reykjavik, has created an anti-GMO Facebook group.
Italy - Slow Food Italy, together with other agricultural and environmental organizations, consumers and grassroots movements,
together representing millions of Italians, is part of the Task Force for a GMO-Free Italy.
Mexico - In January 2010 Slow Food Tehuacan Mixteca Popoloca Convivium launched a campaign to protect their traditional
varieties of corn following the government’s decision to allow multinationals to plant the country’s first GMO crops.
Russia - Alexander Baranov, convivium leader of Slow Food Mosca-Kovcheg, presides over the national association for genetic
security that promotes biological security at the legislative level and organizes campaigns to raise awareness among consumers.
Spain - Terres de Lleida Convivium has been campaigning against the cultivation of GMOs together with the Spanish association
Trangènics fora! for several years. In June 2009, the convivium joined forces with the environmental movement Som lo que
sembrem in a hunger strike outside the Catalan parliament.
Uruguay - Slow Food Canario convivium is working in support of a new law that would ban the cultivation, including experimental
open air plantings, of genetically modified soya and corn and is also lobbying for obligatory labeling legislation for all GMO
products.
Sweden - Member of the Slow Food Skane Nordest Convivivum committee, Akiko Frid is an expert on GMOs, collaborates with
Greenpeace and participates in the Commission on GMOs in the European Parliament.

STOP OGM!
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Land Grabbing
Land grabbing is a new form of colonialism based on the purchase or long-term rent of large plots of land in countries in the
global south by foreign entities, either public or private.
After providing raw materials and low-cost labor to colonial powers, now it is the land itself and its productive potential that is
being undersold. Among those interested in buying up land overseas are European countries, China, the Gulf states and SouthEast Asian countries. Some are trying to make up for a deficit of resources, whether food or energy. Others are just looking for
low-risk investments.
The land and forests are removed from the management of local communities, who are further marginalized and
deprived of their only source of livelihood. In just a few years this phenomenon has reached dramatic dimensions. Concluded
and current transactions involve around 50 million hectares, a surface area equal to that of Spain.
The acceleration of land grabbing is encouraged by the ambiguous role of the World Bank, which on the one hand makes worried
noises about the issue and on the other supports public and private foreign investors through its specialized services and assists
governments in modifying their legislation and the political situation to facilitate the transfer of vast swathes of land.

What have we done?
A leaflet was produced and distributed at Terra Madre 2010, denouncing the phenomenon and calling for stories
about resistance to land grabbing from the Terra Madre network. Published in four languages, it is available here:
slowfood.com/international/17/land-grabbing.
The Salone del Gusto conference “Who’s Stealing Africa’s Land?” heard from Carlo Petrini, president of Slow Food; Serena Milano,
secretary general of the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity; Antonio Onorati, president of the Italian NGO Crocevia; Franca
Roiatti, author of Il nuovo Colonialismo (The New Colonialism); and Terra Madre delegates from Senegal, Kenya, Cameroon and
Benin.
The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity is one of the signatories of Via Campesina’s petition denouncing the theft of land in
the global south and the World Bank’s support for the phenomenon.

STOP Land Grabbing!
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Mangeons Local, food education project in Senegal – © Paola Viesi

COMMUNICATION
By communicating its activities and projects, the Slow Food Foundation gives a voice to small-scale food producers from around
the world and publicizes the extraordinary knowledge that risks disappearing, with the aim of spreading a new food model.
The Slow Food Foundation uses various communication tools (printed or online publications, documentaries, photo reportages)
to describe its activities and strategies and to document the characteristics of individual projects and the results obtained.
The main channel of communication is the website: www.fondazioneslowfood.it or www.slowfoodfoundation.org. Produced in
Italian and English, it is regularly updated and includes profiles of all the Presidia, the Ark products and the Thousand Gardens
in Africa; news on individual projects and information about the Foundation (statute, board of directors, list of donors, social
report, etc.). The Foundation website is also accessible from the Slow Food home page (www.slowfood.it or www.slowfood.com).
The official brochure describes the Slow Food Foundation’s main projects, giving significant examples from each of them, and
includes a list of all the sponsors. The brochure is published in five languages—Italian, English, French, Spanish and German—
and is distributed regularly through convivia and national offices, as well as at events where it can reach a wider public.
The Social Report describes everything that the Foundation has done in the past year. It illustrates in detail how resources
have been allocated and used, the value added and the financial, social and environmental results achieved. Published every
year since 2006, the report is available electronically and in printed format in Italian and English (downloadable from the Slow
Food Foundation website) and is distributed to journalists, sponsors, partners and the Slow Food national association governing
bodies.
The Slow Food Foundation has also put together two photomotions, which use images, words and music to describe its
activities and illustrate its objectives. The first is dedicated to the Foundation and its projects in general, the second is about the
Presidia and the Foundation’s efforts to protect marine resources and sustainable fishing. Both versions are available in nine
languages—Italian, English, French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Arabic and Japanese—and are screened during Slow
Food events and distributed to convivia and national offices.
Specific Powerpoint presentations on the different projects have been prepared for use at conferences and seminars and are
available in various languages (Italian, English, French, Spanish).
The Slow Food Foundation regularly commissions professional photographers to document individual Presidia or Earth
Markets. The resulting archive of images is available to all Slow Food offices for use in publications or exhibitions.
Alongside these more general channels, the Foundation also produces more specific publications and tools relating to individual
projects, translated into different languages and distributed to Presidia and food community producers and the public.
A leaflet is produced for each Presidium in Italian, English and the language of its country. They are distributed at the main Slow
Food events.
The Slow Food Presidia publication brings together short descriptions of all the Italian and international Presidia. Produced
in Italian and English, it is regularly updated and distributed for free to convivia and to the public at the main Slow Food events.
An effective way of describing the various phases of a Presidium project in detail is through photo stories, which use images
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and text to present a project’s development and the results achieved. Produced in Italian and English and regularly updated,
the photo stories are available in paper or electronic format and can be downloaded from the online donations page www.
slowfood.com/donate.
Together with Kenzi Productions, the Slow Food Foundation has also co-produced a series of documentaries dedicated to the
Presidia: Manrique and the Coffee Odyssey (2005, 26’) about the Huehuetenango Highland Coffee Presidium in Guatemala;
Olga, Paprika and the Curly-Haired Piglet (2005, 26’), about the Mangalica Sausage Presidium in Hungary; and Bitto, the Eternal
Cheese (2005, 26’), about the Bitto Presidium in Lombardy, Italy. The three films are available on the DVD Three Presidia On
Screen, for sale on the Slow Food website and screened during major events.
These first three documentaries were followed in 2006 by Stories of Eels, Water and Fire (2006, 26’), about the Traditional
Marinated Comacchio Valleys Eel Presidium in Emilia-Romagna, Italy; Stories of Farms and Cattle in the Gargano Uplands (2006,
26’), about the Gargano Podolico Caciocavallo Presidium in Puglia, Italy; and The Black Pig, the Woods and the People of Nebrodi
(2006, 26’), about the Nebrodi Black Pig Presidium in Sicily, Italy.
The Slow Food Foundation also produces posters and signs for the Presidia display areas at events.

Material Produced in 2010
The Slow Food Foundation’s website was regularly updated throughout the year with further information on projects (Presidia,
Ark of Taste, Earth Markets and A Thousand Gardens in Africa) and news about events and initiatives organized by the Slow Food
Foundation. The 2009 Social Report was published in Italian and English, in print and electronic formats – the pdf document is
downloadable from the website www.slowfoodfoundation.org.
The graphics for a booklet and roll up banners were produced for the Slow Food Italy project linking Italian chefs and Slow Food
Presidia -the Alliance Between Italian Chefs and Slow Food Presidia.
In 2010 the Slow Food Foundation oversaw the editing and publication of a cookbook of traditional recipes from Tanzania
for cooking leafy vegetables. The book was printed in English and Swahili and produced in collaboration with the Regent
Senior Women’s Group (RESEWO), which promotes the reintroduction of indigenous vegetables into the local diet. It contains
cultivation and nutrition information on traditional Tanzanian vegetables and a collection of recipes.
A manual on tasting argan oil was published in collaboration with Diego Soracco, an oil expert and author of Slow Food’s guide
to extra-virgin olive oils, and and Erik Vassallo, a sensory education expert. Published in French and Arabic, the illustrated manual
explains the different stages of oil tasting in a simple and direct way.
A book (in Italian and English), a documentary, a brochure and banners were produced for the project promoting Libya’s oases
and traditional date varieties.
In 2010 the Slow Food Foundation produced 14 new photo-stories in Italian and English, dedicated to projects in Belarus,
Romania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Lebanon, Mauritania, Senegal, Côte d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Mexico, Cape Verde and
Africa for the Thousand Gardens in Africa project. The electronic versions are available on the Slow Food Foundation website and
the Slow Food online donation pages.
Material was produced and distributed for the 5 per mille donations campaign for Italian taxpayers (cards, brochures,
advertisements).
The website dedicated to the Earth Markets (www.earthmarkets.net) was frequently updated, in both Italian and English.
The most interesting stories about the markets were published on the home page. Pages were created for the new Italian Earth
Markets in Ciampino (Lazio), Calamadrana (Piedmont) and Umbertide (Umbria) and the new international markets in Riga
(Latvia) and Parndorf (Austria). Additionally, a postcard in Italian and English was created and made available on the website,
illustrating the basic characteristics behind the project and listing all the markets in the international network. The electronic
version of the postcard can be downloaded from the Earth Markets website.
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Various communication tools were produced for Thousand Gardens in Africa project: a photo story (in Italian, French, English,
Spanish, Japanese and Korean), a poster, a roll up banner, a bi-fold brochure. Additionally special pages were added to the Slow
Food Foundation website (in Italian and English) and the Terra Madre website (eight languages), where the dossier, brochure and
guidelines can be downloaded. The form for nominating gardens and list of supporters are also available online.

Material Produced for Events
For the Salone del Gusto and Terra Madre, the Slow Food Foundation’s official brochure was updated and reprinted, in Italian and
English. Various banners on the Slow Food Foundation were produced and the Slow Food Presidia book in Italian and English
was updated and reprinted (accompanied by the updated version of the catalog with descriptions and contacts for all the Italian
Presidia).
Around 80 brochures on individual international Presidia were produced in various languages and distributed at the Salone
del Gusto.
The Slow Food Foundation produced and oversaw all the text for the signs in Pavilion 1 and the “Protect” area in Pavilion 5
of the Lingotto Fiere during the Salone del Gusto.
The Foundation also organized the collection and editing of selected recipes for cooking Presidia products, presented at
the Salone del Gusto (published online and downloadable using the QR code printed on the signs at the Presidia stands).
Packaging was designed and printed for the Presidia from the Global South who took part in the Salone del Gusto.
Signs were produced for the 2010 Ustikolina Festival in Bosnia, the second edition of an event organized by the Pozegaca
Plum Slatko Presidium producers’ association together with the Ustikolina local authorities to promote the region’s quality food
products.
The Slow Food in the Alps dossier was produced and published in Italian and English. The dossier describes all of Slow
Food’s projects throughout the Alps (Presidia, food communities, cooks, etc.) and was produced for SuperAlp!4, a sustainable
journey across the Alps organized by the Permanent Secretary of the Alpine Convention, in collaboration with Slow Food and the
University of Gastronomic Sciences in Pollenzo.
All paper communication materials were printed on Cyclus Print and Cyclus Offset recycled paper and ecological Symbol Freelife
recycled paper.

Seminars and Conferences
The Slow Food Foundation organizes seminars, talks and conferences and participates regularly in round-table discussions and
meetings to present its activities and projects.
Below are the main initiatives in 2010.
January 8-10
Mariagiulia Mariani participated in a forum on sustainable tourism in southern Morocco, organized by the Sopra i Ponti
association from Bologna in collaboration with Parma-based non-profit Mani, responsible-travel tour operator Viaggi e Miraggi
and Migration et Developpement (a Franco-Moroccan NGO which has developed various responsible tourism projects in
southern Morocco). Mariani participated in a round-table discussion, which also involved two food communities from the Slow
Food network (the community of argan oil producers in Tata, a candidate for joining the Presidium; and the community of D’man
sheep farmers in Akka) on the importance of promoting traditional products of the terroir within the development of sustainable
tourism.
April 17-19
Ermanno Olmi’s documentary on Terra Madre was screened at the Italian cultural centers in Tunis (Tunisia), Rabat and Tangier
(Morocco). Paola Nano, from the international press office, presented Slow Food, the activities of the Slow Food Foundation and
Olmi’s work in Rabat and Tangier.
May 13
Foundation president Piero Sardo, in collaboration with Edgardo Giordani, held a seminar entitled “Safeguarding Food Traditions
and the Genetic Resources of Woody Species: The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity Between Presidia and the Ark of Taste”
at the Tree Cultivation Section of the Department of Crop, Soil and Environmental Science (DIPSA) of the University of Florence,
Italy.
June 5
As part of the activities organized in Cairo, Egypt, for World Environment Day, a conference was held entitled “What is Biodiversity?
What Are Its Implications on Our Daily Life?” Participating in the conference was Antonio Del Vecchio, vice-president of Slow
Food Puglia. Slow Food’s work to protect biodiversity and the world’s gastronomic heritage was presented and the association’s
long-standing educational work in Italian and European schools was illustrated.
June 16-18
Piero Sardo gave three lectures in Morocco: one in Rabat at the Mohammed V University, one in Tangier and one in Meknès. As
part of the same trip, Piero Sardo and Michela Lenta visited the Zerradoun Salt Presidium and communities of artisan couscous
producers in Asjen and dried fig and plum producers in Taounsate.
June 17
At En Ponte de Lima (Portugal), Veronica Chesi participated in the first international congress on entrepreneurship and
sustainable promotion of the territory.
July 16
Andrea Amato took part in two meetings held at the Italian Cultural Institute in Cordoba, Argentina, where he described the
history of Slow Food, its vision and its activities over the past 20 years. The film Terra Madre People was screened. The meetings
led to the opening of the Slow Food Cordobaslow Conivivium.
July 31
During the Terra Madre Georgia meeting, a whole day was dedicated to traditional winemaking techniques. Georgian Wine in
Jars Presidium producers, enology experts and a representative from the Slow Food Foundation took part. An expert from the
Horticulture, Viticulture and Enology Institute described in detail the terracing techniques used for centuries but now almost
completely forgotten. The Presidium producers introduced a debate and offered tastings of their Saperavi and Rkatziteli to the
participants.
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August 6-8
Piero Sardo held a seminar on the future of food and biodiversity as part of the Setouchi International Symposium in Takamatsu,
Japan. He also visited the Unzen Takana Vegetable Presidium during the trip.
September 15
As part of the SuperAlp!4 project for the sustainable crossing of the Alps, Slow Food’s activities, and particularly the Presidia
located in the Alps, were presented to 15 journalists in Pollenzo, Italy. Different Alpine cheeses were sampled during a Taste
Workshop, including Roccaverano Robiola, Moena Puzzone, mountain Castelmagno, Coazze Cevrin and Bitto from the Bitto
Valleys; the cheeses were paired with a honey from the High Mountain Honeys Presidium.
September 20
As part of the events leading up to the Salone del Gusto and Terra Madre, a meeting was held at the Caffè Basaglia in Turin,
Italy, on Afghanistan and the Slow Food Foundation’s projects there. Participants included Carlotta Baitone, writer Fabio Geda,
members of Turin’s Afghan community and the journalist and writer Mimmo Candito. During the evening, donations were
collected for the Abjosh Raisin from Herat Presidium.
October 15-18
Nelson Cano, an agronomist who has been assisting producers from the Huehuetenango Highland Coffee Presidium for several
years, took part in the second edition of Let’s Talk Coffee, a forum on coffee organized in Tarapoto, Peru, by Sustainable Harvest.
Cano described the work being done by the Presidium on the coffee production and distribution chain in Huehuetenango.
November 4-5
In Ramallah, in the Palestinian territories, the first conference was held on sustainable rural tourism in Palestine, organized by
the University of Turin together with the University of Birzeit and the Rozana association. Michele Rumiz spoke for the Slow Food
Foundation for Biodiversity.
December 10
On Terra Madre Day, Mariana Guimarães and Lia Poggio took part in the conference Conosciendo Slow Food, organized by the
San Ignacio de Loyola University in Peru for its gastronomy students. During the conference, the key concepts of Slow Food and
Terra Madre were described and the Slow Food Foundation’s projects in Latin America were presented.
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Conferences at the Salone del Gusto, Turin
During the Salone del Gusto, the Slow Food Foundation organized a series of conferences, seminars and presentations.
The program was as follows:
Who’s Stealing Africa’s Land? – October 22
A new danger is threatening African agriculture. In the hungriest continent in the world, arable land is being sold off to richer
countries on the hunt for resources. African governments are selling off millions of hectares to governments and private
businesses from China, India, Korea, Saudi Arabia and others. Local farmers lose their land, and with it the chance to cultivate
food and live in their own communities. Participating in this debate organized by the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity and
the Piedmont Regional Authority were Carlo Petrini, president of Slow Food; Serena Milano of the Slow Food Foundation; Franca
Roiatti, author of Il nuovo colonialismo (The New Colonialism); Nyikaw Ochalla from the Province of Gambela, Ethiopia; and
many delegates from Terra Madre.
Along the 29th Parallel: The Dates of the Desert – October 22
A presentation of the project to improve date palms in the Al Jufrah oases and promote ancient varieties of Libyan dates,
supported by the Italian Ministry for Foreign Affairs and the Overseas Agronomical Institute. During the conference, the publication
produced by Slow Food was presented and the documentary linked to the project was screened. Participating were Piero Sardo,
president of the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity; Bashir Gshera, the project’s local coordinator; Massimo Battaglia, project
coordinator for the Overseas Agronomical Institute; and the professors from the University of Florence’s Agricultural Faculty who
are coordinating the pomological and genetic research on the ancient varieties of date palm in Al Jufrah. The meeting concluded
with a tasting of some of the most typical date varieties from central Libya.

Zerradoun Salt Presidium, Morocco – © Oliver Migliore

Didascalia
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The Cheesemaking Revolution – October 22
A debate dedicated to the world of real cheeses: produced without artificial enzymes, pasteurization and GMOs, using milk from
animals raised in good conditions and ideally local breeds. Speaking were Piero Sardo, president of the Slow Food Foundation
for Biodiversity; Raffaella Ponzio, head of the Italian Presidia project, Roberto Rubino and several producers of Italian Presidia
cheeses.
Afghanistan: Saffron, not Opium – October 23
Piero Sardo took part in this presentation of the project run by a PRT (Provincial Reconstruction Team, a mix of military and
civilians) in Herat. One of the most important and challenging of the PRT’s activities in Herat has been the attempt to replace
opium cultivation with saffron.
Good Packaging: Responsible and Sustainable – October 23
This year Slow Food awarded three Presidia with a special Eco-Packaging Award.
The technical evaluation committee was composed of experts from the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity and academics from
the Design research group at the Turin Polytechnic (eco-designer Clara Ceppa and architect Gian Paolo Marino), the University of
Turin’s Agriculture Faculty (Prof. Cristiana Peano) and the University of Gastronomic Sciences (Franco Fassio).
From the Fields to the Kitchen: We Need an Alliance – October 25
A conference dedicated to chefs and the fundamental work they can do to safeguard food biodiversity. Piero Sardo, president of
the Slow Food Foundation, spoke about the alliance project linking Italian chefs and Slow Food Presidia.

The Dates of Al Jufrah, Libya – Marta Mancini
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Conferences at Terra Madre, Turin
During Terra Madre, the Slow Food Foundation organized a series of conferences within the Slow Food projects space at the Oval.
Products of Origin, an Opportunity for African Agriculture – October 22 The Slow Food Foundation, in collaboration with
the FAO, is mapping traditional products in four African countries: Mali, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Guinea-Bissau. Producers
from these countries presented the food biodiversity of their homelands at Terra Madre, from baobab fruit to fonio, kola nuts to
kram-kram.
The event was organized with the contribution of the Italian Development Cooperation Office of the Italian Ministry for Foreign
Affairs and the FAO-Food Security Fund as part of the Inter Country Coordination for West Africa Food Security project (GTFS/
SIL/O28/ITA).
Terra Madre’s Traditional Rice Producers – October 22
During Terra Madre, the Slow Food Foundation organized a meeting to bring together traditional rice producers and focus
attention on the importance of local production, which favors domestic consumption, protects seed saving and creates local
markets, with the aim of preserving rice biodiversity and the grain’s rich cultural and spiritual heritage. The meeting is part of the
project to create a network of traditional rice producers within Terra Madre.
From Food Security to Food Sovereignty: The Key Role of Europe – October 23
Representatives from the Slow Food Foundation, Mani Tese, CISV and the Comuni per la Pace committee met to discuss food
education, local consumption and food sovereignty, and to present an educational kit which will be distributed to 4,000 European
schools.
The activity is co-financed by the European Union as part of the project “From food security to food sovereignty. Citizens and
Local Authorities towards a new paradigm in Europe to reduce world hunger” (DCI NSA-ED/2009/202-078).
Small Presidia Communities – October 24
In 2010, the Italian Presidia grew to include 22 new projects, small examples of good Italian agriculture, which were presented
to the public during this meeting. The presentation was followed by a tasting of two Presidia cheeses, traditional stracchino from
the Orobiche Valleys and Valtorta Agrì.
Piero Sardo, president of the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity, took part in the discussion.
Tuscany and the Terra Madre Network – October 24
This conference, organized by Slow Food Tuscany in collaboration with the Tuscany Regional Authority, saw the participation of
Piero Sardo, president of the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity, and Serena Milano, the Foundation’s secretary general. Since
2004, the region has been organizing Terra Madre Tuscany; supporting projects and communities in Africa, Latin America and the
Balkans; and as of January it will host the Slow Food Foundation representative office at the Alberese farm in Maremma. During
the conference, the initiatives and selected producers were introduced and a selection of Tuscan Presidia products was tasted.
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Our Financial Report 2010

2010 NUMBERS
Despite being a very small organization with only modest financial resources, every day the Slow Food Foundation provides
thousands of producers and hundreds of projects (Presidia, Earth Markets and other development projects) throughout the world
with technical assistance, training courses and communication resources. This work is possible thanks to a vast international
network of contacts built up over 22 years by Slow Food, the Foundation itself and, since 2004, Terra Madre. The network includes
agricultural experts, veterinarians, anthropologists, cooks, artisans, academics, universities, research institutes and NGOs. These
individuals and organizations collaborate with the Slow Food Foundation on an on-going basis, helping producers to improve
their production methods, become more organized and find new market opportunities.
The value added generated by the Foundation cannot be measured only through economic indicators, but by evaluating the
overall impact of its activities on the surrounding environment.
The essential difference between the financial statement and the social report lies in the fact that the latter is able to directly
explain the outcomes of the projects at an environmental, social and cultural level.
Therefore below we have provided both a financial statement based on economic indicators (reclassified statement of assets
and liabilities and reclassified statement of profit and loss) as well as statements showing the value added determination and
distribution.
In developing and carrying out its objectives, the Foundation distributes the created value added to different stakeholders. In
order to better illustrate these social effects, the Foundation has mapped and classified its stakeholders, elaborating their forms
of interaction, as shown in chart A below.
For the 2010 financial year, the Slow Food Foundation financial statement has been analyzed and reclassified based on created
and redistributed value added.
Three stakeholder categories where the Foundation invested the added value generated have been identified. In 2010 the sum
represented 90 percent of total revenue. The categories are: producers participating in Foundation projects (the Ark of Taste,
Presidia, Earth Markets and other projects); local communities involved in and taught about biodiversity protection through
communication activities; and Slow Food Foundation staff.
Descriptions of activities are provided in the Social Report.
The income analysis classifies the type of revenue according to funding category: public and private sponsors (indicated as
Supporters in communication material), projects involving public bids, initiatives organized by the Slow Food movement and
international events coordinated by Slow Food Promozione and Slow Food International.
The proposed reclassification starts with total revenue, which takes into account the institutional income received in the current
financial year, the use of institutional revenue obtained in previous financial years and financial revenue, with overhead costs
deducted, i.e. costs inherent to general operation that cannot be specifically allocated to projects. These overheads include, for
example, property costs and information services, bank and insurance services and administrative costs.

SUPPLIERS
Goods and services for Presidia
Goods and services for the
structure
Goods and services
for other projects

STAFF
Internal staff
Office collaborators
Local collaborators

SUPPORTERS
Slow Food
Convivia
Individuals
(donations, 5 per 1000)
Legal entities

COLLECTIVITY
Local communities
Producers
Consumers

SLOW FOOD FOUNDATION
FOR BIODIVERSITY

INSTITUTIONS
Regional Authorities
FAO
MAE
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HONORARY
AND FOUNDING MEMBERS
Slow Food
Tuscany Regional Authority
Veneto Regional Authority
Cosvig
PATRONS AND BENEFACTORS
Muncipalities
Provincial authorities
Public and private companies
Local communities

RECLASSIFIED STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
ASSETS
Cash and liquid assets

2010

2009

327,795

220,554

512,151

439,900

Credits
Credits from supporters
Credits from founders

95,429

67,069

11,668

21,796

Material, immaterial and financial activities

14,113

17,162

Fiscal activities

10,556

13,448

Miscellaneous credits

Other assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES

4,703

0

976,414

779,929

2010

2009

226,043

176,890

Debits
Debits towards suppliers
Debits towards financial institutions

36

0

133,494

100,906

Severance pay

45,271

39,428

Monetary provisions for risks and fees

85,303

0

Fiscal and contributory liabilities

34,517

31,046

Other liabilities

21,672

21,716

Miscellaneous debits

Net worth
Social fund

50,000

50,000

Reserves

380,018

359,943

Budget surplus
TOTAL LIABILITIES

60

0

976,414

779,929

RECLASSIFIED INCOME STATEMENT
INCOME STATEMENT ITEMS
Revenue from activities
Internal activity

2010

2009

1,187,478

1,025,709

0

0

1,187,478

1,025,709

External operating costs

863,335

719,474

Financial value added

324,143

306,235

Staff costs

308,607

267,779

15,536

38,456

Operational activity value

Gross operating margin (EBITDA)
Depreciation and reserve funds

3,596

2,679

Operating result (EBIT)

11,940

35,777

Income from ancillary activities

-3,720

-2,075

Income from financial activities

0

865

8,220

34,567

2,736

-24,062

10,956

10,505

Normalized EBIT
Income from extraordinary activities
Stated EBIT
Financial charges

415

0

Gross profit

11,371

10,505

Tax expenses

11,311

10,505

60

0

Net result
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ANALYTICAL STATEMENT OF VALUE ADDED DETERMINATION
2010
INCOME

2009

Total

%

Total

%

Income from supporters

518,832

43%

492,137

47%

Income from the Slow Food association

108,358

9%

64,807

6%

Income from projects

417,855

35%

321,462

31%

Income from events

7,198

1%

25,920

2%

5 x mille

63,893

5%

70,923

7%

Other income

79,318

7%

67,519

7%

Total income

1,195,454

100%

1,027,229

100%

2010
MANAGEMENT COSTS

2009

Total

%

Total

%

Board meetings

27,204

19%

21,240

15%

Administrative services and costs

10,417

7%

10,434

8%

Bank services

2,230

2%

1,829

1%

Information services

26,324

18%

25,209

18%

Property services

41,751

28%

43,492

32%

General operational services

38,768

26%

35,239

26%

Total costs

146,694

100%

137,442

100%

VALUE ADDED

1,048,760
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890,891

STATEMENT OF VALUE ADDED DISTRIBUTION
2010

2009

Total

%

Total

%

1,048,760

100%

890,891

100%

4,053

1%

5,815

1%

2,1 Communication tools

82,350

8%

29,055

3%

2,2 Promotional activities and participation in events

66,639

6%

40,953

5%

2,3 Training, exchanges and technical assistance

92,047

9%

107,270

12%

2,4 Local collaborators

47,962

5%

33,147

4%

2,5 Presidia research and development missions

47,692

5%

28,854

3%

2,6 Direct contributions to support Presidia

138,160

13%

70,130

8%

3) Earth Markets

35,069

3%

14,019

2%

4) Other development projects

133,704

13%

154,246

17%

5) Institutional communication and advocacy

35,363

3%

30,197

3%

6) Fundraising activities

33,410

3%

29,197

3%

0

0%

20,743

2%

332,251

32%

327,266

37%

VALUE ADDED
REMUNERATED STAKEHOLDERS
1) Ark of Taste
2) Presidia

7) Student loans
8) Staff remuneration
TOTAL REMUNERATION

1,048,700

NET MARGIN

890,891
60
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0

REVENUE DISTRIBUTION 2010
other revenue
12%

supporters
43%

projects
35%

events
1%

Slow Food
9%

VALUE ADDED DISTRIBUTION 2010
Ark of Taste
1%
staff remuneration
32%
Presidia
45%

fundraising 3%
communication 3%
other development projects
13%
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Earth Markets
3%

VALUE ADDED DISTRIBUTION FOR THE PRESIDIA PROJECT

Communication tools
17%
Direct contributions to support
Presidia
29%
Producers’ promotional activities
and participation at events.
14%

Presidia research
and development missions
10%

Training, exchanges and technical
assistance for producers
20%

Technical assistance and local
collaborators
10%

Imraguen Women’s Mullet Botargo, Mauritania – © Paola Viesi
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Direct Grants to Producers

In 2010 the Slow Food Foundation awarded a total of € 83,160 in grants to the Presidia, Earth Markets and education projects,
following the presentation of activity plans and the signing of collaboration agreements.
The table below sets out the grants awarded in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010.

Project

Country

2010 Grant

2009 Grant

2008 Grant

2007 Grant

2006 Grant

Quebrada de Humahuaca Andean
Potatoes Presidium

Argentina

€ 2,000

-

-

€ 4,000

-

Yacón Presidium

Argentina

-

€ 2,000

-

-

-

Motal Presidium

Armenia

€ 2,000

€ 2,600

-

-

€ 2,000

Rosson Infusions and Wild Fruit Presidium

Belarus

€ 1,500

€ 2,000

-

€ 6,000

-

Pando Brazil Nut Presidium

Bolivia

-

€ 1,500

€ 1,000

-

-

Pozegaca Plum Slatko Presidium

Bosnia Herzegovina

€ 2,100

€ 2,000

€ 3,200

€ 5,000

-

Cheese in a Sack Presidium

Bosnia Herzegovina

-

-

-

-

€ 910

Piancò Valley Red Rice Presidium

Brazil

-

-

-

€ 5,000

-

Sateré Mawé Canudo Nectar Presidium

Brazil

€ 3,500

€ 3,500

-

€ 2,500

€ 213

Juçara Palm Heart Presidium

Brazil

-

€ 3,000

€ 2,500

€ 4,000

€ 1,221

Umbu Presidium

Brazil

-

€ 1,500

-

€ 4,000

€ 1,221

Aratu Presidium

Brazil

-

€ 1,500

€ 1,915

-

-

Saterè Mawè Native Waranà Presidium

Brazil

€ 2,700

€ 2,150

€ 3,000

-

-

Baru Nut Presidium

Brazil

€ 1,500

-

€ 4,000

-

-

Serra Catarinense Araucania Nut
Presidium

Brazil

€ 2,500

€ 3,900

-

-

-

Bulgaria

-

€ 2,100

€ 8,000

-

-

Merquén Presidium

Chile

-

-

-

-

€ 474

Robinson Crusoe Island Seafood Presidium

Chile

-

€ 1,500

€ 1,500

-

-

Ljubitovica Šarac Garlic Presidium

Croatia

€ 900

€ 500

€ 3,000

-

-

Cacao Nacional Presidium

Ecuador

-

-

-

€ 1,200

€ 10,000

Ethiopian Honeys project

Ethiopia

€ 4,960

-

-

-

-

Wenchi Volcano Honey Presidium

Ethiopia

-

-

€ 1,084

€ 2,148

€ 2,690

Wukro White Honey Presidium

Ethiopia

€ 3,000

-

€ 6,084

€ 1,000

-

Georgian Wine in Jars Presidium

Georgia

-

€ 2,550

-

-

-

Ixcán Cardamom Presidium

Guatemala

-

€ 2,000

€ 6,000

€ 4,113

-

Huehuetenango Highlands Coffee
Presidium

Guatemala

€ 4,550

-

-

€ 2,841

€ 8,500

Tcherni Vit Green Cheese Presidium
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Project

Country

2010 Grant

2009 Grant

2008 Grant

2007 Grant

2006 Grant

Mangalica Sausage Presdiium

Hungary

-

-

-

-

€ 1,000

Mau Forest Dried Nettle Presidium

Kenya

€ 2,600

-

-

-

-

Lare Pumpkin Presidium

Kenya

€ 1,700

-

-

-

-

Molo Mushunu Chicken Presidium

Kenya

€ 5,600

-

-

-

-

Nzoia River Reed Salt Presidium

Kenya

€ 1,850

-

-

-

Pokot Ash Yogurt Presidium

Kenya

€ 4,100

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Honey producers’ community

Kenya

€ 2,900

-

Lebanon

€ 8,500

-

Wild Fig Slatko

Macedonia

€ 4,000

-

-

-

-

Movrovo-Reka Mountain Cheeses Presidium

Macedonia

€ 6,000

-

-

-

-

Alaotra Lake Dista Rice Presidium

Madagascar

-

-

-

-

€ 517

Manara Vanilla Presidium

Beirut Earth Market

Madagascar

-

€ 7,450

€ 7,000

-

€ 5,000

Rimbàs Black Pepper Presidium

Malaysia

-

-

-

€ 3,000

-

Imraguen Women’s Mullet Bottarga
Presidium

Mauritania

-

€ 14,880

€ 3,119

€ 5,150

€ 940

Argan Oil Presidium

Morocco

-

-

-

-

€ 1,160

Chinantla Vanilla Presidium

Mexico

-

€ 300

€ 4,000

-

-

Lifou Island Taro and Yam Presidium

New Caledonia

-

€ 4,000

-

-

-

San Marcos Andean Fruit Presidium

Peru

-

€ 2,100

€ 4,092

€ 875

€ 2,113

Pampacorral Sweet Potatoes Presidium

Peru

-

€ 2,800

€ 4,071

€ 7,515

€ 8,733

Kañihua Presidium

Peru

-

€ 2,000

€ 5,468

€ 1,572

€ 2,022

Traditional White Chuño Presidium

Peru

-

-

-

€ 1,374

€ 1,174

Oscypek Presidium

Poland

-

-

-

-

€ 1,600

Saxon Village Preserves Presidium

Romania

-

-

-

€ 8,000

-

Saloum Island sustainable fishing project

Senegal

-

-

€ 12,000

-

-

Pami Mulberry Presidium

Tajikistan

€ 2,000

-

-

-

Food education project

Tanzania

€ 11,500

-

-

-

-

Navajo Churro Sheep Presidium

USA

-

-

-

€ 1,100

-

Anishinaabeg Manoomin Presidium

USA

-

-

-

€ 4,795

-

Uzbekistan

€ 1,200

€ 2,300

-

-

-

€ 83,160

€ 70,130

€ 81,033

€ 75,183

€ 51,488

Bostanlyk Ancient Varieties of Almonds
Presidium
Total direct grants to projects
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Fundraising Strategies
The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity is mainly funded through the efforts of the Slow Food association. It also receives
funding from private companies, public authorities, foundations and associations, as well as individuals interested in supporting
Slow Food’s biodiversity-protection projects. Donations of any size can be made, including via the “5 per mille” Italian tax donation.
Through its status as an Italian ONLUS (socially useful non-profit organization) the Foundation guarantees complete transparency in its use of donations and contributions received and can offer tax deduction benefits for Italian residents.
In addition to fundraising efforts in Italy, since 2009 the Foundation and Slow Food International have been working to raise
funds internationally, focusing on Europe and the United States. In particular, new contacts have been forged with international
organizations such as the UN, the European Commission and foundations outside Italy.

Supporter Categories
Honorary Members: This status is reserved for individuals or legal entities, public or private bodies or organizations who wish
to make a significant contribution to help defend food biodiversity and gastronomic traditions around the world. The donation is
made as a general contribution to the Slow Food Foundation. In return, the Foundation undertakes to give its Honorary Members
maximum exposure and to keep them constantly updated about activities made possible by their donation. In 2008 the Honorary
Members Committee was officially formed. The committee is involved in the Slow Food Foundation’s current and future strategies through the participation of a representative on the Foundation board of directors.
In 2010, donations received from Honorary Members totaled € 325,000.
Patrons: This status is reserved for individuals or legal entities, public or private bodies or organizations and offers various opportunities for exposure, allowing donors to direct their contributions towards one or more specific Foundation projects. Patrons
appear in the Foundation’s official communications (website, brochures, posters, publicity and communications for Slow Food
events), and also all communications associated with the specific projects chosen for support. Patrons will also receive regular
updates on the activities made by possible by their donation.
Benefactors: This status is reserved for individuals or legal entities, public or private bodies or organizations that who support a
particular Slow Food Presidium, in effect “adopting” it. Benefactors appear in the Foundation’s official communications (website,
brochures, posters, publicity and communications for Slow Food events), as well as on all communications associated with the
adopted Presidium. Benefactors will also receive regular updates on project activities.
Sustainers: Individuals, legal entities, public or private bodies and organizations who have chosen to exercise social responsibility by supporting the Slow Food Foundation with a smaller financial contribution. Sustainers appear in the Foundation’s official
communications (website, brochures, posters, publicity and communication for Slow Food events).
In 2010, donations received from Patrons, Benefactors and Sustainers totaled € 193,832.
Technical Partners: Companies or associations that support the Slow Food Foundation and provide food communities and
Presidia with skills, labor and materials for free.

Other Funding Sources
The Slow Food Foundation applies for funding from public bodies (particularly regional authorities and foundations), allowing
it to access funds for the realization of specific international cooperation projects.
In 2010, cooperation projects were the second largest source of income in the Slow Food Foundation’s budget, totaling € 417,855.
Since 2006, the Slow Food Foundation has been able to benefit from the Italian 5 per mille provision that allows up to 0.5
percent of an Italian’s personal income tax to be donated to qualifying non-profit organizations and deducted from their tax
liability. This has enabled the Slow Food Foundation to access a new and highly effective fundraising tool. The 5 per mille
campaigns in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009 have allowed us to raise a total of € 322,089. To date, € 134,815 of this amount has
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been used by the Foundation and reported to the Italian tax authorities.
With these funds, the Slow Food Foundation has been able to support various Presidia producers in Brazil (aratu fishers, juçara
palm heart gatherers, umbu jam producers), Kenya (herders and yogurt producers, reed salt producers, Mushunu chicken farmers
and many others), Tajikistan (mulberry pickers, who use the fruits to make flour for bread and sweets) and Armenia (herders and
producers of motal, a traditional herbed goat’s cheese aged in terracotta jars). Depending on individual cases, funds have been
used to purchase equipment, renovate workshops, organize training courses and find new markets for the products.

For 2009 (2008 tax returns), the Italian tax authorities have informed us that 2,446 people (up 23 percent from the previous year)
have nominated the Slow Food Foundation for their 5 per mille, for a total of € 103,306.
Online fundraising is facilitated through the minisites www.slowfood.it/donate and www.slowfood.com/donate.
Additionally, five Slow Food Foundation projects (Wenchi Volcano Honey, Pozegaca Plum Slatko, Umbu, Imraguen Women’s Mullet
Bottarga, Chontalpa Cacao) have been included on the Banca Popolare di Milano’s free portal for non-profit organizations. This
initiative gives them exposure and enables companies or private individuals to contact them and associations to contact each
other (http://www.faresolidale.it).
Many Slow Food convivia have organized fundraising events for Presidia producers (dinners, tastings, etc.).
The total raised by Slow Food convivia is € 8,358.
For the major Slow Food-organized events (Salone del Gusto, Cheese, Slow Fish, Al Gusto, Eurogusto) or events in which Slow
Food participates (Vinitaly, Fa’ la Cosa Giusta!), the Slow Food Foundation receives part of the proceeds as a donation.
The total amount received from events is €7,198.

Dogon Somè Presidium, Mali – © Paola Viesi
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Examples of Fundraising Initiatives in 2010
The Alliance of Italian Chefs for Chilean Presidia
In 2010 the chefs of the Alliance, a Slow Food Italy project, organized over 150 dinners with the Slow Food Presidia. A donation
was made of €5 per diner and the money collected was sent to the Chilean Presidia for Robinson Crusoe Island seafood and
blue-egg chickens, both of which suffered greatly following the February 2010 earthquake.
Coppo Winery Event
The “Cantine Aperte” (open wineries) event organized by Coppo, a winery in Italy’s Langhe region and Foundation supporter,
was held on Sunday May 30 and Monday May 31 this year. Once again Coppo offered visitors a tasting of its wines accompanied
by Italian gastronomic specialties, including some Presidia products. The proceeds from the evening were donated to the Argan
Oil Presidium in Morocco.
L’Antica Corte Pallavicina Supports the Ethiopian Honey Network
On Tuesday July 27, in Polesine, near Parma, on the occasion of Notte dei Culatelli and the Premio Antica Corte Pallavicina, the
Spigarola family confirmed their historical solidarity with the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity, making a significant donation to the “Ethiopian Honeys” project.
Cammino Autoctuve Presents a Wine for Georgia
At Terra Madre Tuscany and the Salone del Gusto (Turin, October 21-25) the Tuscan winemakers’ association Cammino Autoctuve
presented a special bottle produced to support the Georgian Wine in Jars Presidium and the ancient culture it represents. Proceeds from the sale of the bottles will be donated to the project.

Robinson Crusoe Island Seafood Presidium, Chile
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SUPPORTERS

Supporters are essential to the Slow Food Foundation. They may be public bodies (regions, provinces, mountain communities, local authorities, parks, etc.) private companies, private citizens or other foundations. The Foundation’s supporters are divided into
categories according to the size of the donation made: Honorary Members, Patrons, Benefactors and Sustainers.
The international Slow Food association also plays an essential role: Slow Food convivia (local groups) around the world organize
initiatives and raise funds to support Presidia and food communities. These initiatives often also lead to valuable exchanges
between countries. Additionally, part of the proceeds of major international Slow Food is donated to the Foundation.
Honorary Members
Tuscany Regional Authority (main partner)
Veneto Regional Authority
Co.Svi.G. – Consortium for the Development of Geothermal
Areas
Patrons
King Baudouin Foundation (Efico Fund), Belgium
Piedmont Regional Authority
Lombardy Regional Authority
Stiftung Drittes Millennium, Switzerland
Benefactors
Accademia d’Impresa Azienda Speciale
of the Trento Chamber of Commerce
Antica Corte Pallavicina di Spigaroli, Polesine Parmense,
Emilia-Romagna
Ares Bipiemme
Barone Pizzini, Franciacorta, Lombardy
Beppino Occelli, Farigliano, Piedmont
Bistrot del Mondo, Scandicci, Tuscany
Brescia con Gusto
Cammino Autoctuve, provinces of Grosseto and Livorno, Tuscany
CONAPI, Bologna

Coop Switzerland
Massa Carrara Provincial Authority
Netplan
SMAT – Società Metropolitana Acque Torino
Verallia
Sustainers
Azienda Agricola Saracco, Castiglion Tinella, Piedmont
Bios Management
Bisol, Valdobbiadene, Veneto
Coppo, Canelli, Piedmont
Falci, Lombardy
Fibrevolution, Piedmont
Fontanellato Muncipality, Emilia-Romagna
Grosseto Municipality, Tuscany
Heks, Switzerland
Malvirà, Canale, Piedmont
Menodiciotto Gelati, Turin
Monsummano Terme Municipality, Tuscany
Montevarchi Municipality, Tuscany
Moxa, Modena per gli Altri
Orbetello Municipality, Tuscany
Pausa Café, Turin
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Rome Chamber of Commerce
Set Up, Turin
Slow Food City of Turin
Slow Food Friuli Venezia Giulia
Slow Food Milan
Slow Food Netherlands
Slow Food Siena
Slow Food Tuscany
Slow Food Valdarno, Tuscany

Terre Da Vino, Barolo, Piedmont
Terre del Terzo Mondo, Veneto
Venchi Cioccolato, Piedmont

(The list of supporters is correct as of March 2011)

They said:

“They ask us why we support the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity. It’s simple. At the base of our whole world is the
vineyard. The vineyard is made of vines, multiple identities of a land that changes and alters. The vine is exposed to the sun, it
absorbs water, it keeps it and then it releases it contributing to creating a wine that is unique, made up of a thousand ‘diversities’
that give it complexity and mystery… This is why we support the Foundation, to protect these ‘diversities’. Because we know
that if they aren’t defended, managed and protected, people pay such little attention that we risk losing more every day.
The land, the vineyard and diversity are our life, our lifeblood, our treasure, which has been entrusted to us and which must not
be squandered, but defended in every way with pride and tenacity.
The “Scrigno” is intended to be one of these ways. A simple but precious box made from wood from the barriques used to age
Pomorosso, our most precious wine, and designed by Marco Torchio, an artist who gives barrique wood a second life while
keeping its identity, scents and history, turning it into chairs, stools and sculptures. We thought that the least-durable element,
which best represents the search for quality and its vanity, was the barrique, destined to become ash and carbon dioxide. We
wanted it to last. We wanted the most fragile element of the ecocompatible chain to become the symbol of its indestructability.
Four bottles per box, one per vintage: Beauty can also be a way to show respect for nature.
A symbolic value that becomes a real concrete value. Also tangible is the fact that the boxes will be sold through the Wine Bank
in Pollenzo, in order to properly close the circle. It’s just a symbol, but these were always our guiding lines, and having added an
artist’s touch is a source of pride for us. “
Edoardo Grillo, Coppo winery
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A Thousand Gardens in Africa - Supporters
Creating a thousand gardens in Africa is ambitious challenge and for this reason, the contributions of our many supports is fundamental. Contributions have arrived from associations, businesses, various institutions, osterias and restuarants, but also from friends
of Slow Food and Terra Madre who believe in the initiative.
In particular, the network of Slow Food convivia has showed its vitality on this occasion through organizing dinners and events to
raise funds in support of the project. According to the size of the donation, supporters of the Thousand gardens in Africa are divided
into several categories: Patrons, Benefactors and Sustainers.
Patrons
Elisa Miroglio and Luca Baffigo Filangeri
Iper, La grande i, Milan, Italy
Osteria La Villetta, Palazzolo sull’Oglio, Lombardy, Italy
UGF Assicurazioni, agenzia di Alba – Bra, di Peira Mauro e c., Italy
Benefactors
AGP Pubblicita` and Marketing, Piedmont, Italy
Arturo and Gabriella Durigon (Slow Food Silvier Convivium)
Azio Citi
Bistrot Del Mondo – First circle of the Slow Food Foundation
for Biodiversity, Scandicci, Tuscany
Canavese&C, Italy
Carlo Petrini
Orti in condotta, Slow Food Pistoia Convivium
Slow Food Basso Mantovano Convivium
Slow Food Brescia Convivium
Slow Food Cagliari Convivium
Slow Food Chioggia, Mestre and Riviera del Brenta Convivia
Slow Food City of Turin Convivium
Slow Food Copenhagen, North Zealand Convivium
Slow Food del Chianti Convivium
Slow Food Florence Convivium
Slow Food Hadano Convivium
Slow Food Langhe, Dogliani and Carru`Convivium
Slow Food Linz Convivium
Slow Food Martha’s Vineyard Convivium
Slow Food Munich Convivium

Slow Food Montello and Colli Asolani Convivium
Slow Food Monza – Brianza Convivium
Slow Food Paldang Convivium
Slow Food Ravenna Convivium
Slow Food Rovigo, Area Berica, Verona
and Valli Veronesi Convivia
Slow Food Siena Convivium
Slow Food Silver Convivium
Slow Food Soverato Convivium
Slow Food Stockholm Convivium
Slow Food Toronto Convivium
Slow Food Trieste Convivium
Slow Food Venice Convivium
Slow Food Vicentino Convivium
Slow Food Vigevano Convivium
Corrado Miniotti
Daniele Bigger
Delio Martin and Bruna Camusso
Edoardo Marelli
Fai Service, Piedmont, Italy
Fernando Regazzo and Marisa Longo
Golf Club Cherasco, Piedmont, Italy
Hansalim Producers’ Association
Hansalim Seoul CO-OP
Hansalim Goyang-Paju CO-OP
Hansalim Southern Gyeonggi CO-OP
Hansalim Seongnam-Yongin CO-OP
Hansalim Wonju & Gangneung CO-OP
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Hwang Chan Ho
Kang Suk Chan
Kim Byung Soo
Kim Cheol Guy
Kim Jong Duk
Institute of Korean Royal Cuisine
La Granda Trasformazione Soc. Agricola, Piedmont, Italy
Latterie Vicentine
Lee Hyung Joo
Lee Sook Yeon
Lim Jo Ho
Lucia Pandolfi and Giovanni Ponsetto
Luisa Innocenti and Franco Ongaro
Maria Albina Cane and Piero Longo
Martin Hötzer
Muindi Semi di Sorriso Onlus, Piedmont, Italy
Mulino Marino, Piedmont, Italy
Omar Cescut
Osteria Mangiando Mangiando, Greve in Chianti, Tuscany, Italy
Paesi Tuoi, Dogliani, Piedmont, Italy
Park Soo Hayng
Proloco Antignano, Asti, Piedmont, Italy
Rita Margaira
Sarah Jeong
Silvio Barbero
Vestil, Italy
Viridalia, Italy
Yu Eok Geun

Sustainers
Angela Abate
Antonietta Grassi
Carmen Mario Garzereno
Caterina Zaina
Slow Food Abbiategrasso Convivium
Slow Food Alberobello & Valle d’Itria Convivia
Slow Food Bergamasco Convivium
Slow Food Canelli, Valle Belbo and Langa Astigiana Convivia
Slow Food Ciampino Convivium
Slow Food Feltrino and Primiero Convivia
Slow Food Francavilla Fontana Convivium
Slow Food Godo Convivium
Slow Food Gorgonzola Convivium
Slow Food Lanciano Convivium
Slow Food Matelica Convivium
Slow Food Melegnano Convivium
Slow Food Monti Sibillini Convivium
Slow Food Murge Convivium
Slow Food Neretum Convivium
Slow Food Neuquén y Escuela de Cocineros Patagonicos
Convivium
Slow Food Palagiano Mare and Gravine Convivia
Slow Food Perugia Convivium
Slow Food Po and Colline Torinesi Convivium
Slow Food Rieti Convivium
Slow Food Trento Convivium
Slow Food Valli orobiche Convivium
Corradina Fratini
Cuspide Formacion
Enoteca della Fortezza, Portoferraio, Elba
Famiglia Mannino
Fondo Genitori Scuole Elementari Padelenghe sul Garda
Katia Fratini and Enrico Robutti
Grnyo Michal
Le Maestre di III e V dell’IC Iqbal Masih di Trieste
Och Sport AG
Rosita Menghi
Ruth Kaiser
Sabatino Santacroce
Sabine Jung

(The list of supporters is correct as of May 2011)
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Our Network

Producers from the Caprauna Turnip Presidium, Piedmont, Italy – © Paolo Andrea Montanaro

P
RODUCERS
The main beneficiaries of the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity’s activities are the small-scale producers who oppose the
logic of large-scale industrial agriculture. They continue to cultivate local varieties of fruit and vegetables, raise native animal
breeds and produce food according to time-honored rhythms, knowledge and rituals.
The Ark of Taste provides information at a local and international level about more than 900 breeds, varieties and food products
from around the world, helping small producers to keep these old traditions alive.
The producers involved in the Presidia project can benefit from skilled technical assistance, training opportunities and trips,
exchanges with similar groups elsewhere and participation at fairs and international events. This helps them to improve production techniques, establish valuable contacts and find new commercial outlets. In addition, the Slow Food Foundation’s activities
frequently have positive effects on the whole local area, involving other producers who are not official Presidium members. In
Ethiopia, for example, the experience of the two honey Presidia has been made available to a national network of communities
involving more than a hundred beekeepers.
The Earth Markets enable local producers to sell their products directly to consumers. This means that the number of intermediaries is reduced, making prices fairer for consumers and more profitable for producers.
They said:
“I have been working with the Presidium since 2006 with the Navajo people, who form the largest Native American tribe in
Northern America. The Navajo-Churro Sheep is the original sheep of this tribe and also Pueblo and Hispanic peoples of the
Southwest. It is North America’s earliest domesticated farm animal, but it has come close to extinction twice due to political
decisions and war. Through my work, I try to promote those Navajo herders who are still stewarding the breed, and every year try
to encourage new herders to join the Presidium. I arrange seasonal sales of lamb meat to local families on a subscription basis to
create added income for sheepherders and weavers. The Navajo-Churro sheep originally came to the USA with the Spanish and
has great significance for the Navajo people, as it has been their means of subsistence for 400 years. It has provided meat and
milk for food, fibers for clothes, horns, hides and pelts. After the herders slaughter the animal they use every part of it and never
waste a thing. From the multicolored dual-fiber fleece they hand weave patterns, rugs, saddle blankets, coats and vests. They
make blood sausage from the blood. They roll up the intestines and grill them. And they take the head and roast it over coals to
make one of their traditional delicacies.
Culturally food is not a commodity for the Navajo people, and the idea of selling their meat is often a foreign idea for them, as
they have traditionally relied on barter and exchange systems.
The Navajo tribe has a very detailed and impressive traditional knowledge. They know how to live in an arid and challenging
environment. They know everything about the landscape - which plants the sheep will eat in each season, which plants have
health properties. The people know where the plants thrive, then the sheep eat the plants, the people eat the meat, and it
becomes a circle. They have this knowledge and we don’t, and we need to honor them for this. Their world view is to live in
harmony with the world, not against it, and I do believe that they have a lot to teach us.”
Gay Chanler, Coordinator of the Navajo-Churro Sheep Presidium (Usa)
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Mauro Cravero visiting the Pokot Ash Yogurt Presidium, Kenya

EXPERTS

The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity benefits from the advice of many technical experts: university lecturers in fruit and
vegetable cultivation, agronomists, veterinarians, food technologists, marine biologists, experts in packaging or certification and
so on. Some have been involved with the Foundation’s work for many years in various countries around the world, while others
focus on their own country.
They said:
“I’ve been working with the Italian Presidia for years. Mountain Castelmagno, Brigasca sheep tomas and Montébore are the
three I know best. The work done with the Italian producers is essentially based on communication. Together with the producers we have seen how the Italian and European regulations are not just a boring obligation to be complied with but, if properly
interpreted, can be used to guarantee better production.
Thanks to the Slow Food Foundation, in 2010 I had the chance to visit the Pokot Ash Yogurt Convivium in Kenya and grasp the
importance of Slow Food’s work in developing countries. In situations where improving your living conditions is essential, a
Presidium offers the possibility of social and economic liberation, and help guarantee communities good food every day.
Working with the yogurt producers was a new challenge for my professional skills. I was faced with a type of farming, seminomadic, very different from ours and far from the rules of technocracy. In Kenya the parasites alone are a serious problem. In a
place where the use of antibiotics is unknown and the resources needed to buy them don’t exist, the only solution is to turn to
traditional remedies. And so we discovered that by applying an infusion of garlic - grown in the same villages - to the stomachs
of the zebu we could keep intestinal parasites under control. Working with the Slow Food Foundation allows me not only to put
what little I know at the service of others and make myself useful, but to get to know other ways of life that might seem far away
but are in fact very close and maybe not so different from our own not-so-distant past.”
Mauro Cravero, veterinarian for the Piedmont Regional Authority public health department

Anthropology
Anna Paini, anthropologist at the University of Verona (Italy)
Adriano Favole, anthropologist at the University of Turin (Italy)
Isabel Gonzalez Turmo, lecturer in the Faculty of Communication, University of Seville (Spain)
Coffee
Gabriella Baiguera, author, Slow Food lecturer on coffee (Italy)
Antonio Barbera, member of CSC (Caffè Speciali Certificati) (Italy)
Alessio Baschieri, expert in coffee production chain and Slow Food lecturer on coffee (Italy)
Minilik Habtu Endale, coffee roaster (Ethiopia)
Marco Ferrero, president of the Pausa Café Cooperative (Italy)
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Paolo Gramigni, Slow Food lecturer on coffee (Italy)
Gabriele Langella, Slow Food lecturer on coffee (Italy)
Enrico Meschini, president of CSC (Caffè Speciali Certificati) (Italy)
Gianni Pistrini, Slow Food lecturer on coffee (Italy)
Andrea Trinci, owner of Trinci artisanal coffee and cacao roaster (Italy)
All the technical experts listed above are members of the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity’s coffee tasting commission.
Chocolate, Jams and Confectionery
Guido Castagna, chocolatier (Italy)
Patrizia Frisoli, Slow Food lecturer (Italy)
Federico Molinari, confectioner, Laboratorio di Resistenza Dolciaria (Italy)
Federico Santamaria, jams and preserves producer, Cooperativa Il Teccio (Italy)
Andrea Trinci, Trinci artisanal coffee and cacao roaster (Italy)
Diet and Nutrition
Andrea Pezzana, director of dietetics and nutrition at the San Giovanni Bosco hospital in Turin (Italy)
Environmental Sustainability
Luigi Bistagnino, architect and lecturer, president of the Industrial Design course, Turin Polytechnic (Italy)
Clara Ceppa, researcher at the Department of Architectural and Industrial Design, Turin Polytechnic (Italy)
Anna Paula Diniz, art director of Do-Design-s, a design and communication studio (Brazil)
Franco Fassio, lecturer in industrial design, University of Gastronomic Sciences, Pollenzo (Italy)
Jonilson Laray, technical expert for Acopiama, the Amazonia consultancy and research association (Brazil)
Geoff Page, lecturer at the University of South Australia (Australia)
Francesco Pastorelli, director of CIPRA (international commission for the protection of the Alps) (Italy)
Marina Vianna, researcher in environmental sustainability at the University of São Carlos (Brazil)
Fish
Jens Ambsdorf, director of the Lighthouse Foundation (Germany)
Franco Andaloro, research director at ISPRA (national institute for environmental protection and research) (Italy)
Massimo Bernacchini, expert in fish processing with the Orbetello lagoon fishing cooperative (Italy)
Federico Brunelli, researcher with the interdepartmental center for environmental sciences research at the University of Bologna
(Italy)
Angelo Cau, lecturer in marine biology at the University of Cagliari (Italy)
Stefano Cataudella, lecturer in applied ecology, fish biology and aquaculture at Tor Vergata University (Italy)
Maurizio Costa, president of the Ligurian observation station for fishing and the environment
Silvano Focardi, rector of the University of Siena (Italy)
Laura Gasco, researcher at the Department of Zootechnical Sciences, University of Turin (Italy)
Ferdinando Gelli, ichthyological research unit of the Emilia-Romagna regional prevention and environment agency, Ferrara section (Italy)
Silvio Greco, scientific director of ICRAM (central institute for applied marine research) and president of the Slow Fish Scientific
Committee (Italy)
Ettore Ianì, national president of Lega Pesca (Italy)
Jennifer Jacquet, researcher at the Fisheries Centre, University of British Columbia (Canada)
Stefano Masini, environment and territory director, Coldiretti federation of Italian farmers (Italy)
Kepa Freire Ortueta, artisan fish smoker
Franco Ottaviani, lecturer in food microbiology at the University of Turin (Italy)
Daniel Pauly, lecturer at the Fisheries Centre at the University of British Columbia (Canada)
Chedly Rais, president of Okianos (Tunisia)
Nadia Repetto, marine biologist
Giulio Tepedino, veterinarian, assistant director of Eurofishmarket (Italy)
Valentina Tepedino, veterinarian, director of Eurofishmarket (Italy)
Ivo Zoccarato, lecturer at the Department of Zootechnical Sciences, University of Turin (Italy)
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Fruit and Vegetables
Carlo Bazzocchi, agronomist (Italy)
Ahmed Sekou Tidiane Camara, agricultural engineer and coordinator of the garden project in Mali
Michel Chauvet, agronomist and ethnobotanist, research engineer at INRA (French national institute for agricultural research),
Montepellier (France)
Lhoussaine El Rhaffar, expert and lecturer at the University of Errachidia (Morocco)
Francesco Garbati Pegna, expert in agricultural mechanization in tropical and sub-tropical countries and researcher at the Department of Agricultural and Forestry Engineering at the University of Florence (Italy)
Ezio Giraudo, agronomist (Italy)
Edgardo Giordani, researcher at the Department of Horticulture, University of Florence (Italy)
Jane Karanja, agronomist and coordinator of the garden project in Kenya
John Kariuki, agronomist and coordinator of the garden project in Kenya
Bwitu Titus Kimolo, agronomist (Tanzania)
Paola Migliorini, lecturer at the University of Gastronomic Sciences in Pollenzo (Italy)
Edward Mukiibi, agronomist and coordinator of the garden project in Uganda
Jeunesse Park, director of the Food and Trees for Africa association (South Africa)
Kleber Pettan, expert with the NGO GTZ (Peru)
Leandro Pinto Junior, agronomist and director of the Cooperativa Agro-pecuaria de Jovens Quadros (Guinea-Bissau)
Cristina Mallor Gimenez, researcher at the Centro de Investigación y Tecnología Agroalimentaria de Aragón (Spain)
Peter Wasike Namianya, agronomist and coordinator of the garden project in Kenya
Mamina Ndiaye, agronomist (Senegal)
Cristiana Peano, lecturer at the Department of Arboriculture, University of Turin (Italy)
Federico Santamaria, coordinator of the Dried Chestnut Presidium (Italy)
Ibrahima Seck, agronomist (Senegal)
Francesco Sottile, lecturer at the Department of Arboriculture, University of Palermo (Italy)
Patrizia Spigno, agronomist (Italy)
Joseph Tholley, agronomist and lecturer at the University of Makeni (Sierra Leone)
Celeste Elias Zunguza, expert and official at the Mozambican Agriculture Ministry (Mozambique)
Yeo Yacouba, agronomy expert and coordinator of the Coopérative des Producteurs Agricoles de Bondoukou (Côte d’Ivoire)
Sithandiwe Yeni, agroecology educator (South Africa)
Honey
Moreno Borghesi, beekeeper, CONAPI (Italy)
Celso Braglia, member of the Modena per gli Altri non-profit association (Italy)
Luciano Cavazzoni, president of Alce Nero and Melizia (Italy)
Cecilia Costa, researcher at CRA (Commission for Research in Agriculture) (Italy)
Raffaele Dall’Olio, researcher at CRA (Commission for Research in Agriculture) (Italy)
Marco Lodesani, researcher at CRA (Commission for Research in Agriculture) (Italy)
Walter Martini, responsible for the technical development of Cuore Bio sales outlets
Diego Pagani, beekeeper, president of CONAPI
Lucia Piana, biologist and quality expert
Alessandro Piemontesi, beekeeper
Hygiene and Food Safety Regulations
Clelia Lombardi, responsible for training at the Turin Chamber of Commerce Chemical Laboratory (Italy)
Paola Rebufatti, expert in labeling at the Turin Chamber of Commerce Chemical Laboratory (Italy)
Land Grabbing
Franca Roiatti, journalist and writer (Italy)
Antonio Onorati, university lecturer and international expert on agricultural and food policy (Italy)
Legal Advisors
Davide Barberis, business consultant and expert in non-profit law (Italy)
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Gabriele Borasi, Italian and European agent for brands and logos, responsible for managing the Slow Food Italy brands (Italy)
Emanuele Di Caro, lawyer (Italy)
Davide Mondin, expert in brand regulations and designations for the food and agricultural sector (Italy)
Livestock Breeds, Cheese, Meat, Wool
Anna Acciaioli, lecturer at the Department of Zootechnical Sciences, University of Florence (Italy)
Paolo Boni, director of the Lombardy and Emilia-Romagna experimental livestock research institute (Italy)
Salvo Bordonaro, lecturer at the Department of Animal Zoology, University of Catania (Italy)
Sergio Capaldo, veterinarian and coordinator of the livestock Presidia (Italy)
Enrico Carrera, poultry veterinarian (Italy)
Augusto Cattaneo, food technologist (Italy)
Michele Corti, lecturer in zootechnical systems and mountain herding at the University of Milan and vice-president of the Formaggi Sotto il Cielo association (ANFOSC) (Italy)
Mauro Cravero, veterinarian with the Piedmont Regional Authority public health department (Italy)
Marie de Metz Noblat, expert consultant for cheese sales (France)
Carmine De Luca, representative for textile materials at the Biella Wool Company consortium (Italy)
Cristino De Riccardis, lecturer (Italy)
Emma Della Torre, veterinarian with AVEC-PVS, veterinary association for cooperation with developing countries (Italy)
Andrea Dominici, veterinarian with AVEC-PVS, veterinary association for cooperation with developing countries (Italy)
Sergio Foglia Taverna, production director for Lanificio Fratelli Piacenza (Italy)
Riccardo Fortina, lecturer at the Department of Zootechnical Sciences, University of Turin and president of RARE (Italian association for endangered native breeds) (Italy)
Gianpaolo Gaiarin, cheese production expert and quality and technical assistance coordinator for the TrentinGrana consortium
(Italy)
Armando Gambera, journalist, food and wine writer and member of ONAF, the Italian national association of cheese tasters
(Italy)
Aldo Grasselli, president of the Italian society for preventative medicine (Italy)
Paul Le Mens, food science engineer and professor of sensory analysis at the University of Wine, Suze la Rousse (France)
Patrizia Maggia, director of the Biella-Agenzia Lane Italia Kandinskij center for applied arts (Italy)
Renzo Malvezzi, director of the Pistoia provincial breeders’ association (Italy)
Massimo Mercandino, veterinarian with AVEC-PVS, veterinary association for cooperation with developing countries (Italy)
Mitzy Mauthe Von Degerfeld, lecturer at the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Turin (Italy)
Giandomenico Negro, affineur (Italy)
Mauro Negro, veterinarian with the Mondovì local health authority
Luca Nicolandi, veterinarian with AVEC-PVS, veterinary association for cooperation with developing countries (Italy)
Alceo Orsini, agronomist (Italy)
Franco Ottaviani, lecturer in food microbiology at the University of Turin, Asti campus (Italy)
Giuseppe Quaranta, lecturer in veterinary science at the University of Turin (Italy)
Elio Ragazzoni, board member of ONAF, the Italian national association of cheese tasters (Italy)
Francesca Romana Farina, livestock farmer (Italy)
Roberto Rubino, researcher at CRA, (Commission on Agricultural Research) (Italy)
Massimo Spigaroli, producer and president of the Zibello Culatello Consortium (Italy)
Guido Tallone, director of the cheese, milk and agricultural technology institute in Moretta (Italy)
Martina Tarantola, member of AVEC-PVS, researcher at the Department of Animal Products, Epidemiology and Ecology, University
of Turin (Italy)
Nigel Thompson, wool expert and president of the Biella Wool Company consortium (Italy)
Albéric Valais, director of UPRA (Unité de Sélection et de Promotion des Races Animales) in Rouge des Prés (France)
Oil
Stefano Asaro, taster for Slow Food Editore’s guide to extra-virgin olive oils (Italy)
Franco Boeri, extra-virgin olive oil producer (Italy)
Raphaël Colici, olive grower (France)
Nino Pascale, taster for Slow Food Editore’s guide to extra-virgin olive oils (Italy)
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Meri Renzoni, taster and leader of the Slow Food Fermano Convivium (Italy)
Diego Soracco, editor of Slow Food Editore’s guide to extra-virgin olive oils (Italy)
Erik Vassallo, taster and Slow Food lecturer (Italy)
Giuseppe Zeppa, researcher at the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Turin (Italy)
Product Import-Export
Stefano Garelli, commercial consultant for CEIP (Centre for the Internationalization of Piedmont) (Italy)
Rice and Grains
Ferdinando Marino, artisan miller, Mulino Marino (Italy)
Piero Rondolino, rice producer (Italy)
Rodrigo Castilho Senna, engineer and consultant to the Secretariat for Territorial Development of the Ministry of Agricultural
Development (Brazil)
Antonio Tinarelli, geneticist and rice expert (Italy)
Salt
Olivier Pereon, artisan salt pan expert (France)
Wine
Roberto Merlo, enologist, for Preparatori d’Uva (Italy)
Marc Parcé, president of the national association of vignerons and Rancio Sec producer (France)
Gian Piero Romana, agronomist (Italy)
Mario Ronco, enologist (Italy)
Marco Simonit, grape preparation expert (Italy)
Giampaolo Sirch, grape preparation expert (Italy)
Marco Stefanini, enologist (Italy)
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COOKS
The best people to communicate with the public about food and wine are those running restaurants. They are in direct contact
with consumers, are regarded as knowledgeable and trustworthy, and are generally keen to explore the food resources in their
area. Chefs and restaurateurs are therefore of key importance in defending food biodiversity.
This prompted the idea of forming an alliance in Italy between cooks and Presidia: restaurants deciding to join the Alliance would
undertake to include at least three Presidia products on their menus along with the project logo. A small percentage of proceeds
would be donated to support other projects. The idea has been taken up by 251 restaurants in Italy, with a significant impact on
the Presidia. One of the Foundation’s objectives in the future will be to extend this project to other countries, making it a new
network within the existing Terra Madre network.
They said:
“My relationship with the Alliance of chefs came out of my interest in new and unusual products. It’s a way to get to know
people and experiences, and also those who come to eat, because I come from a family of farmers and I know about agriculture,
but getting to know producers is always useful, and for those who come to dinner it can be a real discovery. I always try to have
brochures about the products, so that my customers can find out more and realize that there’s a world behind what they’re eating, and that that world is important.
I started by using some Presidia products in place of generic ingredients and there is no question, you can really tell the difference in taste. Once you use Nùbia garlic, normal garlic starts to seem tasteless! In these two years I’ve added more and more
Presidia to the menu, changing them according to the seasons. I don’t do it for business, I do it because I like the cuisine and the
products of the land, and I like to use products made by people who think like me and love what they do.”
Luca Berolatti, Ristorante del Monte, Colleretto Giacosa (Piedmont, Italy)
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UNIVERSITY OF GASTRONOMIC SCIENCES
The University of Gastronomic Sciences deals with the issues underlying Slow Food’s philosophy through academic study and
in-depth investigation, and trains students to be highly skilled professionals in the sector.
Since 2006 the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity has provided funding each year for students from developing countries in
the form of loans or scholarships. International field trips and work experience programs organized by the University of Gastronomic Sciences often include visits to Presidia, Earth Markets and food communities. A number of students also intern each year
with the Slow Food Foundation, and many of them continue to collaborate with the Foundation after their internship is over.
They said:
“I began working with the Slow Food Foundation in Ethiopia in 2008. The same year, and then again two years later, I had the
privilege of representing my nation and my community at Terra Madre. In Turin I fully understood the meaning of the network:
Terra Madre is an ideal place for farmers and their communities to meet, discover our similar problems and share their traditional
knowledge, cultures and languages. At Terra Madre we share experiences and we discuss the issues we face in the hope that we
can save Mother Earth together.
In Ethiopia I followed the Harenna Forest Wild Coffee Presidium and worked closely with the producers. Day after day I realized
that food and culture are an inseparable pair and I began to dream: I was thirsty for knowledge, I wanted to find out more and
more. It wasn’t easy finding a university or institution like the University of Gastronomic Sciences where you can learn everything
you need to know about ecogastronomy. Thanks to the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity I realized my dream. I was awarded
a scholarship and I am now enrolled in a one-year Master program.”
Robert Bulga, University of Gastronomic Sciences student and collaborator
with the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity in Ethiopia.
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WRITERS, JOURNALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS AND FILMMAKERS
The Slow Food Foundation often gathers the stories behind the products: stories of men and women, toil and effort, ancient
knowledge handed down through the generations and fascinating places. Stories that give writers, journalists, photographers
and filmmakers food for thought and often end up in essays, photo books, documentaries, films and magazine features.
They said:
“For more than ten years I’ve been travelling, investigating and writing with the best possible guide: Slow Food. The Presidia,
Terra Madre and the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity are an inexhaustible source of stories that have given me a chance
to see in the field how there are actions and people behind the words. The Yanomani Indians preparing their traditional food in
Boa Vista in the Amazon; Hamidou Ouédraogo and the inhabitants of Tanlili in Burkina Faso fighting against deforestation; Bija
Devi guarding 250 varieties of rice in Dehradur in India; Raul Hernandez Garciadiego bringing amaranth back to the Tehuacan
valley in Mexico; the “papa” producer in the Peruvian highlands; and the producers of Saint-Flour golden lentils or argan oil in
Morocco: They’ve all showed me the reality and importance of the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity.”
Jean Paul Géné, journalist for Le Monde magazine (France)

“I got to know the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity because of the noise it made, particularly when something new happened
in the food world, whether good or bad, national or international. I noticed that usually the politicians or the governments would
stay quiet, as though they had nothing to say or didn’t know what to say, while your Foundation would take a timely and precise
position. Additionally it was heard and, at times, listened to. Including when it uncovered controversial conflicts of interest in the
agricultural-gastronomic field which otherwise would not have come to light. Getting to know your people better, I found out
that all this happened because the people who form the brain of your organization have some qualities that in modern society
have disappeared or tend to disappear, like biodiversity in nature: They are prepared and at the same time know how to express
this quality of theirs with modesty, thereby doubling their effectiveness. All this has made me understand that it wasn’t me who
was strange, but all the things that happen around us, perceived by most as normal and regular when in fact they’re not…”
Rossend Domènch, journalist for El Periodico (Spain)

“I’m always happy to work with Slow Food and its Foundation. As well as being an excellent team that combines accessibility
and passion, it always makes me certain about two things: that I will learn something fascinating and that the people I interview
will be interesting. Whether it’s a piece about a group of fruit and nut growers in Brazil, or an African tribe that makes yogurt, I
know that their stories, as small and irrelevant as they may seem in our ultra-commercial world, remind us of the essential things
in life: the relationships humans have with each other and the land. The Slow Food projects have always struck me because of
their authenticity and the link with ordinary people. It’s always a pleasure to follow their stories, for both me and the listeners.”
Danielle Mitzman, Radio Deutsche Welle International (Germany)

What a wonderful experience with Slow Food. For me it was the chance to continue to do what I have always done, and in which
I have always believed, - traveling and meeting people who, despite all their differences and difficulties, share the idea that a
better humanity can exist. It was very emotional to come across old and new friends at Terra Madre, four days in which I met and
spoke with people from the entire world without having to move.
Oliver Migliore, photographer (Italy)
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ASSOCIATIONS, CONSORTIA,
UNIONS, AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES,
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

Anacafè
Guatemala City, Guatemala
info@email.anacafe.org
www.anacafe.org

In its seven years of activity the Slow Food Foundation for
Biodiversity has created a dense network of collaborators–
institutions, universities, associations, research centers, producer
associations, NGOs–whose assistance has been essential in setting
up and developing hundreds of projects around the world.
AIAB
Italian association for organic agriculture
Rome, Italy
tel. +39 06 45437485/6/7
aiab@aiab.it – www.aiab.it

Antrocom Campania Onlus
Anthropological research association
Naples, Italy
info@campania.antrocom.org – www.campania.antrocom.org
Anpe Perù
Lima, Peru
tel. +51 14724828
contacto@peru.org - www.anpeperu.org
AKKOR
Russian association of agricultural businesses and cooperatives
Vologda, Russia
belyakov.accor@mail.ru – www.akkor.ru

Alternativas y Procesos de Participación Social
Tehuacán, Puebla, Mexico
tel. +52 2383 712295
www.alternativas.org.mx

Apilombardia
Voghera, Pavia, Italy
tel. +39 383 43858
apilombardia@tiscali.it – www.mieliditalia.it

American Livestock Breed Conservancy
Pittsboro, North Carolina, USA
tel. +1 919 5425704
www.albc-Usa.org

Arche Austria
St. Leonhard/Freistadt, Austria
tel. +43 664 5192286
office@arche–austria.at – www.arche-austria.at
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Arche Noah
Schloß Schiltern, Austria
tel. +43 27348626
info@arche-noah.at – www.arche-noah.at

Associazione Sole Onlus
Italy
info@soleonlus.org – www.soleonlus.org
AVEC
Veterinary association for cooperation
with developing countries
Donnas, Aosta, Italy
tel. +39 161 433492
avec_pvs@hotmail.com – www.avec-pvs.org

Asesoría Técnica en Cultivos Orgánicos (ATCO)
Villahermosa, Tabasco, Mexico
tel. +52 99 33503599
atcovillahermosa@yahoo.com.mx
Aspromiele
Association of Piedmont honey producers
Turin – Alessandria, Italy
tel. +39 131 250368
aspromiele@aspromiele.191.it – www.mieliditalia.it/aspromiele

Bio Austria
Vienna, Austria
tel. +43 0 1 4037050
office@bio–austria.at – www.bio–austria.at

Associació d’Amics de l’Olivera
Castelló, Spain
tel. +34 964 503250
info@amicsolivera.com – www.amicsolivera.com

Bioversity International
Maccarese, Rome, Italy
tel +39 0661181
bioversity@cgiar.org - www.biodiversityinternational.org

Association Ibn al Baytar
Rabat, Morocco
tel. + 212 37 711692
zcharrouf@menara.ma – zcharrouf@yahoo.fr

Caffè Speciali Cerficiati (CSC)
Consortium of special certified coffees
Livorno, Italy
tel. +39 0586 407321
cscoffee@tin.it – www.caffespeciali.com

Association Yeelen
Bamakò – Missira, Mali
tel. +223 221 3082

Center for Sustainable Environments
Flagstaff, Arizona, USA
tel. +1 928 5230637
Heather.Farley@nau.edu – home.nau.edu/environment

Associazione Cammino Autoctuve
Provinces of Grosseto and Livorno, Italy
tel. +39 564 407323 - www.autoctuve.it

Centro Universitario Cooperazione Internazionale
Parma, Italy
tel. +39 0521906004
renato.bruni@unipr.it – www.cooperazione.unipr.it/

Associazione Donne del Vino del Piemonte
Nizza Monferrato, Italy
tel. +39 141 793076 - www.ledonnedelvino.piemonte.it

Chefs Collaborative
Boston, USA
tel. +1 617 2365200
chefscollaborative@chefscollaborative.org – www.
chefscollaborative.org

Associazione Museo Onsernonese
Valle Onsernone, Switzerland
tel. +41 91 7806036
mus.onsernonese@bluewin.ch
www.onsernone.ch/museo_onsernonese.htm

Community Alliance with Family Farmers (CAFF)
Davis, California, USA
tel. +1 5307568518
stella@caff.org – www.caff.org

Associazione Patriarchi della Natura in Italia
Forlì, Italy
tel. +39 348 7334726
patriarchinatura@libero.it – www.patriarchinatura.it

CONAPI
Italian consortium of beekeepers and organic producers
Monterenzio, Bologna, Italy
tel. +39 051 920283
info@mediterrabio.com – www.mediterrabio.com

Associazione Ram
San Rocco di Camogli, Italy
tel. +39 185 799087
info@associazioneram.it – www.associazioneram.it
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Confédération Nationale Kolo Harena Sahavanona
Antananarivo, Madagascar
tel. + 261 20 2234808 - cnkh@mel.moov.mg

Fusorari
Modena, Italy
tel. +39 059 4270436
infofusorari.it – www.fusorari.it

Consorzio Etimos
Padua, Italy
tel. +39 049 8755116–654191
etimos@etimos.it – www.etimos.it

Hochstamm Suisse – Hautes Tiges Suisse
Association for the conservation and support of orchards
Switzerland
tel. +49 0613369947
info@hochstamm–suisse.ch – www.hochstamm-suisse.ch

Coordination Nationale des Organisations Paysannes du
Mali (CNOP)
Bamako, Mali
tel. +223 20286800 - +223 76170979 - cnopmali@yahoo.fr

Institut de Recherche et de Promotion des Alternatives
en Développement (IRPAD)
Bamako, Mali
tel. +223 20238920
www.irpadafrique.org

Cooperativa Agro-Pecuária de Jovens Quadros (COAJOQ)
Canchungo, Bissau, Guinea-Bissau
coajoq_2000@hotmail.com

Instituto Hondureño del Café (IHCAFÈ)
Santa Rosa de Copan, Honduras
tel. +54 6620209
ihcafesantarosa@yahoo.es

Cooperative for the Support of Agricultural Producers in
Smilyan
Municipality of Smilyan, Bulgaria
tel. +359 886 461813 - smolena@abv.bg
The Cultural Conservancy
San Francisco, United States
tel. +1 415 5616594
mknelson@igc.org – www.nativeland.org

Jade/Syfia Senegal – Agence de presse et de
communication du monde rural
Dakar, Senegal
tel. +221775379696
syfia@orange.sn

Développement Environnement Conseil (DEC)
Antananarivo, Madagascar
tel. +261 202255344
dec@moov.mg

Local Harvest
Santa Cruz, California, United States
tel. +1 8314758150
www.localharvest.org

Diné bé Iinà – The Navajo Lifeway
Window Rock, Arizona, United States
tel. +1 9283490104 - www.navajolifeway.org

Maniparma
Parma, Italy
tel. +39 0521.286889
www.maniparma.org

Eldrimner
Swedish national center for artisanal food production
Rösta, Sweden
tel. +46 063 146033
info@eldrimner.com – www.eldrimner.com

Marketumbrella.org
New Orleans, United States
tel. +1 504 8614485
admin@marketumbrella.org - www.marketumbrella.org

Elkana Biological Farming Association
Tbilisi, Georgia
tel. +995 32 536487
biofarm@elkana.org.ge – www.elkana.org.ge

Modena per gli Altri (MOXA)
Modena, Italy
tel. +39 059 285208
info@modenaperglialtri.org – www.modenaperglialtri.org

Fenagie Pêche – Fédération Nationale des GIE de Pêche du
Sénégal
Dakar, Senegal
tel. +221 832 11 00
fenagiepeche@orange.sn

Native Seeds/Search
Tucson, Arizona, United States
tel. +1 520 6225561
info@nativeseeds.org – www.nativeseeds.org
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Navajo-Churro Sheep Association
Hoehne, Colorado, United States
tel. +1 7198467311
churrosheep@mac.com – www.navajo–churrosheep.com

STIPA – Sindacato de pescadores artesanales del
Archipiélago Juan Fernández
Chile
tel. +56 32 2751115
caletajuanfernandez@gmail.com

Norsk Gardsost
Rennebu, Norway
norsk@gardsost.no – www.gardsost.no

Tiniguena
Bissau, Guinea-Bissau
tel. +245 251907 - +245 6735111
tiniguena_gb@hotmail.com

ONAF
National association of cheese tasters
Grinzane Cavour, Italy
tel. +39 0173 231108
onaf@onaf.it – www.onaf.it

Tropical Fanfare Berhad
Sarawak, Malaysia
tel. +60 82 454811
tfanfare@tm.net.my
Union Bretonne Pie Noir (UBPN)
Quimper, France
tel. 02 98 811648
contact@bretonnepienoir.com -– www.bretonnepienoir.com

PFOPM
Platform for farming organizations in Mali
Mali
cnopmali@yahoo.fr
RAFT (Renewing America’s Food Traditions) Alliance
Flagstaff, United States
www.raftalliance.org

Verein für die Erhaltung und Förderung alter Obstsorten
Association for the maintenance and support of traditional fruit
varieties
Stuttgart, Germany
tel. +49 0711 6333493
bhuettche@web.de – www.champagner-bratbirne.de

Raw Milk Cheesemakers Association
United States
www.rawmilkcheese.org

Vereinigung Fränkischer Grünkernerzeuger Boxberg e.V.
Boxberg, Germany
tel. +49 793190210
posstelle@allbmgh.bwl.de – www.fraenkischer-gruenkern.de

Samiid Riikkasearvi
The Saami Association of Sweden
Umeå, Sweden
lars-ove.jonsson@sametinget.se

White Earth Land Recovery Project
Callaway, Minnesota, United States
tel. +1 218 3752600
www.nativeharvest.com

Seed Savers Exchange
Decorah, Iowa, United States
tel. +1 563 3825990
www.seedsavers.org

WWF Italy
Rome, Italy
tel. +39 06 844971
imode@wwf.it – www.wwf.it

Semperviva Organization
Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria
tel. +359 888 788121
bbps.semperviva@gmail.com – www.semperviva.org

WWOOF
Kenema, Sierra Leone
tel. +232 77287841
crtpdprograms@yahoo.com

Siwa Community Development Environmental
Conservation (SCDEC)
Siwa Oasis, Egypt
tel. +20 129081323
anwarscd@yahoo.com
Sopra i Ponti
Bologna, Italy
sopraiponti@alice.it – www.sopraiponti.org
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NON-GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS (NGOS)

Kulima
Organism for socio-economic development
Maputo, Mozambique
tel. +258 01430665/421622
kulima@tropical.mail.co.mz

Afrique Verte Mali
Bamako, Mali
tel. +223 2219760
afriqueverte@afribonemali.net – www.afriqueverte.org

LVIA – Associazione di solidarietà e cooperazione
internazionale
Cuneo, Italy
tel. +39 0171 696975
lvia@lvia.it – www.lvia.it

Association National Gestion des Aires Protégées (ANGAP)
Mananara, Madagascar
tel. +261 033 1269260

Mauritanie 2000
Nouakchott, Mauritania
tel. +222 5256128/5746850
ongmauritanie2000@mauritel.mr

CEFA – Il Seme della Solidarietà Onlus
Bologna, Italy
tel. +39 051 520285
info@cefaonlus.it – www.cefa.bo.it

Migrations & Développement Maroc
Taroudannt, Morocco
tel. +212 028854947
md.maroc@migdev.org
Muindi – Semi di Sorriso Onlus
Milan, Italy
tel. + 39 02 72149040
info@muindionlus.org – www.muindionlus.org

Centro de Investigación, Educación y Desarrollo
(CIED Peru)
Lima, Peru
tel. +51 14245634
www.ciedperu.org
Cooperazione Paesi Emergenti
Catania, Italy
tel. +39 095317390
www.cope.it

Muoversi Onlus
Parma, Italy
muoversi.pr@gmail.com – muoversionlus.wordpress.com

Corporación de Educación y Tecnología para el Desarrollo
del Sur (CET Sur)
Tomé, Chile
tel. +56 41 2656756 / 2656734
www.cetsur.org

NECOFA
Kitale, Kenya
tel. +254 722647112
muhunyusk@yahoo.com – necofakenya@yahoo.com

Ethio Organic Seed Action (EOSA)
Addis Abeba, Ethiopia
tel. +251 11 5502288
eosa1@ethionet.et

Oxfam Italy
Arezzo, Italy
tel. +39 0575 401780
www.oxfamitalia.org

Grupul de Initiativa Radu Anton Roman
Bucharest, Romania
tel. +40 21 3123835
info@targultaranului.ro – www.targultaranului.ro

Promotion du Développement Communautaire (P.D.Co.)
Bandiagara, Mali
tel. +223 2442111
pdcomamadou@yahoo.fr

Intercooperation – Delegation Madagascar
Antananarivo, Madagascar
tel. + 261 202261205/2233964
intercop@iris.mg – www.intercooperation–mg.org

Rabat Malik Association of Explorers
Tashkent, Uzbekistan
tel. + 9987 277-9423
rabatmalik@gmail.com – www.rabatmalik.freenet.uz
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Réseau Cohérence – Cohérence pour un Développement
Durable et Solidaire
Lorient, France
tel. +33 02 97849818
www.reseau–coherence.org

The Christensen Fund
Palo Alto, USA
tel. +1 650 3238700
info@christensenfund.org – www.christensenfund.org
Efico Foundation
Antwerp, Belgium
tel. +32 03 233 78 65
chantal.lhermite@eficofoundation.org – www.eficofoundation.org

Re.Te.
Grugliasco, Italy
tel. +39 011 7707388 / 7707398
rete@arpnet.it – www.reteong.org

Fondation du Sud
Agadir, Morocco
tel. +212 05 28829480
info@fondationsud.org – www.fondationsud.org

Rural Tourism (Otdyh v derevne)
Minsk, Belarus
tel. + 375 172510076
info@ruralbelarus.by – www.ruralbelarus.by

Fundación Gran Chaco
Formosa, Argentina
info@gran-chaco.org – www.gran-chaco.com

Smart Initiative
Kitale, Kenya
tel. +254720471715
smartinitiative@yahoo.com

Fundación para el Ambiente Natural y
el Desarollo – FundAndes
San Salvador de Jujuy, Argentina
tel. +54 388 4222896
maguijuy@gmail.com – www.condesan.org/jujuy/agr_fund.htm

Synchronicity Earth
London, United Kingdom
www.synchronicityearth.org
Terre des Hommes Italia Onlus
Milan, Italy
tel. +39 228970418
www.terredeshommes.it

Fundación Proteger
Santa Fé, Argentina
tel. +54 342 4558520
rios.proteger@arnet.com.ar – www.proteger.org.ar

Univers Sel
Guérande, France
tel. +33 02 40424213 - www.universsel.org

Hilfswerk der Evangelischen Kirchen Schweiz (HEKS)
Zurich, Switzerland
tel. +41 44 3608800
info@heks.ch – www.heks.ch

Wadi Environmental Science Centre
info@wesc.org – www.wesc.org

“Kazakhstan Fermer” Foundation
Almaty, Kazakhstan
kazfermer@mail.ru

FOUNDATIONS
Adept Foundation
Brasov, Romania
tel. +40 722983 771
cristi@adeptfoundation.org

Kempen Heath Sheep Foundation
Heeze, Netherlands
tel. +31 040 2240444
www.akdn.org

Aga Khan Foundation
Geneva, Switzerland
tel. +41 22 9097200

The George Gund Foundation
Cleveland, USA
tel. +1 2162413114
info@gundfdn.org – www.gundfdn.org

Avina Foundation
Hurden, Switzerland
tel. +41 55 4151111
foundation@avina.net – www.avina.net

Navdanya Foundation
New Delhi, India
tel. +91 11 26535422/26968077
vshiva@vsnl.com – www.navdanya.org
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Open Society Foundations
New York, USA
tel. +212 5480600
www.soros.org

CTM Altromercato
Verona, Italy
tel. +39 045 8008081
info@altromercato.it – www.altromercato.it

Pro Specie Rara
Foundation for the socio-cultural and genetic diversity of plants
and animals
Aarau, Switzerland
tel. +41 62 8320820
info@prospecierara.ch – www.prospecierara.ch

Equoqui
Grinzane Cavour, Italy
tel. +39 333 8376577
info@equoqui.it – www.equoqui.it
Libero Mondo
Cherasco, Italy
tel. +39 0172 499169
www.liberomondo.org

René Moawad Foundation
Beirut, Lebanon
tel. +961 1 613367/8/9
rmf@rmf.org.lb – www.rmf.org.lb

Libera Terra
Palermo, Italy
tel. +39 091 8577655
www.liberaterra.it

Stiftung Drittes Millennium
Zurich, Switzerland
tel. +41 044 2120001
info@stiftung3m.org – www.stiftung-drittes-millennium.com

Scambi Sostenibili
Palermo, Italy
tel. +39 348 8741515
www.scambisostenibili.it

Trace Foundation
New York, USA
tel. +1 2123677380
info@trace.org – www.trace.org

UNIVERSITIES

FAIR TRADE

American University of Beirut
Beirut, Lebanon
tel. +961 1 340460/350000
www.aub.edu.lb

Alter Eco
Commerce Equitable
Paris, France
tel. +331 01 47423220
nordsud@altereco.com – www.altereco.com

Belarusian State University of Culture and Arts
Ethnography Department
Minsk, Belarus
tel. +375 (17) 2228306

Commercio Alternativo
Ferrara, Italy
tel. +39 0532 774811
info@commercioalternativo.it – www.commercioalternativo.it

Russian-Armenian University
Agriculture Faculty
Yerevan, Armenia
tel. +374 10267491 - www.rau.am

Consorzio Fairtrade Italia
Padua, Italy
tel. +39 049 8750823
info@fairtradeitalia.it – www. fairtradeitalia.it

Ss. Cyril and Methodius University
Agricultural and Food Sciences Faculty
Skopje, Republic of Macedonia
tel. +389 23115277

Cooperativa Sociale Pausa Café
Turin, Italy
tel. +39 011 19714278
info@pausacafe.org – www.pausacafe.org

Turin Polytechnic
Architecture Faculty
Turin, Italy
tel. +39 011 564 5901 - www.polito.it
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Université Européenne des Saveurs et des Senteurs
Forcalquier, France
tel. +33 0492725068
contact@uess.fr – www.uess.fr

University of Palermo
Architecture Faculty
Palermo, Italy
tel. +39 091 6230663
www.architettura.unipa.it

University of Buenos Aires
Agronomy Faculty
Buenos Aires, Argentina
tel. +54 11 45248000
www.agro.uba.ar

University of Rabat
Rabat–Chellah, Morocco
tel. +212 037 673318
presidence@um5a.ac.ma – www.emi.ac.ma/univ–MdV

University of Catania
Zootechnical Sciences Faculty
Catania, Italy
tel. +39 095 234307
www.unict.it

University of Turin
Agriculture Faculty
Grugliasco, Italy
tel. + 39 011 6708760/8761
www.agraria.unito.it

University of Gastronomic Sciences
Pollenzo, Italy
tel. +39 0172 458511
info@unisg.it – www.unisg.it

University of Turin
Veterinary Medicine Faculty, Animal Pathology Department
Turin, Italy
tel. +39 011 6709049
www.veter.unito.it

University of Genoa
Architecture Faculty
Genoa, Italy
tel. +39 347 2483391 - www.arch.unige.it

University of Venice
Urban Planning Department
Venice, Italy
tel. +39 041 2571378 - www.iuav.it

University of Herat
Agriculture Faculty
Herat, Afghanistan - www.hu.edu.af

University of Wine
Suze la Rousse, France
tel. +33 0475972130 - www.universite–du–vin.com

University of Kabul
Agriculture Faculty
Kabul, Afghanistan
www.ku.edu.af

RESEARCH CENTERS,
INSTITUTES AND SCHOOLS

University of Makeni
Makeni, Sierra Leone
tel. +232 76 670769 – +232 76 561803
info@universityofmakeni.com – www.universityofmakeni.com

Academy of Sciences – Vavilov Institute of General
Genetics
Comparative animal genetics laboratory
Moscow, Russia
www.vigg.ru

University of Milan
Agriculture Faculty, Food Sciences and Technology Department
Milan, Italy
tel. +39 02 50316658
distam@unimi.it – www.distam.unimi.it

Central Botanical Garden of the National Academy
of Sciences
Minsk, Belarus
tel. +375 172841484
cbg@it.org.by

University of Palermo
Agriculture Faculty, Arboriculture Department
Palermo, Italy
tel. +39 091 7049000
www.agrariaunipa.it

Centre Culturel Tjibaou
Nouméa, New Caledonia
www.adck.nc
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Centro Miglioramento Ovino
Cairo Montenotte, Italy
tel. +39 019 599767 - mauriziobazzano.apasv@quipo.it

Istituto Agronomico Mediterraneo (IAM)
Valenzano, Bari, Italy
tel. +39 080 4606204
www.iamb.it

Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia Scuola Nazionale
di Cinema
Animation Department
Chieri, Italy
tel. +39 011 9473284
www.csc–cinematografia.it/animazione

Istituto Agronomico per l’Oltremare (IAO)
Florence, Italy
tel. +39 05550611
iao@iao.florence.it – www.iao.florence.it
Istituto di Ricovero e Cura a Carattere Scientifico MaternoInfantile Burlo Garofolo
University of Trieste, Italy
tel +39 0403785275
www.burlo.trieste.it

Conservatorio de la Cultura Gastronómica Mexicana
Mexico City, Mexico
tel. +52 56160951
www.ccgm.mx/CCGM/Intro.html
Consiglio per la Ricerca e la Sperimentazione in
Agricoltura (CRA)
Beekeeping and Sericulture Research Unit
Bologna, Italy
tel. +39 051 353103
www.inapicoltura.org

Istituto Duca degli Abruzzi – Baldan
Padua, Italy
tel. +39 049 620536
www.ducabruzzi.it
Istituto Lattiero–Caseario e delle Tecnologie
Agroalimentari
Moretta, Cuneo, Italy
tel. + 39 0172 93564

Consorzio Gian Pietro Ballatore per la Ricerca su Specifici
Settori della Filiera Cerealicola
Palermo, Italy
tel. +39 091 342953
www.ilgranoduro.it

Osservatorio Ligure Pesca e Ambiente
Genoa, Italy
tel. +39 010 584368
www.olpa.info

Institut Européen d’Histoire et des Cultures
de l’Alimentation
Tours, France
www.iehca.eu

R.R. Shredder Research Institute
Horticulture, Viticulture and Enology
Bostanlyk, Uzbekistan

Instituto Morro da Cutia (IMCA)
Montenegro, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
tel. 555136496087/ 555136492440
morrodacutia@morrodacutia.org

Scuola Agraria Malva – Arnaldi
Bibiana, Turin, Italy
tel. +39 0121 559459 – +39 0121 55618
teoric00@scuolamalva.191.it
www.ghironda.com/vpellice/comuni/bibia.htm

Instituto Teconologico de Tuxtepec
Biochemistry Department
Tuxtepec, Oaxaca, Mexico
tel. +52 2878751044
www.ittux.edu.mx

Sissa Medialab
Trieste, Italy
tel +39 040 3787642
www.medialab.sissa.it

Instituto Teko Arandu
São Paolo, Brazil
tel. +55 11 59770000

Società Ortofrutticola Italiana (SOI)
University of Florence Polo Scientifico
Sesto Fiorentino, Florence, Italy
tel. +39 055 4574067/070
soifi@unifi.it – www.soihs.it

IPSAA Conte di Cavour
Castelfranco Veneto, Treviso, Italy
tel. +39 0423 490615
castelfranco@ipsaa.it
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PARKS

Querimba National Park
Pemba, Mozambique
tel. +258 27221764

Banc d’Arguin National Park
Nouadhibou, Mauritania
tel. +222 5258542
pnba@mauritania.mr – www.mauritania.mr/pnba

Tusheti National Park
Kakheti, Georgia
tel. +995 77921133

Cilento National Park
Vallo della Lucania, Salerno, Italy
tel. +39 0974 719911
www.pncvd.it

MINISTRIES AND
GOVERNMENTAL BODIES

Corno alle Scale Regional Park
Pianaccio, Bologna, Italy
tel. +39 0534 51761
parco.corno@cosea.org – www.cornoallescale.it

Arsi and Bale Rural Development Project (ABRDP)
Ethio–Italian Development Cooperation
Asella, Ethiopia
tel. +251 0223312351
abrdp@ethionet.et

Emilia-Romagna Po Delta Regional Park
Comacchio, Reggio Emilia, Italy
tel. +39 0533 314003
info@parcodeltapo.it – parcodeltapo@parcodeltapo.it

Brazilian Ministry of Agricultural Development
Brasilia, Brazil
tel. +55 6120200888
www.mda.gov.br

Europarc Federation
Brussels, Belgium
tel. +32 028930945
www.europarc.org

Brazilian Ministry of Culture
Brasilia, Brazil
tel. +55 6120242373
www.cultura.gov.br

Gargano National Park
Monte Sant’Angelo, Foggia, Italy
tel. +39 0884 568911/5579
ufficiostampa@parcogargano.it – www.parcogargano.it

Embassy of Italy in Addis Abeba
Addis Abeba, Ethiopia
tel. +251 11 1235717
ambasciata.addisabeba@esteri.it – www.ambaddisabeba.esteri.it

Gran Sasso and Monti della Laga National Park
L’Aquila, Italy
tel. +39 0862 60521
ente@gransassolagapark.it – www.gransassolagapark.it

Embassy of Italy in Beirut
Beirut, Lebanon
tel. +961 5 954955
amba.beirut@esteri.it – www.ambbeirut.esteri.it

Madonie Regional Park
Petralia Sottana, Palermo, Italy
tel. +39 0921 684015
www.parcodellemadonie.it

GTZ – Oromia
Addis Abeba, Ethiopia
tel. +251 011 5515014
www.gtz.de

Mananara – Nord National Park
Antananarivo, Madagascar
tel. +261 20 2241554/38
contact@angap.mg – www.parcs–madagascar.com/mananara

Italian Ministry of Agricultural Policies
Rome, Italy
tel. +39 06 46651 - www.politicheagricole.it

Prealpi Giulie Regional Park
Prato di Resia, Udine, Italy
tel. +39 0433 53534
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Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Italian Development Cooperation
Rome, Italy
tel. +39 06 36916316 +39 06 36916308
redazione.cooperazione@esteri.it
wwwcooperazioneallosviluppo.esteri.it

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
Rome, Italy
tel. +39 06 57051
fao–hq@fao.org – www.fao.org

Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Office for Italians Abroad and Migratory Policies
Rome, Italy
tel. +39 0636912814
www.esteri.it/MAE/IT/Ministero/Struttura/DGItalianiEstero/

International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
Rome, Italy
tel. +39 06 54591
ifad@ifad.org

Italian Ministry of Health
Rome, Italy
tel. +39 06 59941
www.ministerosalute.it

International Labour Organization (ILO)
International Training Centre
Turin, Italy
tel. + 39 011 6936111
communications@itcilo.org – www.itcilo.org

Nord Brabante Provincial Authority
s’Hertogenbosch, Netherlands
tel. +31 0736812812
www.brabant.nl
State Ecological Institution Eco–Rosy
Rossonu, Belarus
tel. +375 (0) 215941860
eko–rosy@tut.by
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Communication and Research

PRESIDIA AND UNIVERSITIES
The Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity and Italian Presidia are frequently a subject of interest to university students. Below is a
list of selected research theses and dissertations produced by students.

University of Genoa
Faculty of Arts and Philosophy
Degree in Arts
Historiography of Local Products. A Case Study:
Roccaverano Robiola
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Claudio Costantini
Candidate: Paola Nano
Year: 1999/2000
University of Turin
Faculty of Political Science
Degree in International and Diplomatic Sciences
The Revival of Local Knowledge in a Global World.
Slow Food’s Cultural Initiatives and Entrepreneurial
Activity: The Presidia. Two Case Studies: Montébore and
Roccaverano Robiola
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Egidio Dansero
Candidate: Emanuela Busso
Year: 2002/2003

University of Padua
Faculty of Sciences
Degree in Natural Sciences
Genetic Characterization of Populations of Native
Veneto Poultry Breeds Using Amplified Fragment
Length Polymorphism (AFLP)
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Federica Sandrelli
Candidate: Gabriele Baldan
Year: 2003/2004
University of Pisa
Faculty of Agriculture
Degree in Biological and Multifunctional Agriculture
Defining Production Rules: The Case of Slow Food
Presidia
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Mara Miele
Candidate: Francesca Baldereschi
Year: 2003/2004

University of Turin
Faculty of Economics
Slow Food in Sicily: Analysis and Promotion of Presidia
in the Nebrodi Area
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Erminio Borlenghi
Candidate: Gabriele Cena
Year: 2002/2003

University of Milan
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine
Degree in Technologies, Animal Products and Product Quality
Slow Food and its Presidia: Recognition and Protection
of Native Italian Pig Breeds and Their Products
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Maria Antonietta Paleari
Candidate: Laura Cappellato
Year: 2003/2004

University of Turin
Faculty of Political Science
Argan Oil in Morocco: Biodiversity Defense and
Recognition of the Specificity of Local Areas in
International Slow Food Projects
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Egidio Dansero
Candidate: Augusta Roux
Year: 2002/2003

University of Milan
Faculty of Agriculture
Degree in Food Sciences and Technologies
Compositional Characteristics of Amaranth and its Main
Uses in the Food Sector
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Mara Lucidano
Candidate: Federica Catenacci
Year: 2003/2004
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Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies, Pisa
Master in Evaluation and Control of Quality Food Production
Biodiversity in Latin America: Method for Recognition
and Promotion of Food Products Particularly in Latin
America
Language: Spanish
Supervisor: Giuseppe Turchetti
Candidate: A. Escobar Fonseca
Year: 2003/2004
University of Siena
Faculty of Arts and Philosophy
Degree in Communication Science
Slow Food, Creative Communities and Tribal Marketing
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Fabrizio Maria Pini
Candidate: Francesca Socci
Year: 2003/2004
University of Turin
Faculty of Economics
University School of Business Management–Pinerolo
Protected Designation of Origin, Protected
Geographical Indication and Promotion of Distinctive
Local Products with Freedom of Circulation of Goods
and Food and Wine Tourism
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Leo Amato
Candidate: Valentina Turaglio
Year: 2003/2004
University of Trieste
Faculty of Arts and Philosophy
Degree in Sciences and Techniques of Interculturality
Biodiversity and Local Cultures: The Slow Food
Presidium for Andean Corn in Northwest Argentina
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Francesco Micelli
Co-Supervisor: Prof. Javier Grossutti
Candidate: Giulia Ferrari
Year: 2004/2005

University of Turin
Faculty of Agriculture
Degree in Agricultural Sciences and Technologies
The Cultivation of Coffee in the Department of
Huehuetenango (Guatemala): An Analysis of Production
Costs and the Post-Crisis Price Situation
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Alessandro Corsi
Candidate: Francesco Imberti
Year 2004/2005
University of Turin
Faculty of Economics
Regional Marketing and Slow Food Presidia: A Winning
Combination? The Positive Effects of a Presidium on the
Local Area. The Case of the Province of Cuneo
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Erminio Borlenghi
Candidate: Edgardo Manfredi
Year: 2004/2005
University of Milan
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine
Degree in Technologies, Animal Products and Product Quality
Rediscovery of a Distinctive Local Product: Red Cattle
and their Products
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Maria Antonietta Paleari
Candidate: Maria Paola Savoldelli
Year: 2004/2005
University of Turin
Faculty of Economics
Strategies for Protecting the Consumption of
Distinctive Local Products in a Global Society
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Anna Cugno
Candidate: Andrea Dellavalle
Year: 2005/2006

University of Milan
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine
Degree in Technologies, Animal Products and Product Quality
The Orbetello Lagoon: Processes, Products and Fishing
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Maria Antonietta Paleari
Candidate: Elena Giunco
Year: 2004/2005
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Suor Orsola Benincasa University, Naples
Authentic, Slow and Tribal – The Case of Slow Food
From a Mediterranean Marketing Perspective
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Davide Borrelli
Candidate: Massimo Romano
Year: 2005/2006

University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo and Colorno
Master in Food Culture: Communicating Quality Products
Farmers’ Markets in Italy
Language: Italian
Candidate: Pierluigi Frassanito
Year: 2006/2007
University of Florence
The Role of Fairs in Promoting Traditional Local
Products
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Giovanni Belletti
Candidate: Dario Ricci
Year: 2006/2007
Cà Foscari University of Venice
Faculty of Arts and Philosophy
Specialist Degree in Cultural Anthropology, Ethnology and
Ethnolinguistics
Women’s Cooperatives in Southeast Morocco: The Slow
Food Argan Oil Presidium
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Giovanni Dore
Candidate: Rebecca Roveda
Year: 2006/2007
University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo and Colorno
Master in Gastronomic Sciences and Quality Products
Support for the Development of a Network of Women’s
Producer Cooperatives in Morocco: An Italian-Moroccan
Cooperative Venture for the Argan Oil Presidium
Language: Italian
Candidate: Rebecca Roveda
Year 2006/2007
University of Turin
Faculty of Arts and Philosophy
Degree in Intercultural Communication
Questions of Origin. Sustainable Food Culture: A
Brazilian Experience
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Francesco Remotti
Candidate: Tania Toniolo
Year: 2006/2007
University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo and Colorno
Degree in Gastronomic Sciences
Chestnuts in the Calizzano and Murialdo Tecci:
Economic Examination of a Presidium
Language: Italian
Supervisors: Claudio Malagoli and Bruno Scaltriti

Candidate: Enrico Bonardo
Year: 2007/2008
University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo and Colorno
Degree in Gastronomic Sciences
Commercial Development of a Product (Cornmeal
Biscuits) Through Sensory and Consumer Science
Techniques
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Sebastiano Porretta
Candidate: Federica Frigerio
Year: 2007/2008
University of Turin
Faculty of Medicine and Surgery
Degree in Dietetics
Bromatological Analysis and Nutritional Evaluation of
Widely Used Industrial Food Products Compared to
Slow Food Presidia
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Andrea Pezzana
Candidate: Zaira Frighi
Year 2007/2008
University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo and Colorno
Master in Gastronomic Sciences and Quality Products
Coffee, Essence of the Global World: Quality for
Freedom
Language: Italian
Candidate: Mariana Guimaraes
Year 2007/2008
University of Turin
Faculty of Foreign Languages and Literature
Degree in Foreign Languages for International
Communication
Terra Madre and the Salone del Gusto in Turin: A
Cultural and Social Journey to the Roots of Food
Language: Spanish
Supervisor: Veronica Orazi
Candidate: Erika Inz
Year 2007/2008
Urbino Institute for Industrial Design
Eating Well. Gastronomy, Culture and African Traditions
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Sandro Natalini
Candidate: Alice Lotti
Year: 2007/2008
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University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo and Colorno
Master in Gastronomic Sciences and Quality Products
Food Education. Slow Food: Rebuilding Taste Memories
in the Education System
Language: English
Candidate: Amy Lim Mai
Year 2007/2008
University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo and Colorno
Degree in Gastronomic Sciences
Small Coastal Fishing Communities in the Mid-Adriatic:
Relationships Between Trades and Products
Language: Italian
Supervisor: Silvestro Greco
Candidate: Maria Elena Sidoti
Year: 2007/2008
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart
Agriculture Faculty, Piacenza campus
Organizational and Commercial Aspects of Direct Sales
of Agricultural Products and Impact on Consumers
Language: Italian
Candidate: Massimo Bodda
Year: 2007/2008
University of Turin
Faculty of Foreign Languages and Literature
The Slow Food Presidia: Creating an Image and
Distributing the Product
Supervisor: Laura Bonato
Candidate: Elisa Avataneo
Year 2008/2009

University of Bologna
Faculty of Political Science
Research Doctorate in International Cooperation and Policies
of Sustainable Development
Politics and International Cooperation in Slow Food
Supervisor: Andrea Segrè
Candidate: Alberto Grossi
Year: 2008/2009
University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo and Colorno
Master in Italian Gastronomy and Tourism
Armenia: A Report
Candidate: Aviva Kruger
Year: 2008/2009
University of Turin
Agriculture Faculty
Promotion Paths for Local Products: Savona Chinotto
Supervisor: Cristiana Peano
Candidate: Rossella Briano
Year: 2009/2010
University of Gastronomic Sciences of Pollenzo and Colorno
Degree in Gastronomic Sciences
Colombian Piangua Extraction System: Analysis and
Development of a Systemic Project for a New Slow
Food Presidium
Supervisor: Franco Fassio
Co-supervisor: Lia Poggio
Candidate: Manlio Larotonda
Year: 2010/2011

University of Bologna
Faculty of Political Science
Specialized Degree in Cooperation and Development
Food Sovereignty Through Slow Food Presidia: A Case
Study of Huehuetenango Highland Coffee
Supervisor: Andrea Segrè
Co-supervisor: Luca Falasconi
Candidate: Ania Pettinelli
Year: 2008/2009
University of Turin
Faculty of Agriculture
The Promotion of Resources in Northwest Africa: The
Case of Dogon Somé
Supervisor: Cristiana Peano
Candidate: Elisa Mascetti
Year: 2008/2009
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DOCUMENTARIES, VIDEOS AND FILMS
2001

2005

Belìce Vastedda, directed by Marco Bolasco for Gambero Rosso
Castelvetrano Black Bread, directed by Marco Bolasco for
Gambero Rosso
Fabriano Salame, direcby Marco Bolasco for Gambero Rosso
Gargano Citrus, directed by Marco Bolasco for Gambero Rosso
Gargano Podolico Caciocavallo, directed by Marco Bolasco for
Gambero Rosso
Noto Almonds, directed by Marco Bolasco for Gambero Rosso
Menaica Anchovies, directed by Marco Bolasco for Gambero
Rosso
Monti Sibillini Pecorino, directed by Marco Bolasco for
Gambero Rosso
Ragusano, directed by Marco Bolasco for Gambero Rosso
San Marzano Tomato, directed by Marco Bolasco for Gambero
Rosso
Serra de’Conti Cicerchia, directed by Marco Bolasco for
Gambero Rosso
Tenera Ascoli Olive, directed by Marco Bolasco for Gambero
Rosso
The Last Link, directed by Tim Kahn, NABO (North American
Basque Organizations)
Vallesina Fig Cake, directed by Marco Bolasco for Gambero
Rosso
Vesuvius Apricot, directed by Marco Bolasco for Gambero
Rosso
Documentary about Béarn mountain cheese (now a Presidium)

Bitto, the Eternal Cheese, directed by Annamaria Gallone,
a Kenzi production in co-production with the Slow Food
Foundation for Biodiversity. Documentary dedicated to the
Bitto of the Bitto Valleys Presidium (Lombardy, Italy).
The Black Pig, the Woods and the People of Nebrodi, directed
by Annamaria Gallone, a Kenzi production in co-production
with the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity. Documentary
about the Nebrodi Black Pig Presidium (Sicily, Italy).
Cacao, Food of the Gods, directed by Annette Frei Berthoud,
Nzz Tv (Swiss TV channel). Documentary about the Cacao
Nacional Presidium (Ecuador).
CONAB–Companhia Nacional de Abastecimento, produced
by the Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture and partly about the
Umbu Presidium (Brazil).
Fishing in Senegal, directed by A. Carboni, documentary about
small fishing communities in Senegal.
Manrique and the Coffee Odyssey, directed by Annamaria
Gallone, a Kenzi production in co-production with the Slow
Food Foundation for Biodiversity. Documentary on the
Huehuetenango Highland Coffee Presidium (Guatemala).
Olga, Paprika and the Curly-Haired Piglet, directed by
Annamaria Gallone, a Kenzi production in co-production with
the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity. Documentary about
the Mangalica Sausage Presidium (Hungary).
Stories of Eels, Water and Fire, directed by Annamaria Gallone,
a Kenzi production in co-production with the Slow Food
Foundation for Biodiversity. Documentary about the Traditional
Marinated Comacchio Valleys Eel Presidium (Emilia-Romagna,
Italy).
Stories of Farms and Cattle in the Gargano Uplands, directed
by Annamaria Gallone, a Kenzi production in co-production
with the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity. Documentary
about the Gargano Podolico Caciocavallo Presidium (Puglia,
Italy).
Terra Madre, directed by Nicola Ferrero and Ugo Vallauri.
Documentary dedicated to Terra Madre.
The Wild Sheep, the Fox and Love, directed by Anne Magnussen.
Documentary on Hilde Buer, a sheep farmer from the Villsau
Sheep Presidium (Norway).

2002

Cinque Terre, a Threatened Ecosystem, directed by Annette Frei
Berthoud, NZZ TV (Swiss TV channel). Documentary about the
Cinque Terre Sciacchetrà Presidium.
Mythical Meat, directed by Annette Frei Berthoud, NZZ TV
(Swiss TV channel). Describes four Presidia for native breeds
(Cinta Senese pig, Piedmontese cattle, Maremma ox, Chianina
ox) and the Colonnata Lard Presidium.
2004

Pedras Caliente, directed by Francisco Klimscha and Cristian
Simón. Documentary about the Calbuco Black-Bordered Oyster
Presidium (Chile).
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2006

The Highest Cheese in the World, directed by Paola Vanzo
and Andrea Cavazzuti. Documentary about the Yak Cheese
Presidium (China).
Imraguen Women’s Mullet Bottarga, directed by Remo
Schellino. Documentary on the Imraguen Women’s Mullet
Bottarga Presidium (Mauritania).
Manoomin – The Sacred Food, directed by Jack Riccobono
on the Anishinaabeg Manoomin Rice Presidium in the US;
a prizewinner at the Berlinale Talent Campus as part of the
Berlin International Film Festival.
Maremma, Land of Presidia, directed by Valter Bencini, a coproduction of Insekt and Raisat Gambero Rosso.
Sawasiray–Pitusiray directed by Mariana Herrera Bellido on
the landscape and management of the Pampacorral Sweet
Potato Presidium in Peru; a prizewinner at the Berlinale Talent
Campus as part of the Berlin International Film Festival.
Zeri Lamb: A Border Animal, directed by Valter Bencini, a coproduction of Insekt and Raisat Gambero Rosso.
2007

As Fulôs do Sertão – As mulheres da caatinga fazendo
econegócios, directed by Ricardo Malta for BPC Imagens.
Documentary about the Umbu Presidium (Brazil).
Langsom Mat (Slow Food), directed by Vanja Ohna.
Documentary on the Møre og Romsdal Salted Cod Presidium
(Norway).
Um pé de que? Programa Umbu, directed by Leo Andrade,
for Pindorama Filmes. TV program about the Umbu Presidium
(Brazil).
Vanilla, The Queen of Spices, directed by Annette Frei Berthoud,
Nzz Tv (Swiss TV channel). Documentary on the Mananara
Vanilla Presidium (Madagascar).
2008

Café y Caffè, directed by Annamaria Gallone, a Kenzi
production in co-production with the Slow Food Foundation
for Biodiversity. Documentary about the coffee Presidia
(Guatemala).
Café y Caffè: The Experience of the Slow Food Sierra Cafetalera
Coffee Presidium, directed by Annamaria Gallone, a Kenzi
production in co-production with the Slow Food Foundation
for Biodiversity. Documentary about the Sierra Cafetalera
Coffee Presidium (Dominican Republic).
The Earth is a Mother, directed by Santo della Volpe.
Documentary about small fishing communities in Senegal.
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Fruit Preserves, directed by Remo Schellino. Documentary
about the production of quality fruit preserves.
2009

100 Days Between Heaven and Earth, directed by Dario
Leone for Slow Food in collaboration with the University of
Gastronomic Sciences as part of the European Promo Terroir
project. Short film about the Italian and French cross-border
Presidia (Italy).
A Gift From Talking God: The Story of the Navajo-Churro,
directed by Peter Blystone and Margaret Chanler, with the
participation of Roy Kady, Jay Begay, Jr. Dr. Lyle McNeal e Dr.
Gary Paul Nabhan. Documentary about the Navajo-Churro
Sheep Presidium.
Terra Madre People, directed by Slow Food, studio Bodà
production. Presenting the small farmers, herders, fishers,
cooks, students and academics brought together at the third
Terra Madre world meeting.
The world premiere of Italian director Ermanno Olmi’s
documentary Terra Madre was presented at the Berlinale
international film festival on February 6, 2009. In this
production inspired by the Terra Madre network of food
communities, Olmi delivers a powerful message about the
critical issues facing food, and their economic, environmental
and social implications.
2010

Marco Polo 2010, directed by Carlo Auriemma and Elisabetta
Eördegh. Presents the food communities and producers along
the Silk Road (Georgia, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan,
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan).
The Dates of the Al Jufrah Desert, directed by Walter Bencini
and produced by the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity
in collaboration with the Overseas Agronomical Institute and
the Italian Development Cooperation. A journey to the heart of
Libya and the Al Jufrah oases, following the ancient caravan
routes to discover 400 varieties of dates and their rich history
and culture.

PRESS REVIEW
Various publications regularly feature Slow Food Foundation projects.
Following are some examples:
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Slow Food supports local and
sustainable food systems. Help us achieve
our concrete solutions for change.
Donate now

www.slowfood.com/donate

Your support will help us to:
Preserve threatened foods and strengthen local economies
Connect and empower farming communities in the Terra Madre network
Provide small grants for food and taste education projects
around the world

By donating today, you will help us further
these concrete solutions for change
www.slowfood.com
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